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Abstract 

This thesis presents analytical modelling of homogeneous multi-server systems with reconfig

uration and rebooting delays, heterogeneous multi-server systems with one main and several 

identical servers, and farm paradigm multi-server systems. This thesis also includes a number 

of other research works such as, fast performability evaluation models of open networks of 

nodes with repairs and finite queuing capacities, multi-server systems with deferred repairs, 

and two stage tandem networks with failures, repairs and multiple servers at the second 

stage. Applications of these for the popular Beowulf cluster systems and memory servers are 

also accomplished. 

Existing techniques used in performance evaluation of multi-server systems are investigated 

and analysed in detail. Pure performance modelling techniques, pure availability models, 

and performability models are also considered. First, the existing approaches for pure per

formance modelling are critically analysed with the discussions on merits and demerits. Then 

relevant terminology is defined and explained. Since the pure performance models tend to 

be too optimistic and pure availability models are too conservative, performability models 

are used for the evaluation of multi-server systems. Fault-tolerant multi-server systems can 

continue service in case of certain failures. If failure does not occur at a critical point (such 

as breakdown of the head processor of a farm paradigm system) the system continues serving 

in a degraded mode of operation. In such systems, reconfiguration and/or rebooting delays 

are expected while a processor is being mapped out from the system. These delay stages 

are also taken into account in addition to failures and repairs, in the exact performability 

models that are developed. Two dimensional Markov state space representations of the sys

tems are used for performability modelling. Following the critical analysis of the existing 

solution techniques, the Spectral Expansion method is chosen for the solution of the models 

developed. 

In this work, open queuing networks are also considered. To evaluate their performability, 

existing modelling approaches are expanded and validated by simulations, for performability 

analysis of multistage open networks with finite queuing capacities. The performances of 

two extended modelling approaches are compared in terms of accuracy for open networks 

with various queuing capacities. 

Deferred repair strategies are becoming popular because of the cost reductions they can 

provide. Effects of using deferred repairs are analysed and performability models are pro

vided for homogeneous multi-server systems and highly available farm paradigm multi-server 

systems. 
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Since one of the random variables is used to represent the number of jobs in one of the 

queues, analytical models for performance evaluation of two stage tandem networks suffer 

because of numerical cumbersomeness. Existing approaches for modelling these systems are 

actually pure performance models since breakdowns and repairs cannot be considered. One 

way of modelling these systems can be to divide one of the random variables to present both 

the operative and non-operative states of the server in one dimension. However, this will 

give rise to state explosion problem severely limiting the maximum queue capacity that can 

be handled. In order to overcome this problem a new approach is presented for modelling 

two stage tandem networks in three dimensions. An approximate solution is presented to 

solve such a system. 

This approach manifests itself as a novel contribution for alleviating the state space explosion 

problem for large and/or complex systems. When two state tandem networks with feedback 

are modelled using this approach, the operative states can be handled independently and 

this makes it possible to consider multiple operative states at the second stage. 

The analytical models presented can be used with various parameters and they are extendible 

to consider systems with similar architectures. The developed three dimensional approach is 

capable to handle two stage tandem networks with various characteristics for performability 

measures. All the approaches presented give accurate results. 

Numerical solutions are presented for all models developed. In case the solution presented 

is not exact, simulations are performed to validate the accuracy of the results obtained. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

Developments in the computer field have increased rapidly since the late 1960s. Engineers 

and scientists were faced with the fact that users should share data and Input/Output devices 

through an environment. As the usage of computer systems and their connections through 

networks has increased rapidly, many large and interesting collections of materials became 

available electronically. This makes both users and designers aware of the requirement of 

sharing data and resources with ease, and affordable performance and reliability measures. 

Today, computer and communication systems are very widely used in research, industry, 

business and also in the everyday life of people all over the world. These systems are used at 

cash points, travel reservation systems, air traffic controls, hospitals' diagnostic equipment, 

patient monitoring systems, transportation industry, parallel computing, and scientific re

search. As the users' demands increase, the complexity of computer networks, network 

products, communication systems and information systems also increases. As a result of 

this, it becomes more difficult to understand and handle various components of systems 

which interact in these complex environments, and to make sure that all the implications 

have been covered and considered properly. 

When the systems are implemented without performance evaluation, there is a risk of con

suming resources by committing them to the development of a system or product which 

does not meet optimum requirements. Also it is possible to end up with a system with 

inadequate performance and/or availability characteristics. In the modern world, with fast 

improving technology, highly competitive research and industry environment, such a risk is 

not acceptable. 

Performance and availability analysis using modelling, allows engineers, researchers, devel

opers and users to predict and detect possible drawbacks of the systems. This provides 

early correction and accurate planning. Modelling systems for performance and availabilit\ 
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analysis is helpful for understanding the complex interaction of systems' components and 

elusive effects of various factors (Jain 1991, Law and Kelton 2000). Performance analysis 

is also useful for optimisation of various system characteristics. Results obtained, enables 

system designers to examine optimal design tradeoffs. Performance and availability analysis 

of many systems becomes essential for the success or failure of many projects (Jain 1991, 

Banks et. al. 2005). 

Multi-server computer and communication systems are commonly preferred because of the 

greater computation power they can provide, and improved reliability. Multi-server systems 

are more reliable than single server ones since server failures do not cause complete system 

failures, and the system can continue serving in a degraded mode. Multi-server systems are 

also important for parallel processing as well. 

A fault-tolerant multi-server system needs to be evaluated for design and effective usage con

cerns. Both performance and availability evaluation is important for designing and employing 

the best system that meets the user requirements. The use of performance and availability 

evaluation techniques before such a system is physically implemented, would be very useful 

in terms of understanding the system's general behaviour and modifying the system to meet 

service level agreements in terms of system performance and availability. 

1.1 Performance Evaluation Techniques 

There are three techniques used for performance evaluation of computer and communication 

systems. These are benchmarking, simulation, and analytical modelling (Jain 1991, Banks 

et. al. 2005). 

The process of performance analysis by actual measurements is called benchmarking or 

measurement and the input workloads used are the benchmarks. Benchmarking gives very 

accurate results. However, these results are of limited use since extrapolation of these results 

to suit changes in system or workload is usually not possible. Benchmarking is only possible 

if something similar to the proposed system already exists. If the concept considered is new, 

analytical modelling and simulation are the only techniques available. Benchmarking is also, 

usually very costly in terms of equipment, personnel, and time (Jain 1991). 

Analytical modelling and simulation enables performing analysis more quickly and cost effec

tively, without the need for prototyping. This is very important for identifying and solving 

performance and availability problems that would appear otherwise later in the design pro-

cess. 
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Simulation is mimicking the operation of a real world process over time (Banks et. al. 2005). 

Simulation process involves building a simulation model of the system considered. This 

model can be validated against existing systems and then altered to reflect the proposed 

modifications. This approach is very flexible, and it gives fairly accurate and acceptable 

results, but for sufficient accuracy, simulations require relatively high computation times 

(Law and Kelton 2000). Both benchmarking and simulation are experimental approaches 
and they are costly especially in terms of time. 

Analytical modelling gives rise to formulae and/or numerical procedures that are computa

tionally more efficient compared to simulations (Law and Kelton 2000, Banks 2005). Ana

lytical modelling of a system, or a specific part of it requires less computation. Usually the 

goal of performance and availability studies are to compare different alternatives, or to find 

the best architecture in terms of performance and cost effectiveness, or to find the optimal 

parameter values. When simulations are employed it may be possible to search the space of 

parameters and their interactions for the optimum combination, but the tradeoffs among the 

parameters and among performance measures may not be clear in a few runs, and this would 

normally take long time. If benchmarking is used, it will not be easy to tell if the result 

is due to a particular parameter or a change in the environment. Analytical models gener

ally provide the best information for the effects of various parameters and their interactions 

(Jain 1991). However, analytical modelling requires a relatively high level of mathematical 

skills. Also analytical modelling sometimes requires a degree of assumptions to simplify the 

systems considered (Jain 1991, Trivedi 2002, Banks 2005). Analytical modelling approach is 

very widely used in computer science for performance, availability, and reliability evaluation 

of complex computer and communication systems. This approach is ideal for quick and, once 

validated, for relatively accurate results (Trivedi 2002, Banks 2005). 

The models provide either exact or accurate approximate solutions for the steady state 

probabilities of the systems considered. Once the steady state distributions are computed, it 

is possible to obtain various performability measures. There are some hierarchical approaches 

which can be employed for performability evaluation of such systems (Ciardo et. al. 1990, 

Trivedi et. al. 1990, Temsamani and Carrasco 2002). However these models mainly use 

reward rates for a specific performability measure of interest. Because of this, some difficulties 

are expected in providing reward rates especially for specific states where the system is not 

providing service. Also, the relationship between hierarchical levels cannot be established 

successfully. It is desirable to provide solutions to find exact or approximate steady state 

probabilities. 

For the two stage tandem networks, since both of the random variables are used to represent 
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the number of jobs in each stage, these systems cannot be considered for performability 

measures. Because of the same reason it is also not possible to consider multiple servers at 

the second stage. It is desirable to provide an approximate and accurate solution which can 

make it possible to consider multiple operative states at the second stage. 

1.2 Scope of Investigation 

This research project aims to develop analytical models for evaluation of performance and 

availability measures of various multi-server systems. Considerable focus is on obtaining 

the most effective and accurate solution for systems which are prone to failures and repairs. 

In this study analytical modelling techniques are used to model various complex multi

server systems. Analytical methods are employed together with certain assumptions in order 

to achieve a certain degree of mathematical tractability. Techniques such as probabilistic 

analysis (to represent the behaviour of the system under study), Markov processes and 

queuing theoretic models are used extensively. 

The considered multi-server systems are prone to failures and repairs. For such systems 

availability studies are required in order to specify the ability of the system considered to 

be in a state to perform an operation at a given instant of time. On the other hand, 

another important issue for such systems is the performance of the available servers which 

is essential for handling the incoming jobs. A more realistic analysis method which is called 

performability analysis is used in this study. Performability analysis is introduced in (Beudry 

1978) and a conceptual framework of performability has been considered by Meyer in (Meyer 

1980). Performability models are used to combine performance and availability/reliability 

concerns of multi-server systems and such an approach is more realistic since multi-server 

systems are often considered for fault-tolerant applications. 

Homogeneous multi-server systems have been considered together with failures and repairs in 

literature. Exact solutions are provided for various performability measures. These studies 

assume that a failed processor can be mapped out of the system and a repaired processor 

can be readmitted to a system without causing any delays. However, in case of server 

failures in practice some delay is expected when a failed processor is being mapped out from 

the system or a repaired processor is being admitted into the system. In (Trivedi et. al. 

1990) reconfiguration and rebooting delays are introduced in order to take such delays into 

account. However, in that study, queuing characteristics of a multi-server system is not 

considered. Homogeneous multi-server systems with reconfiguration and rebooting delays 

should be considered together with queuing issues such as finite, infinite queuing capacities, 
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job losses due to the blocking behavior of bounded queues, the mean number of jobs in the 

queue and system etc., for accurate and useful predictions. This is one of the research items 
of this thesis. 

Farm paradigm architecture is another well known configuration used for multi-server sys

tems. This architecture is commonly used since it provides ease of use for multi-server sys

tems with parallel computation facilities (Wagner et. al. 1997). Pure performance models 

and availability studies of such systems are given in the literature. However, performability 

measures should be used for evaluation of such systems, since they are also fault-tolerant. 

Furthermore, the single point of control and various service facilities that can be provided 

makes the performability analysis of these systems even more interesting and essential. It is 

possible to consider reconfiguration and rebooting delays in order to make the performability 
models more realistic. 

Another interesting and commonly used multi-server architecture is open queuing networks. 

These models can be used for computer networks, and modern communication systems with 

inter-connected nodes. For open queueing systems with relatively small number of nodes, in

terrupted poisson process (IPP) and joint state approximate models are presented in (Chakka 

1995, Chakka et. al. 2000). However, in these studies, it was assumed that the nodes have 

unbounded queueing capacities. This unrealistic assumption puts great limitations to the 

practical use of these models as they are. It is possible to extend these studies and present 

performability models for open queuing systems where the queues at nodes have indeed finite 

capacities. Also it is desirable to compare the performances of these two approaches in terms 

of accuracy for systems where the queues at each node can have various capacities. This is 

succesfully addressed in this thesis as evidenced by simulation studies. 

Deferring the server repairs significantly affects the performability to cost ratio in multi

server systems. As the system's complexity, the number of components in the system, and 

cost of the repairs increase, traditional repair strategies may become expensive (Sun et. 

al. 2005, Carrasco 2006). Deferred repair strategies are commonly used in order to reduce 

these costs. Analytical models are presented for performance and reliability studies of multi

server systems using deferred repair strategies, but queuing issues are not considered in 

detail. Usually a threshold value is defined in order to specify the minimum number of 

servers which should remain in the system before the repairman is called (Tang and Trivedi 

2004). Performability modelling together with queuing issues is especially required in order 

to predict the realistic performability measures and to optimise this threshold parameter for 

systems with various characteristics. This research topic also is covered in this thesis. 

Two stage tandem networks are effectively used for analytical modelling of various communi-
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cation and computer systems which have tandem system behaviour. Performance evaluation 

of tandem systems with feedbacks can be handled with these models. In (Chakka 1998, 

Gemikonakli et.al. 2006) two dimensional Markov chains are used to model these sy'stems. 

Each dimension is used for random variables which represent the number of jobs in each 

stage. In (Gemikonakli et. al. 2006) such a model is used in order to represent a local 

area network and a single server system which is connected to this network. However, server 

failures and multi-server systems at the second stage could not be considered because of 

the large number of states. It is possible to divide one of the random variables in order 

to present the number of jobs in the system for operative and non-operative states of the 

server, but this will rapidly increase the number of states required for each two dimensional 

representation. As the number of states which are used to represent such a system increases, 

the existing solution methods start to suffer because of numerical cumbersomeness. It is 

desirable to develop an approach for two stage tandem systems, in order to ease the numer

ical difficulties caused by large number of states. Such an approach can be used to handle 

possible failures at the second stage. Furthermore, it may be possible to handle multiple 

servers with breakdowns and repairs. This is also a research topic addressed in this thesis. 

Perform ability evaluation of multi-server systems with breakdowns and repairs are considered 

in this project. Two dimensional representation of such systems'state space is going to be 

used for performability modelling. The Spectral Expansion method will be employed for 

steady state solution of these systems. 

Since analytical models are abstractions of the real world problems, predictions based on the 

model, should be validated against actual measurements collected from the real phenomena 

(Trivedi 2002). If the solution given is not exact and a certain number of assumptions have 

been made, benchmarking and/or simulation results should be used for validation of the 

analytical model (Jain 1991, Chakka 1995). 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces the domain of the research by providing a critical review of related 

literature. Existing analytical modelling techniques are critically analysed and compared. 

Existing performance and availability modelling techniques for the systems under study are 

investigated and critically analysed. Solution methods for two dimensional state spaces are 

compared. Detailed explanation of Spectral Expansion method is given. Multi-server systems 

prone to breakdowns are considered in this chapter. Existing approaches are analysed and 

numerical results are presented for pure performance, pure availability and performability 
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measures. Existing studies on multi-server systems under study are critically analysed. Also 

existing studies on deferred repair strategies are investigated. 

The approaches for performability evaluation of multi-server systems should consider recon

figuration and rebooting delays as well. These delays are expected in fault-tolerant systems 

which continue serving in a degraded mode in case of particular types of failures. In Chapter 

3, exact performability models are developed and solved for multi-server systems with fail

ures, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting delays. Analytical models given in (Trivedi et. al. 

1990) are extended and homogeneous multi-server systems with finite or infinite queuing ca

pacities are considered. Also analytical models are provided for heterogeneous multi-server 

systems with one main and several identical nodes. Numerical results are presented, and 

alongside critical analysis, significant comparisons are made. 

A similar approach is used for multi-server systems using farm paradigm in Chapter 4. 

A certain type of heterogeneous multi-server systems with one head and several identical 

servers are considered. Farm paradigm multi-server systems with a backup for head node 

are considered as well. Availability studies for such systems exist in literature (Leangsuksun 

et. al. 2003c, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). However, performability models are not presented 

for such systems. Single head node setup has important implications on performance of such 

systems and analytical models for performability evaluation is important for optimisation 

of many parameters for both typical and highly available (HA) farm paradigm multi-server 

systems. Beowulf clusters are considered as case studies. Exact modelling and solution 

approaches are presented. In order to validate certain assumptions, simulation results are 

also presented comparatively. 

Open networks are very widely used models especially in communication systems. Open 

queuing networks with relatively small number of nodes are considered in Chapter 5. Exist

ing approaches for modelling open queuing networks are analysed, and modelling for open 

queuing systems with bounded queuing capacities is presented in this chapter. The IPP 

and joint-state modelling approaches are extended for open queuing systems with bounded 

queuing capacities. Since the given solution is not exact, simulation results are presented 

for validation of the numerical results. Also simulation results are used in order to compare 

the performances of two approaches, in terms of accuracy, for open queuing networks with 

various queuing capacities in each node and various feedback probabilities. 

In Chapter 6, the homogeneous and highly available farm paradigm multi-server systems are 

considered. The effects of using deferred repair strategies are investigated. Analytical models 

are presented which represent the Markov state space of such systems. Unlike approaches 

given in (Temsamani and Carrasco 2002, Tang and Trivedi 2004, Sun et. al. 2005, Carrasco 
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2006), analytical models are presented for performability evaluation of these systems and 

queuing issues are taken into account in detail. Simulation results are presented for these 

systems as well in order to validate the assumptions done. 

The analysis done on existing two dimensional models show that, if the systems have large 

numbers of components (servers) mathematical computations can become difficult or in 

some cases cumbersome. Chapter 7, represents an approach to tackle this problem in order 

to degrade the effects of state space explosion w bile the accuracy is not decreased. The new 

approach presented is applicable to two stage tandem network systems. The new approach 

makes it possible to consider breakdowns and repairs at the second stage. Also, with the new 

approach it is possible to consider multiple servers at the second stage. Numerical results are 

compared with results obtained from the Spectral Expansion method. However, for systems 

with more than two servers at the second stage, the Spectral Expansion method starts to 

suffer because of the large number of operative states. For such systems, simulations are 

performed and the accuracy of the new approach is validated. 

Chapter 8 summarises the main contributions of the thesis and outlines some possible avenues 

for future studies. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Multi-server system models are useful to model multiprocessor systems (Trivedi 2002, Harri

son and Patel 1993), nodes in communication networks, and flexible machine shops (Stecke 

and Kim 1989, Stecke 1992, Righter 1996, Buzacott and Shantikumar 1993, Fiems et. al. 

2004) in a manufacturing environment. Such systems can be homogeneous (Le. all processors 

are identical) or heterogeneous (Le. at least one processor is different than others). Further

more, such systems are prone to breakdowns. In systems which are prone to breakdowns and 

are eventually repaired, it is not possible to have a product form solution (Baskett et. al. 

1975). However, the study of such systems is important because the irregularities caused by 

server breakdowns and repairs can have a great effect on the performance and dependability 

of the network. In this chapter existing models and solution techniques have been studied 

together with commonly used multi-server systems in order to develop exact and efficient 

analytical models for performance evaluation of multi-server systems. 

2.2 Existing Methods for Performance Evaluation of 

Computer and Communication Systems 

In this section, existing analytical techniques for performance and availability modelling are 

analysed. Pure performance and availability models are classified and each class is explained 

in detail. In this section a composite measure, performability is considered as well. ~lerits 

and demerits of pure performance, availability and performability modelling techniques are 

investigated. 
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2.2.1 Pure Performance Evaluation Models for Multi-server Sys

tems 

For the evaluation of multi-server systems it is possible to use pure performance evaluation 

techniques. These approaches assume that the system considered is available at any time. 

The breakdowns or failures of systems considered are not taken into account. Queuing theory, 

which is emphasised in queuing research has been introduced for the exact analysis of models 

with one server and/or one queue in 1969 (Cohen 1995). Afterwards, queuing theory has 

been successfully applied to computer and communication systems' performance evaluation 

problems. Efficient numerical algorithms have been introduced. 

Queuing theory and Markov birth and death processes are commonly used in performance 

evaluation. Some terms and definitions are explained here. The term queue means a waiting 

line, and queuing theory is generally the theory of waiting lines (Deitel 1990). In queuing 

theory, the queues considered can be unbounded or bounded. Unbounded queues can grow as 

large as necessary for holding all waiting customers and the bounded queues are for holding 

a fixed number of waiting customers (Trivedi 2002). In order to deal with some queuing 

problems, a number of random variables are considered for probability distributions. Figure 

2.1 shows a simple multilevel queuing system together with some of the random variables 

which are commonly used in performance evaluation of queuing systems. 

Total number of jobs in the system 

Total number of jobs in the 
service 

J E Server1 

Server2 

Total number of jobs in the 
queue 

Mean arrival rate 

Service time 
r . . 

Time spent in queue f--------
Server N 

Total time jobs spent in the system 

Figure 2.1: A simple, multilevel queuing system v\'ith a common queue. 
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In such a system jobs arrive at the system through a common queue and then they are 

sent to available servers. Inter-arrival and service times can be classified by using various 

probabilistic distributions according to the behaviour of the modelled phenomena. It is 

possible to group queuing networks as open and closed queuing networks. In case of open 

queuing networks, there are one or more sources of job arrivals and correspondingly, one or 

more sinks that await the jobs departing. On the other hand in a closed queuing network, 

jobs neither enter to nor depart from the system. In closed queuing networks arrivals and 

departures can be accepted as feedbacks (Deitel1990, Trivedi 2002). 

Kendall's notation is commonly used for representation of a typical queuing system. It uses 

six parameters to specify a queuing system. The notation, takes the form AI Simi B I KI SD, 

where A is the type of arrival process distribution, S is the service process or the service 

time distribution, m is the number of servers, B is system capacity, K is the population size 

and SD is the service discipline of the queue (Deitel1990). Markov process is a commonly 

used process for inter arrival and service time distributions (A and S in Kendall's notation) 

of queuing systems. 

Markov processes are stochastic processes. When a Markov process evolves, future states 

(future state evolution or probability of all possible future states) do not depend on past 

states (even if there is dependence it is only on the present state). A discrete state Markov 

process is also called a Markov Chain. 

Hence, to predict the future of a continuous-time Markov chain, it is sufficient to know the 

current state. It is not necessary to know the past states, how it has come to the present 

state, or how long it has been in the present state. In other words, the time spent in a 

state, which is another random variable, has a memory less distribution (Trivedi 2002). The 

discrete state Markov processes where the transitions are restricted to neighbouring states, 

are called birth-death processes. The discrete states of these processes are usually represented 

by integers, and from state n it can only change to state n + 1 or state n-l. A typical birth 

and death process is given in Figure 2.2. 

In Figure 2.2 bi and di are the birth and death transitions originally for state i respectively. 

It is possible to determine the state probabilities (Pi) by using the relations (Trivedi 2002) 

given as: 

Pi+ 1 = d:~ 1 ~ and L Pi = 1 
i 
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State i+l 

d i+1 d i+2 

Figure 2.2: Markov birth and death processes. 

Once the steady state probabilities are found, well known queuing theory formulae can be 

used in order to obtain various performance evaluation measures. 

Theories and terminology given in Queuing theory and Markov processes are widely used 

in performance and availability modelling of multi-server systems. It is possible to expand 

existing methods for performance modelling of more complex systems. Generalisation of the 

single-queue solution methods to performance analysis of parallel and distributed systems is 

straightforward only in rare instances. Generally adaptation of queuing network results to 

parallel and distributed systems is only possible through certain assumptions. 

In the queuing network theory, under certain assumptions it is possible to obtain a simple 

exact solution for the joint queue length distribution in a separable form. This form is called 

the product form (Trivedi 2002). In (Heidelberger and Trivedi 1982), a class of parallel 

processing systems where jobs subdivide in several asynchronous tasks are presented. Then 

the jobs of this non-pro duct-form network are iteratively approximated by a sequence of 

product-form networks. Another development in product-form theory has been introduced 

in (Gelenbe 1991). In this study Gelenbe has considered performance analysis of resource 

request and allocation models with positive and negative signals (arrivals). These models 

have given rise to product-form networks with positive and negative customers. The main 

drawback of this approach is the fact that modelling of parallel and distributed systems 

usually does not lead to product forms. 

The performance modelling of multi-server systems with multiple queues usually leads to 

multi-dimensional models. In particular, the analysis of Markov processes whose state space 

is the N-dimensional set of lattice points. A concise exposition of the method, and several 

applications and references, are presented in (Cohen 1995). The functional equations arising 

in the analysis of N-dimensional processes usually present analytic difficulties. Also in multi

dimensional modelling techniques performance measures are usually not directly applicable. 

Because of this, various analytic-algorithmic methods have been developed to solve multi-
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dimensional queuing systems. The most important two of these methods are well known 

Matrix Geometric method (Neuts 1981) and Spectral Expansion (Chakka 1995) method. 

These methods are considered in turn. Under some conditions, if a system approaches 

saturation and the queue is almost full, most of the time, the performance evaluation model 

can become analytically intractable. Approximation techniques present an alternati\'e to 

numerical methods for solving such systems. In systems with heavy traffic approximations, 

if the queue lengths are properly normalised, they can be approximated by Brownian motions 

with drift, which leads to a diffusion approximation of the system (Harrison and Williams 

1987). In light traffic approximations, performance measure under study is considered as a 

function of the arrival rate. Derivatives of this function are computed at point zero (Reiman 

and Simon 1989). 

The analysis of a system from the pure performance point of view tends to be optimistic, This 

is because it is assumed that the system under study never fails. However, in many multi

server systems, failures are expected and they have a great effect on the systems performance 

since in case of failures some delay stages, and/or stages where the system is in a degraded 

mode are possible steady states. Also when the servers in a system are prone to breakdowns 

and repairs, the system does not have a simple product form solution. This is because the 

irregularities caused by server breakdowns and repairs affect performance and dependability 

of the system significantly. 

2.2.2 Availability Models for Multi-server Systems 

The ability of a system to perform a required function or operation under certain conditions 

for a given time interval is called reliability. On the other hand, availability is defined as 

the ability of a system to be in a state to perform a function or an operation at a given 

instant of time, or at any instant of time within a given time interval. These two terms are 

closely related with each other. However, an important difference between reliability and 

availability is that reliability refers to failure-free operation during an interval, on the other 

hand, availability refers to failure-free operation at a given instant of time (Trivedi 2002). 

Mathematical definition of instantaneous Availability or point availability A(t) of a compo

nent which is equal to the probability that the component is properly functioning at time t 

is given by. 

A(t) = R(t) + l' R(t - x)m(x)dx 

where R(t) is the probability of having no failure in interval (0, t] and m(x) is the repair 
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density. This equation shows that the system is available either if no failures occurs in 

interval (0, t], or failure occurs but repair of the system is completed before time t (Trivedi 
2002). 

Then the mathematical definition of limiting A can be given as 

A = lim A(t) = MTTF 
t~oo MTT F + MTT R (2.1) 

where MTT F is the mean time to failure and MTT R is the mean time to repair. The 

limiting availability depends only on the mean time to failure and mean time to repair, and 

not on the nature of the distributions of failure times and repair times. 

Figure 2.3 shows the effects of MTTF and MTTR on availability measures. 
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Figure 2.3: Availability measures computed 

High availability refers to the ability of a system to perform its function continuously for a 

longer period of time than its individual components' reliabilities. This is usually achieved 

through fault-tolerant systems. Fault-tolerant systems usually operate continuously, and 

short down times during their operation can be tolerated. In these systems, both preventive 

and corrective maintenance can be performed to obtain the desired level of service. Trivedi 

groups model types used to study availability under three main titles (Trivedi 2002) as: 
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1. Combinatorial Model Types 

2. State-space Models 

3. Hierarchical Models 

Combinatorial model types capture conditions that make a system fail, in terms of the 

structural relationships between the system components. In this approach the models are 

solved without generating a state space. Typical examples for these types of models are 

reliability block diagrams, reliability graphs, and fault trees. 

A reliability block diagram (RBD) is a graphical representation of the components of a sys

tem and how they are reliability-wise connected. RBDs are effectively used to describe the 

interrelation between the components and to define the systems reliability characteristics 

(Trivedi 2002). A reliability graph contains a set of nodes and a number of directed edges 

between those nodes. Each edge represents a component that can fail, or a structural or 

dependency relationship between two components in a system configuration. The system 

represented by a reliability graph fails when there is no path from the source to the sink 

node. Each edge in the graph can be associated with a probability of failure (Trivedi 2002). 

Fault trees are graphic models of the pathways within a system that can lead to a foresee

able failure. The pathways interconnect contributory events and conditions, using standard 

logic symbols. Numerical probabilities of occurrences can be computed through the model 

to evaluate probability of the failures. Among the combinatorial type models, the fault 

tree analysis is most widely used due to its expression power, and applicability to complex 

systems. However, drawing a fault tree can be a cumbersome task, and requires a great 

amount of attention and caution to represent a system correctly (Trivedi 2002). In (Amari 

et. al. 2003) a new dynamic approach has been given to solve dynamic fault trees. Since 

combinatorial type models use fast algorithms such as the sum of disjoint products, binary 

decision diagrams, factoring, and series parallel composition (Trivedi 2002), they can handle 

systems with several hundred components. Combinatorial type models can be solved us

ing fast algorithms only by assuming stochastic independence between system components. 

They assume that the failure or repair of a component does not affect other components. 

Also in combinatorial type models it is assumed that there are as many repair facilities as 

necessary. 

In many practical systems dependencies have been observed among system components, and 

repair facilities can be restricted (Trivedi et. al. 1990, Chakka 1995, Trivedi et. al. 1996, 

Chakka 1998, Chakka et. al. 2002). To be able to model more complicated interactions 

among components, state space models can be used. A state space model is a description 
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of a configuration of states used as a simple model of the system under study. State space 

models consist of states and transitions between these states. Although non-state-space 

models are efficient, to specify and solve these models assumes that components of the 

system are independent. A failure of one component does not affect the operation of other 

components, and components cannot share a repair facility. State space models provide 

the ability to model systems with components not completely independent from each other. 

Markov chains, Markov reward models, stochastic reward nets and petri nets are well known 
state space based models. 

In (Goyal et. al. 1987) probabilistic models which are developed for computer system 

availability are presented. Steady state probability, transient probability, and distribution of 

availability over a finite interval has been considered. Analytical and numerical techniques 

for evaluation of these probabilities are discussed by mainly focusing on Markov processes. 

Also, in (Trivedi et. al. 1996) a Markov chain for computing the dependability of a multi

processor system is presented. Steady state probabilities and availability of a multiprocessor 

systems is given in terms of failure rate and certain delay parameters. A method is presented 

in order to optimise the number of processors according to the availability of the system. 

The main drawback of these type of models is the state space explosion in case of systems 

with large numbers of components (Trivedi 2002). It is possible to overcome the state space 

explosion problem by simplifying the model under study. However, in these cases, as the 

number of states in a model increases, the accuracy of the results decreases because of 

the underlying assumptions. Another way of solving this problem is using the state space 

models by introducing hierarchy and handling different levels independently (Trivedi 2002). 

These models are named as hierarchical models. In (Trivedi and Xiaomin 2002) hierarchical 

approach has been used for probabilistic analysis of wireless cellular networks. 

Software package Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance Evaluator 

(SHARPE) has been introduced by Trivedi (Sahner and Trivedi 1987) for specifying and 

analysing performance, and reliability models. SHARPE is a toolkit which provides a spec

ification language and solution methods for commonly used model types for performance, 

and reliability modelling. Model types include combinatorial ones such as fault-trees, queu

ing networks and state-space ones such as Markov and semi-Markov (Similar to Markov but 

Transitions depend on the time spent in a state) reward models as well as stochastic Petri 

nets. 

Pure availability concepts for analysis of communication networks tend to be very conser

vative because different levels of performance issues are not considered. A more realistic 
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analysis method has been introduced in (Beaudry 1978) and a conceptual framework of per

formability has been considered by Meyer (Meyer 1980). Beaudry has proposed (1978) a 

simple method for computing the distribution of performability in a Markov reward process. 

The combined evaluation of performance and availability is called performability. This mod

elling technique is useful especially for the systems which can operate in a degraded mode 
in case of breakdowns and failures. 

2,2.3 Performability Models for Multi-server Systems 

Perform ability models are composite models of performance and availability models. They 

are used to combine performance and availability/reliability concerns. If the main interest 

is performability for a specified operational time, then, reliability issues are considered, but 

if the perform ability for a given instant is analysed then availability issues are considered 

together with performance issues. Performability models specify the amount of work that 

will be done in a given interval where the failures and repairs affect the system. 

In (Smith et. al. 1988) performability models based on Markov reward models (MRM) 

are presented. The behaviour of multiprocessor systems has been described as a continuous 

time Markov chain and associated reward rates for performance measure of each state. A 

systematic study has been performed on complex multiprocessor systems for computing the 

distribution of accumulated reward of Markov reward models. A Markov chain is presented 

for a heterogeneous multiprocessor system. Results mainly focus on distribution of cumula

tive bandwidth for each processor. Queuing issues and performability measures related to 

queuing theory were not investigated. Results show that instantaneous measures do not show 

the dynamic behaviour of the system. Importance of repair facility on performability distri

bution is underlined. Also results indicate that the change in failure, and repair behaviour 

affect the complementary distribution of accumulated reward, used for performability. 

Beaudry's studies (Beaudry 1978) have been extended in (Ciardo et. al. 1990). Beaudry's 

method has been extended to a semi Markov reward process. A new algorithm is presented 

for the computation of the distribution of accumulated reward until absorption in a semi 

Markov reward process. The resulting semi Markov process is able to capture failures and 

repairs of systems and also performances of systems in degraded modes. In this study, 

several examples including M/M/2/K queues with breakdowns and a performability model 

for IBM 3081 multiprocessor systems have been considered. Distribution of system's up time 

is computed for given examples. 

Trivedi and Benitez (1993) used performability measures to analyse the behaviour of proces

sor arrays which are prone to permanent, transient, intermittent and near-coincident faults. 
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Hierarchical models are obtained to combine performance issues with availability issues. Also 

a Markov model is presented for the fault handling process. The software package Model 

Generator and Reliability Evaluator (MGRE) is used to generate the Markov models and an

other software tool SHARPE is used for solution of the generated models. The performance 

model is used to determine the reward rates coming from different levels of performances 

(from degraded modes in case of failures). In this study, effects of various failure types are 

analysed. Also, throughput measures are presented in terms of mean reward rates of systems. 

Queuing network models are solved only to obtain performance measures which are used as 

reward rates of overall Markov failure-repair model. 

Perform ability modelling techniques given above can be efficiently used to obtain fairly ac

curate results for cumulative bandwidth distributions, mean reward rates (throughput) and 

similar measures for systems with breakdowns and repairs. However, in these studies queu

ing concerns such as limited queuing capacities, mean number of customers in queue, and 

the probability of a job to be blocked, are not analysed. These concerns are very important 

especially for systems which do not drop the incoming jobs but store them in a queue in case 

the servers are busy. Quasi birth and death processes (QBDs) are extensively used to model 

multi-server systems with bounded or unbounded queuing capacities. 

QBDs are a special class of finite or infinite state continuous time Markov chains (CTM C) 

which can be characterised with a probability matrix, and combines a large degree of mod

elling expressiveness with efficient solution methods (Chakka 1995). Balance equations of 

these systems are the equations obtained from the equality of incoming and outgoing tran

sitions to a particular state. 

A process is called ergodic if it is irreducible and the corresponding balance equations of the 

state probabilities have a unique solution which can be normalised. Steady states do exist 

for such processes (Chakka 1995). 

It is possible to develop an effective and accurate analytical model for performability mea

sures of multi-server systems by using a two dimensional representation of the states of 

the system, in a Markovian framework. Chakka used this approach in his studies (Chakka 

1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1994, Chakka and Mitrani 1996, Chakka 1998, Chakka et. al. 

2002). Semi-finite or finite lattice strips of Markov states, with certain regularity and hence 

mathematical tractability, are used in this approach. These lattice strips of Markov states, 

with certain regularity, are also known as QBD and Quasi Simultaneous-Multiple-Births and 

Simultaneous-Multiple-Deaths (QBD-M) processes (Chakka 1995). This approach has given 

rise to a number of useful research contributions for performability evaluation of various 

queuing systems (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1994, Chakka and Mitrani 1996). 
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In this approach, the state of a system at time t is described by a pair of integer valued 

random variables, I(t) and J(t), specifying the server configuration (can also be termed, 

operative state of a multi-server system) and the number of jobs in the system, respectively. 

The finite or infinite lattice strips mentioned above are presented in Figure 2.4. 

In general, if there are N + 1 server configurations, represented by the values I(t) = 

0,1, ... ,N, these N + 1 configurations can be used to represent the possible operative states 

of the model. The model assumptions are assumed to ensure that I(t), t > 0, is an irreducible 

Markov process. J(t)« L) is the total number of jobs in the system at time t, including the 

one(s) in service. Then, Z = {[I(t), J(t)]; t > O} is an irreducible Markov process on a lattice 

strip (a QBD process), that models the system. Its state space is, {O, 1, ... ,N} x {O, 1, ... ,L} 

(where L can be finite or infinite). Once the steady state probabilities of such a system are 

computed, various performability measures (mean queue length, probability of jobs to be 

lost, mean response time, throughput etc.) can easily be driven by using well known queu

ing theory knowledge. A similar model was analysed for exact performability (Chakka and 

Mitrani 1994, Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2002), for some general multi-server systems and 

for some repair strategies. In these studies a threshold value (M) is defined to represent the 

point where the transition matrices become independent from the value of J(t). 
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Figure 2.4: Finite or semi finite lattice strip representing the steady states. 
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Two dimensional representations of system states are used in this research. Random variables 

I (t) and J (t) are conceived/specified according to the characteristics of the model and the 

behaviour of system under study. Exponential distributions for failure and repair times are 

used in performability modelling of systems under study. To allow a Markov chain analysis, 

it is possible to assume that the time to failure of all components have an exponential 

distribution (Sheldon et. al. 2002, Trivedi 2002). This signifies that the distribution of 

the next failure time of a component does not depend on how long the component has 

been operating. In fault-tolerant multi-server systems the failures are mostly because of 

the hardware and software failures which are not due to aging. The next breakdown is the 

result of some suddenly appearing failure, not of gradual deterioration. There is a wealth 

of literature on fault-tolerant systems where components are assumed to have exponential 

failure and repair times because of this reason, and also for mathematical tractability (Trivedi 

et. al. 1990, Trivedi et. al. 1996, Sheldon et. al. 2002, Trivedi 2002, Leangsuksun et. al. 

2003, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004b, Cotroneo et. al. 2005, Song et. al. 2006). The approach 

presented here adopts a similar approach. However alternative distributions (e.g. wei bull 

and gamma distributions for breakdowns and lognormal distribution for repairs) have also 

been reported (Schroeder and Gibson 2006). For example, if failures are due to aging of 

components, weibull will be an appropriate distribution. Also the proposed approaches can 

be successfully extended to the case of phase-type distributions, at the cost of an increase 

in the state space. In the following section the systems under study are considered. The 

approaches to model these systems for performability measures are explained in detail. 

2.3 Systems Under Study 

This section gives the background information of systems considered for performance and 

availability evaluation. Existing modelling approaches for performability modelling of these 

systems are analysed in detail. 

2.3.1 Homogeneous Multi-server Systems 

In a multi-server system, the serving units chosen, usually share the same characteristics with 

each other. Such systems are widely used especially in cluster computing and multiprocessor 

computing facilities such as processor arrays. Queuing theory can be effectively used for 

performance evaluation of such systems but in case of server breakdowns, the performance 

measures show great irregularities. 

Chakka has considered a homogeneous multiprocessor system with N identical processors, 
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serving a common queue where the processors are prone to breakdowns (Chakka 1995, 

Chakka 1998). The system has been analysed for exact performability. Queues with bounded 

and unbounded queuing capacities have been considered for homogeneous jobs. In this study. 

single, independent repairs of processors as well as multiple, simultaneous repairs are consid

ered. In such a system when the server is operative, each server serves one job at a time, and 

each job can be assigned to one operative server at a time. In case of interruption of service 

because of failures, the interrupted job is either resumed, or repeated with re-sampling after 

the repair of the server. In (Chakka 1995, Chakka 1998) failure, repair and service times 

are taken as exponentially distributed. Semi finite and finite lattice strips were used for two 

dimensional modelling of the systems, and Spectral Expansion method has been used for 

steady state solution of the two dimensional model. Measures such as the mean number of 

jobs in the system, 95th percentiles, and probability of jobs to be lost were computed for 

comparison of various systems. A simplified CTMC for a system with K processors is shown 

in Figure 2.5. 

In Figure 2.5 the breakdown and repair rates are given by ~ and TJ respectively (corresponding 

to exponentially distributed time-to-fail and repair times). Chakka's model gives an exact 

solution for homogeneous multi-server systems. The model can be used to obtain exact 

performability measures for systems with bounded and unbounded queuing capacities. 

// 

.. ~~ ......... 
(1< -l)~ 

.. ''-'' (K-2) ~ 6--
Figure 2.5: CTMC for a homogeneous system with repairs and breakdowns. 

It is possible to compare pure performance models (no breakdowns) and performability 

models in order to show the effects of breakdowns and repairs. The well known queuing 

theory formulae (Little'S Theorem) are used for computations of pure performance model 

(figure 2.2). The arrivals follow poisson distribution with mean arrival rate (J, W is the 

mean time customers spend in the system, Wq is the mean queuing time and E(8) is the 

exponentially distributed mean service time. 

MQL = (JW, W = H/q + E(8) 
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The Spectral Expansion method is used for obtaining performability results. The \IQL values 

are computed as a function of (7. Computations are performed for various, ~ (l/hours)and 

7] (l/hours) values. The mean service rate is taken as fl = 2 jobs/hour. For simplicity, a 

homogeneous system with four servers is considered. The results are illustrated in figure 

2.6. Figure 2.6 shows that the breakdown, repair behaviour of multi-server systems have 

significant effects on system performance especially if high failure rates are expected. 

The model assumes that a failed processor can be mapped out of the system and a repaired 

processor can be re-admitted to the system without causing any delays. However in practice, 

when multi-server systems are used, some delay is encountered when a failed processor is 

being mapped out of the system or a repaired processor is being admitted into the system. 

These delays can be classified as reconfiguration and rebooting delays. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between pure performance and performability computations. 

An approximate performance modelling of systems with rebooting and reconfiguration delays 

was proposed in ('frivedi et. al. 1990, Trivedi et. al. 1996). A model is developed to show 

the effects of the reconfiguration and rebooting delays. A CTMC of a homogeneous multi

server system with reconfiguration and rebooting delays is presented using a Markov reward 

model to analyse performance and availability. Effects of increasing the number of processors 

on the effectiveness of a multiprocessor system are analysed. Performance, availability, and 

several combined measures of performance and availability measures are considered. The 
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total loss probability of a task is defined as the sum of rejection probability, due to the 

system being down or full. Results show that the system's performance is likely to improve 

with an increased number of processors but systems availability does not always increase as 
the number of processors increases. 

In (Chakka et. al. 2002) a similar model with reconfiguration and rebooting delays is 

given for performance evaluation of heterogeneous multi-server systems. Also a comparative 

study and a framework for performability analysis of heterogeneous multi-server systems 

with various repair strategies is presented. However, this work presents only a preliminary 

theoretical framework without any numerical results for bounded or unbounded systems. 

2.3.2 Multi-server Systems with Farm Paradigm Architecture 

One of the major problems in multi-server systems with parallel computation facilities is the 

ease of use, and reuse. In order to use the high performance ability of parallel computing sys

tems in a more user convenient way there are various parallel programming paradigms used 

in the literature (Wagner et. al. 1997). Software components which use these paradigms hide 

the complex details of distributed system architecture and allow the programmer to focus 

on the computation rather than the parallelisation and the coordination of the multiple pro

cesses. One of the most commonly used parallel computing paradigms is the processor farm 

paradigm. The term processor farm paradigm is used to describe the job handling strategy 

used by the overall multi-server system. The idea behind this sort of parallel processing 

is to provide supercomputer performance, and cut the time required to perform complex 

computations, by sharing the necessary work among the multi-server system's nodes. Farm 

paradigm is commonly used in various cluster systems such as Beowulf, and Myrinet based 

clusters. 

Although farm paradigm provides flexibility, and a very effective strategy for parallelising 

an application, performance varies greatly, and depends not only on the application, but 

underlying machine as well (Wagner et. al. 1997, Adams and Yos 2002). To effectively 

utilize such a system, it is important to identify the key parameters which affect performance 

and availability. Also the behaviour of the system should be studied in detail. 

One possible architecture to implement farm paradigm is to have one main and several 

identical processors serving the same stream of incoming jobs (Adams and Yos 2002). In 

this architecture the identical processors can continue serving even if the main processor 

fails. The main processor usually has greater service power since it is responsible for the 

distribution of jobs. In case of the failure of the main processor, identical nodes continue 

to serve in a degraded mode (Adams and Yos 2002). Clearly these systems are prone to 
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breakdowns as well. If a processor fails and system continues serving in a degraded mode, 
reconfiguration and rebooting delays are expected. 

Another and more common architecture is to have a head node and several identical com

puting nodes. In this architecture the identical nodes cannot compute in case of head node 

failures. This is because the job distribution and scheduling facility runs only on the head 

processor and job distribution is not possible in case of head processor failures. This archi

tecture is commonly used especially in Beowulf clusters. 

A Beowulf cluster is a multiprocessor system built from commodity off-the-shelf personal 

computers connected via a dedicated network and free open-source software (Brim et. al. 

2001, Adams and Vos 2002, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). The Beowulf-style clusters became 

very popular since they allow the computational power of multiprocessor systems to be 

available for parallel or simultaneous processing at much lower costs (Wagner et. al. 1997, 

Adams and Vos 2002). Until recently to have this computational power on commercial 

supercomputers such as Cray, has been prohibitively expensive and not many organisations 
can afford to have them. 

A typical Beowulf cluster has two types of nodes. These are a head node server and multiple 

identical client nodes. The server or head node is responsible for serving user requests (jobs) 

and distributing them to clients via scheduling/queuing software. Clients or identical nodes 

are only dedicated to computation and they do not have any job distribution or scheduling 

facility. Since the head node is responsible for organisation and distribution of jobs, the 

clients cannot compute if the head node is not operative (Brim et. al. 2001, Leangsuksun 

et. al. 2004, Leangsuksun et. al. 2005). Because of this single head node setup, clusters are 

vulnerable, as the head node represents a single point of failure affecting availability of the 

cluster. Furthermore, the head node represents a single point of control (Leangsuksun et. 

al. 2005). This has a great effect on perform ability measures since the system is completely 

down in case of head processor failures. 

There are a number of techniques available to solve the bottleneck problem caused by this 

single head node architecture. The standby replacement approach is an economical and 

efficient way of achieving redundancy at reasonable cost for critical processors in the control 

hierarchy. There are mainly two different standby techniques. These are cold and hot 

standby techniques. 

Cold standby technique can be defined as planning and configuring a backup policy for an 

unplanned but expected down time. The effective down time should not be more than the 

time required to recover the systems and restarting them. The recovery time should be 

measurable and consistent. The topology for this technique can be a configured backup 
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processor and a plan to recover the services. The operator follows the plan to bring the 
services back up in a pre-defined time frame. 

On the other hand, hot standby technique allows for a minimal downtime during an outage. 

The critical applications which can risk a minimal down time use this technique. The topol

ogy for hot standby clusters is to have a configured backup processor started up and set in 

a standby mode waiting for a flip of a switch which will direct the new traffic to the backup 

processor and will allow the older traffic in the faulty cluster to fade away. The swi tch can 

be automatic or operator controlled. HA-OSCAR is the first highly available (HA) Beowulf 

cluster which provides high availability and a critical failure prediction capability by using 
hot standby technique (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). 

Performability of cluster systems are considered in (Nagaraja et. al. 2005). A two-phase 

methodology is proposed for evaluating the performability of cluster-based Internet services. 

In the first phase, evaluators use a fault-injection infrastructure to characterize the service's 

behavior in the presence of failures. In the second phase, evaluators use an analytical model 

to combine an expected fault load with measurements from the first phase to assess the 

service's performability. To demonstrate the methodology, the performance, availability, 

and performability of three soft state maintenance strategies in the context of a multitier 

bookstore service are considered. 

The cluster systems with farm paradigm are not considered for performability studies till 

now, though this is a very important research topic. Pure performance studies and availabil

ity studies are reported separately. In (Pratt 1998) benchmarking results are used together 

with Godiva software instrumentation tool for comparing the performances of CRA Y and 

Beowulf cluster systems. The performance evaluation of a Beowulf-class system in a typi

cal computational fluid dynamics scenario is considered in (Garcia et. al. 2002). Different 

configurations of a PC Cluster are compared by using two multi-grid codes as target ap

plications. Analytical modelling for performance evaluation of various cluster systems is 

considered in (Mohamed et. al. 2003). Cluster systems using farm paradigm architecture 

are not considered. 

Recently highly available cluster computing has gained much attention, especially for mission 

critical and enterprise applications (Lengsung et. al. 2003). Performance analysis has been 

relatively matured enough to estimate the total system performance. Also system depend

ability analysis is considered in various studies (Leangsuksun et. al. 2003, Leangsuksun et. 

al. 2003b, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). 

An initial approach, where only the two-tier computing system is considered can be found 

in (Leangsuksun et. al. 2003c). In this study, only the hardware failures for each entity 
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is considered. Dependencies between components are ignored. A well-integrated tool that 

automatically transforms Unified Modeling Language (UML) model and calculates reliability 

in a single step is developed. The HA-OSCAR system models are used to predict the depend

ability of the system by a Petri net-based model, Stochastic Reward Net in (Leangsuksun et. 

al. 2003). The high availability features are evaluated and compared with dependability re

quirement of the system. The failure rates are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The 

availability of Highly Reliable Linux high performance clusters (HPC) with Self-awareness 

Approach is evaluated in (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). This time Stochastic Petri Net Package 

(SPNP) is utilised to build and solve the Stochastic Reward Nets (SRN) model. Dependabil

ity Analysis of highly available Beowulf clusters is also considered in (Leangsuksun et. al. 

2003b). Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model formalism is used for dependability 

analysis of computer systems since CTMC can easily handle many of the interdependencies 

and dynamic relationships among the system components. 

Beowulf clusters are very widely used for parallel processing all over the world. These 

systems can continue serving in a degraded mode while the failure is not at the head node. 

For such systems the combined evaluation of performance and availability is the most realistic 

approach. However, performance modelling for Beowulf clusters with one head and several 

identical processors has not been considered together with breakdowns and repairs, so far. 

2.3.3 Tandem Systems 

Multi stage tandem networks have been considered in (Chakka 1995, Chakka 1998). Two 

dimensional performability models for systems with bounded and unbounded queuing ca

pacities are presented. These models can be used in performance modelling of various com

munication and computer systems which have tandem system behaviour, with or without 

feedback. 

A model for performance modelling of a two stage tandem network is presented in (Chakka 

1998). The model considered is shown in Figure 2.7 

Two dimensional modelling technique shown in Figure 2.4 has been used to represent this 

system. Instead of operative states of the system, the number of jobs in the bounded queue 

is presented as values of random variable I(t). The Spectral Expansion method was used for 

computation of steady state probabilities of a system with finite queuing capacity. Numerical 

results are presented for number of customers in each queue, and blocking probability of the 

queue with bounded queuing capacity. 
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Figure 2.7: A two stage tandem network with feedback. 

It is difficult to use this model for systems with relatively large queuing capacities. This 

is mainly because the random variable I(t) holds the number of customers in the bounded 

system. In case of queues with relatively large capacities the state explosion problem is 

expected. Also in this study the measures computed are pure performance measures since 

breakdowns and repairs of the servers are not taken into account. Systems with multiple 

servers in the second stage are not considered either. Open network models with various 

arrival and departure process models (e.g. IPP, and MMPP) can be used to handle multistage 

tandem networks with breakdowns and repairs. However, state explosion problem is inherent 

to all such models. 

2.3.4 Open Queuing Networks with Breakdowns and Repairs 

Open queuing networks are useful models for computer networks, and modern communication 

systems with inter-connected nodes. It is not possible to use the product form solution 

approach, since many practical systems have servers which are prone to breakdowns (Chakka 

1995, Chakka 1996, Chakka et. al. 2000), thus giving rise to non product form networks. 

When a single node in a network of nodes is considered, it is possible to take the superposition 

of Poisson external arrivals and internal arrivals fed by other nodes, by considering it as a 

single stream with bursty arrivals. In (Ny, and B. Sericola 2002, Dudin et. al. 2005, 

Klimenok et. al. 2005) various approaches are given to model systems with bursty arrivals. 

Batch Markov arrival process (BMAP) is effectively used to represent the superposition of 

identical MMPPs in (Ny and Sericola 2002). In (Dudin et. al. 2005) the BMAP /G/1/N 

system with complete admission and complete rejection disciplines is investigated. However, 

in these approaches unreliable servers with breakdowns are not taken into account. In (Li 

et. al. 2006) the batch Markov arrival process (BMAP) is used as a mathematical model for 

describing bursty traffic in a single server system with a server subject to breakdowns and 
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repairs. Reliability characteristics such as the stationary availability, the stationary failure 

frequency and the reliability function are considered as well as queueing characteristics such 
as the stationary queue length and the busy period. 

Chakka used several other engineering techniques together with the Spectral Expansion 

method in order to find an acceptable approximate solution for performability analysis of 

open networks with Poisson arrivals, unbounded buffers, breakdowns and repairs (Chakka 

1995, Chakka et. aL 2000). He analysed an open network with a number of nodes where 

each node contains a server and an unbounded first in first out (FIFO) queue. In such a 

system, the total flow of jobs can be external or the superposition of flows from other nodes 
(if feedback is an option). 

Two approaches are presented in (Chakka 1995 and, Chakka et. al. 2000) for performability 

analysis of open queuing networks with unbounded queuing capacities. These methods are 

called the MMPP model and the Joint-state model approaches. The servers are prone to 

breakdowns and once they become broken they are set into repair process immediately. After 

the completion of the repair process, servers become operative again. The service, breakdown 

and repair times of the servers are exponentially distributed. Also the inter arrival times of 

incoming jobs are taken as exponentially distributed. The queuing capacity of each node is 

assumed to be unbounded. After a job is serviced at node k, it is routed to node l with a 

probability of qk,l' It is assumed that qk,k = 0 (k = 1,2, ... ,K). The probability of a job to 
K 

leave the system after being served in node k is qk,K+1 = 1 - L qk,l . For a system with K 
l=l 

nodes Q is the routing probability matrix of size K x (K + 1) such that Q(k, l) = qk,l 

(k,l=1,2, ... ,K). 

In (Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2000) each node in the system has been considered as a 

MMPP /M/1 model. Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) has been used for departure mod

elling of these nodes. A single node system with MMPP arrivals is analysed in (Chakka 

1995). The number of phases of the MMPP arrival process is taken as T. That means; the 

associated Markov process has T states. A generator matrix which represents the associated 

continuous time, irreducible, homogeneous Markov process of the MMPP, and a diagonal 

matrix of size TxT whose ith diagonal element is the arrival rate of the MMPP in phase i 

is used to characterize the arrival process. 

Random variables J(t) and J(t) are used again for two dimensional modelling. The first T 

states of J(t) represent the breakdown states of the server, and remaining T states represent 

the operative states with respective arrival phases of the MMPP. The system is solved by 

using the Spectral Expansion method. 
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In queuing networks, the departed jobs may be fed to other relevant queues, as arrivals for 

further servicing. Hence departure process modelling is an important issue for analysing the 

open networks. Chakka has used IPP for departure process modelling. IPP can be defined as 

a two phase MMPP where flow rate in one of these phases is equal to zero (Fischer and \leier 

Hellstern 1993). The parameters of the departure process can be defined as (IJ, ex, (3). Here u 

is the departure rate in phase one. In phase two the departure rate is zero. Transition rate 

from phase one to phase two is a, and from phase two to phase one is {3 . Computation of 

these parameters is done by computing the moments of the inter-departure times, from the 

parameters of the system, and working out the parameters from these computed moments 

(Chakka et. al. 2000). These parameters are mathematically defined as follows: 

where d1, d2 , d3 are the first three moments of the random variable, representing the inter 
arrival times of the departure process. 

An iterative procedure is given in (Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2000) to solve the model 

given to represent open queuing networks with breakdowns, repairs and infinite queuing 

capacity, for different performance evaluation parameters. To be able to use the IPP model 

for a departure process, some assumptions have been made. Let Sk be the set of nodes which 

the departures from node k are routed and G k be the set of nodes which node k receives 

jobs from. Then, the split process of the departure IPP from node k, entering node l is also 

approximated by an IPP with parameters IJk,l, exk,l, and {3k,l' The internal arrival IPPk,l and 

the external Poisson to node k are assumed to be Independent, for each node k. With these 

assumptions, node k receives one independent IPP from each node belonging to set G k plus 

its independent external Poisson arrivals. The superposition of all these streams (assumed 

to be independent) entering node k, is an MMPP with 2gk phases. Where 9k is the number 

of independent IPPs node k receives from the nodes belonging to G k. Then, each node can 

be considered as an MMPP /M/1 model and solved by following the procedure given below. 

Probabilistic splitting of IPP and constructing MMPP are very important issues used in iter

ative procedures used. Detailed information about these processes can be found in (Fischer 

and Meier Hellstern 1993). 

The iterative solution given for the MMPP model (Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2000) can 

be summarised as follows: 

1. In the first step the total average arrival rates to all nodes are computed. Each node is 

solved as an MMPP /M/1 queue with breakdowns and repairs by using t he computed 
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average arrival rates and the Spectral Expansion method. In this step, .\1;\IPP
k 

are 

considered as Poisson processes with average arrival rates. Also in this step mean queue 

lengths M Q L k and departure process parameters are computed. 

2. In the second step the IPP k computed in previous iteration are used to re-construct 

the MMPPk . Each node is again solved as a MMPP /M/1 queue by using the Spectral 

Expansion method. New MQLk values are calculated. In this step the variable E is 
K 

defined as E = 2:: IMQL k - MQL~Old)1 . 
k=l 

3. If E, computed in the previous step, is greater than a specified tolerance value then the 
procedure goes back to step 2. 

4. If E, computed in the previous step, is less than the pre-specified tolerance value then 

all required steady state performance measures are computed with the most recent 
parameter values. 

Unlike the MMPP model, the joint state approach uses a binary random variable Ok(t) which 

is equal to zero in case the server k is broken and one in case the server k is operative. Then, 

the joint-state of all the servers for an open network with K nodes is an ordered K -bit binary 

random variable, (01, O2 , ... , OK). The total number of states are 2K. 

Since the total job arrival and total job departure processes within any given joint-state 

considered are Poisson, it is possible to use the algorithm given in (Chakka 1995, Chakka 

2000) together with Spectral Expansion solution and analyse open queuing networks for 

performability measures. In this approach each node k is again taken as Markov-modulated 

queue or an MMPP /M/1 correlated queue but this time the job arrival process has 2K 

phases, and these phases are synonymous with the joint-states of the servers. In phase i 

(which is the joint-state i), the arrival rate at node k is denoted by o-k,j and the service rate 

is denoted by /-Lk,j' 

The random variable I(t) is used to represent the operative state of the system by using 

the K-bit binary random variable, (01,02 , ... ,OK)' The transition matrices are defined 

accordingly and Spectral Expansion method is used to solve the system for state probabilities. 

Once the steady state probabilities I{,j obtained the total rate of job departure process Vk,i 

can be expressed as: 

~ (1 I{,o). 1 2 2K 1 1Jk,i = /-Lk,i - 00 ; 1, = , , ... , -

'"'" p, . ~ t,] 

j=O 
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and o-k,j can be computed as: 

K 

o-k,j = L vI,iql,k + CJk; i = 1,2, ... ,2K - 1 
1=1 

(2.3) 

Another iterative solution is presented in (Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2000) in order to 

compute the mean queue length values of each node by using the joint state model approach. 
The iterative solution can be summarised as follows: 

l. The iteration starts with o-k,j = o-k just like the iterative solution given for the T\IMPP 

model. Then, each node is solved by using the given transition matrices and Spectral 

Expansion method. The mean queue lengths MQL k and necessary state probabilities 

are computed. For each node Vk,i are computed by following equation 2.2. 

2. For each node, the previously computed Vk,i are used to compute new Crk,j by following 

equation 2.3. Then, each node is again solved with new parameters. MQL k values and 

necessary state probabilities are computed. For each node Vk,i are computed again. In 
K 

this step the variable E is defined as E = LIM Q L k - M Q L iold
) I 

k=1 

3. If E, computed in the previous step, is greater than a specified tolerance value then the 

procedure goes back to step 2 otherwise it goes to step 4. 

4. Iteration stops and all required steady state performability measures are computed 

with the most recent parameters. 

Because of the assumptions made, the solutions in (Chakka 1995, Chakka et. al. 2000) are 

approximate solutions. Since the solution is not exact, a comparative study with simulation 

results is also presented. A study is presented for a three stage tandem network by modifying 

the routing probability matrix Q accordingly. The main drawback of this work is, Open 

networks which consist of nodes with finite queuing capacities are not considered. It is 

worth noting that many or most of the practical systems have finite queuing capacities at 

nodes. Therefore, it is important to consider finite queuing capacities in order to make the 

study more suitable for practical system applications. 

2.3.5 Multi-server systems with Deferred Repairs 

Deferred repair strategies are effectively used by many modern, practical, fault-tolerant multi

server systems. This repair strategy is a practice of allowing the system to serve in a degraded 

mode by postponing prudent but non-essential repairs. Systems with traditional repair 
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strategies request for a repair as soon as a component fails in order to reduce the risk 

of system failure caused by the accumulation of component failures. However, as systems 

become more complicated and the number of components in systems increases, this strategy 

may cause high service cost in terms of time and labour (Sun et. al. 2005, Carrasco 2006). 

Using deferred repairs is an alternative repair strategy which leave the failed components 

in the system without repair until the number of failed components exceeds a predefined 

threshold (Bossen et. al. 2002, Tang and Trivedi 2004, Sun et. al. 2005, Carrasco 2006). 

When the systems using the traditional repair-up on-failure strategy and the systems using 

deferred repairs are compared, the traditional repair-upon-failure strategy is expected to have 

higher availability measures. However, the deferred repairs strategy can reduce the cost, 

particularly for the systems which the replacement of failed components is an expensive 

procedure (e.g. the system is at a remote location). Also, since the cost of components 

such as memory chips and disks, as well as the new high-end server and storage facilities 

are decreasing, systems can afford to tolerate multiple component failures without repairing 

failed components before the number of failed components reaches a threshold or a scheduled 

maintenance action occurs (Tang and Trivedi 2004). This design approach may reduce both 

downtime and service cost. 

In the development of highly available computer server, storage, and networking systems, 

system designers perform reliability, availability, and serviceability modelling to assess op

erational availability, performability, and service cost achievable by the architectures under 

consideration in order to optimise various designs. Performability evaluation of multi-server 

systems with deferred repair strategies is very important since the systems are fault-tolerant 

and deferred repairs affect the system significantly in terms of availability. 

In (Temsamani and Carrasco 2002) a new numerical method, called split regenerative ran

domisation, is developed for the transient analysis of a class of CTMC models with a partic

ular but quite general structure. CTMCs are used to present reliability models of repairable 

fault-tolerant systems with deferred repairs. 

In (Carrasco 2006) a new importance sampling scheme for the efficient simulation of CTM C 

models of fault-tolerant systems with deferred repair is presented. Numerical results are 

presented which show that using the new importance sampling schemes makes it possible to 

achieve highly accurate estimates in more reasonable CPU times. 

An example model is analysed for systems incorporating deferred repairs in (Tang and Trivedi 

2004). In order to quantify their reliability, availability, and serviceability behaviour in 

the useful life time, interval availability metrics are used for systems with deferred repair 
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strategies. A hierarchical modelling approach is followed in order to obtain performabil

ity measures. The approach has been implemented in a Sun internal web-based reliabilih 

availability and serviceability (RAS) architecture modelling and analysis tool, RAScad. Re

sults presented have been independently verified by solving models using another software 

package, SHARPE. 

An approach is presented to optimise repair strategy for multi-processor systems with de

ferred repairs in (Sun et. al. 2005). Tools such as RAScad and SHARPE are used to compute 

the combined interval availability, interval performability, and interval repair cost. Numerical 

results are presented for availability measures such as annual downtime, and annual perfor

mance loss. The examples considered indicated that by varying certain system parameters 

it is possible to perform optimisation analysis and identify the best deferred repair service 

strategy that requires much lower service cost than the service-upon-failure strategy. 

In these studies analytical modelling for evaluating the perform ability of multi-server queuing 

systems with deferred repairs is not considered. Queuing characteristics such as bounded and 

unbounded queuing capacities and the MQL of various systems have not been considered. 

This is another important research item which is tackled in this thesis. 

2.4 Existing Solution Methods for Two Dimensional 

State Space 

Once the quasi-birth-death Markov model is obtained, it can be solved for its steady state 

probabilities by using any of the several different methods. The best known ones of these 

methods are Seelen's method, Matrix-geometric solution, Gauss-Seidel iterative method, and 

the Spectral Expansion method. 

When two dimensional representation is considered in case of queueing, it is possible to define 

steady state probabilities using row vectors Vj as Vj = (PO,j, P1,j,' .. , PN,j)j = 0,1, ... , L 

where L represents the queue capacity and L can be finite or infinite. This notation shows 

that elements of vector Vj are the steady state probabilities where there are j jobs in the 

system. 

2.4.1 Discussions on Existing Solution Methods 

In this section existing solution methods are briefly discussed. The decision of using the 

Spectral Expansion method in our computations is also justified. 
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Seleen's method gives an approximate solution for QBD and QBD-M systems. The I\larkov 

Chain is first truncated to a finite state, which is an approximation of the original process. 

Then, it is used together with a dynamically adjusted relaxation factor in an efficient iterative 

solution algorithm (Seelen 1986 ). In each iteration the algorithm computes one of the state 

probabilities. That means the computation time required may be proportional to the size of 

the buffer. However, it is stated that, the number of iterations needed for accurate results. 

does not depend on the buffer size (Seelen 1986). The dependency of computation time on 

the number of servers is also not stated. The use of an appropriate value for the relaxation 

parameter is important to obtain the most accurate results. However, this method does not 

define any solutions to determine the value of the relaxation parameter (Seelen 1986, Chakka 
1995). 

Block Gauss-Seidel iterative method developed in 1989 is used for solving many kinds of 

simultaneous equations iteratively. In this method, the infinite-state problem is reduced to a 

linear equation involving vector generating functions and some unknown probabilities. The 

computations appear to be serial. Since each component of the new iterate depends upon 

all previously computed components, the updates cannot be done simultaneously. There 

is no mention of the dependence of the number of iterations to buffer size or the number 

of servers (Horton and Leutenegger 1994, Dayar 1998). Seelen's method and block Gauss

Seidel iterative method are not as popular as the other two methods because of the drawbacks 

mentioned above. 

In matrix-geometric solution method first a non-linear matrix equation is formed from the 

system parameters. Then the minimal non-negative solution R is computed by using an 

iterative algorithm. This method has probabilistic interpretation for each step of the com

putations (Neuts 1981). The main drawback of this method is that the number of iterations 

for computing R cannot be predetermined and there is a great computational requirement 

to obtain R. Another observation is that; in matrix-geometric method, for some values of 

certain parameters (for example, near system saturation points in ergodic queues, heavily 

loaded systems), the computational requirements are uncertain and relatively large. 

Spectral Expansion is an exact solution technique for the steady state analysis of certain two 

dimensional Markov processeses in semi-infinite or finite lattice strips. These processes are 

mostly arising in performance and dependability problems of computing and communication 

systems. In Spectral Expansion method, first, the necessary matrices are computed by fol

lowing the given algorithm. Then, eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed to obtain a 

system of linear equations. It is possible to solve a system of linear equations with a variety 

of methods. One example is LU Decomposition method. In his studies, Chakka has applied 
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the Spectral Expansion method to several non-trivial and complicated modelling problems, 

occurring in computer and communication systems (Chakka 1995, Chakka and i\litrani 1994, 

Chakka and Mitrani 1996, Chakka 1998). Performance measures are evaluated and optimisa

tion issues are addressed. Also a comparative study is performed to show that the Spectral 

Expansion algorithm has an edge over the matrix-geometric method in computational ef

ficiency, accuracy and ease of use. In matrix-geometric method, computation of R has a 

much greater computational requirement than computational requirement for eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors in Spectral Expansion solution. However, in Spectral Expansion method 

accurate eigenvalues and eigenvectors are necessary since the performance measures can be 

quite sensitive to these. There are various libraries that provide routines to compute very 

sensitive eigenvalues and eigenvectors for given matrices. One of these libraries is the Nu

merical Algorithms Group (NAG) library. Matrix-geometric solution method and Spectral 

Expansion methods are the most commonly used solution techniques for quasi-birth-death 

Markov models (Chakka 1995). Matrix-geometric method is developed by Neuts (Neuts 

1981) and the Spectral Expansion method has been applied to the steady state solution of 

quasi-birth-death Markov models by Mitrani and Chakka (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mi

trani 1994, Mitrani and Chakka 1995). These two methods have been critically analysed and 

performances of two methods have been compared (Mitrani and Chakka 1995, Haverkort 

and Ost 1997, Tran and Do 1999). In these studies it is stated that the Spectral Expansion 

method is a better solution method especially when more heavily loaded systems are studied, 

and when batch arrivals (or departures) are included in the model. 

In this research Spectral Expansion method has extensively been used for steady state so

lution of QBD Markov models, developed for various kind of multi-server systems. The 

following section briefly explains algorithm that the Spectral Expansion method follows. 

2.4.2 The Spectral Expansion Method 

Spectral Expansion is a solution technique which is useful in performance and dependability 

modelling of discrete event systems. It solves Markov models of a certain kind that arise in 

several practical system models. The reported applications and results include, performabil

ity modelling of several types of multiprocessors, multi-task execution models and networks 

of queues with unreliable servers (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1994, Chakka and 

Mitrani 1996, Chakka 1998) . 

In this approach, matrix A is defined as the matrix of instantaneous transition rates from 

state (i, j) to state (k, j) with zeros on the main diagonal. These are the purely lateral 

transitions of the model Z. Matrices Band C are transition matrices for one-step upward 
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and one-step downward transitions respectively. The transition rate matrices do not depend 

on j for j > M, where M is a threshold having an integer value. The process Z evolves with 
the following instantaneous transitions: 

Aj(i,k): Purely lateral transition rate, from state (i,j) to state (k,j),(i = O,l, ... ,N;k = 
0,1, ... , N;i -I k;j = 0,1, ... , L), usually caused by a change in the operative state (i.e. a 
change in random variable I ( t) ) . 

Bj(i, k): One-step upward transition rate, from state (i, j) to state (k,j+ 1), (i = 0,1, ... , N; k = 

0,1, ... , N; and j = 0,1, ... , L), usually caused by a job arrival into the queue. 

Cj(i, k): One-step downward transition rate, from state (i, j) to state (k, j - 1), (i = 

0,1, ... , N; k = 0,1, ... ,N; and j = 0,1, ... , L), usually caused by the departure of a ser

viced job. 

The Spectral Expansion method is applicable for systems with unbounded queuing capacities 

(Le. K < L < (0) as well as systems with bounded queuing capacities (i.e. finite L > K). 

The unbounded and bounded systems are presented in semi-finite and finite lattice strips 

respectively. The solution presented is also valid for steady states of multi-server systems. 

Following the Spectral Expansion solution, the steady-state probabilities of the system con

sidered can be expressed as: 

Pi]' = lim P(I(t) = i, J(t) = j);O < i < N,O < j < L 
) t----->oo 

where L can be finite or infinite. Let's define certain diagonal matrices of size (N +1) x (N +1) 

as follows: 
N N 

D1(i, i) = L Aj(i, k); DA(i, i) = L A(i, k) 
k=O k=O 
N N 

D~(i, i) = L Bj(i, k); DB(i, i) = L B(i, k) 
k=O k=O 
N N 

D:J(i, i) = LCj(i,k); DC(i,i) = LC(i,k) 
k=O k=O 

and Qo = B, QI = A - DA - DB - DC, Q2 = C . For both bounded and unbounded queuing 

systems, all state probabilities in a row can be defined as: 

Vj = (PO,j, PI,j, ... ,PN,j)j = 0,1, ... 

Here, for a bounded system, j is limited by finite L. In this case, when the queue is full, the 

arriving jobs are lost. The matrices given above are used in the Spectral Expansion solution 

for both bounded and unbounded queuing systems. 
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The steady-state balance equations for unbounded queuing systems can now be written as: 

Vj[DA + DB + DC] = Vj-lE + vjA + Vj+lC;j > 11.1 

and the normalising equation is given as follows: 

00 00 N 

L vje = L L ~,j = 1.0 
j=O j=O i=O 

from Equation (2.6) one can write 

Furthermore, the characteristic matrix polynomial Q(A) can be defined as: 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Aand 'l/J are eigenvalues and left-eigenvectors of Q(A) respectively. Note that, 'l/J is a row

vector defined as 

7/J = 'l/Jo, 'l/Jl,"" 'l/JN, A = AD, AI,"" AN and 'l/JQ(A) = 0; IQ(A)I = ° . 
Finally, for an unbounded system, when the stability condition is satisfied (Chakka 1995), 

one can obtain the general solution as: 

N 

"""" nl. d-M+l . > M 1 Vj = D ak'f'k/\k ,J - -
k=O 

and in the state probability form, 

N 

Pi,j = L ak'l/Jk(i)A{-M+I,j > M - 1 
k=O 

where, Ak(k = 0,1, ... , N) are N + 1 eigenvalues that are strictly inside the unit circle 

(Chakka 1995) and ak(k = 0,1, ... , N) are arbitrary constants which can be scalar or 

complex-conjugates. All the ak values and the remaining Vj vectors can be obtained us-
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ing the process in (Chakka 1995). For the case of bounded queue with 0 < j < L, the 
balance equations are: 

The normalisation equation is given as: 

L L N 

L vje = L L ~,j = 1.0 
j=O j=O i=O 

From Equation (2.9) 

and the characteristic matrix polynomials can be expressed as: 

where 

'ifJQ(A) = 0; IQ(A) 1 = 0; ¢Q({3) = 0; IQ({3) 1 = 0 

{3 and ¢ are eigenvalues and left-eigenvectors of Q({3) respectively. Note that, ¢ is a vector 

defined as ¢ = ¢0,¢1, ... ,¢N,{3 = {30,{31, ... ,{3N . 

N 

Furthermore, Vj = L(ak'ifJkA{-M+1 + bk¢k{3t- j
), M - 1 < j < L and in the state prob-

k=O 
ability form, 
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N 

~,j = 2:)ak~k(i)ArM+l + bk¢k(i){3~-j), M - 1 < j < L 
k=O 

where Ak(k = 0,1, ... , N) and {3k(k = 0,1, ... , N) are N + 1 eigenvalues each, that are 

strictly inside the unit circle (Chakka 1995), and, bk(k = 0,1, ... , N) are arbitrary constants 

which can be scalar or complex-conjugate,just like akS. VjS can be obtained as explained in 
the previous case. 

From the Pi,j, a number of steady-state availability, reliability, performability measures can 

be computed quite easily. For example, mean queue length (MQL) can be obtained as: 

L N 

MQL=LjLPi,j 
j=O i=O 

where L can be finite or infinite depending on whether the case concerned is bounded or 

unbounded. For cases where L is finite, the percentage of jobs lost (P JL) can be obtained 
by using the following equation: 

N 

PJL = 100 x L Pi,L 

i=O 

Once the steady state probabilities are computed, it is possible to calculate some other 

system performance measures such as mean response time and throughput in addition to 

MQL and PJL shown above. 

2.5 State Space Explosion Problem 

Two dimensional models with multiple components are effectively used for the modelling 

of queuing systems with multiple queues and/or multiple servers. The functional equations 

arising in the analysis of such processes usually present significant analytic difficulties (Boxma 

et. al. 1994). These numerical difficulties are frequently caused by large number of system 

states. In other words, difficulty caused by the rapid increase in the size of the state space 

of the underlying Markov process is known as the state space explosion problem. 

When two dimensional models (lattice strip) shown in figure 2.4 are considered, the cause of 

large number of state spaces can be either large (or infinite) number of J(t) states or large 

number of J(t) states. 

For multi-dimensional models where one component is finite there are good analytic-algorithmic 

methods, like the ones given in previous sections (Matrix-geometric solution, Spectral Ex

pansion method). These methods can be used to solve the state explosion problem caused 
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by large or infinite number of J(t) states. In (El-Rayes et. al. 1999) to overcome the state 

explosion problem, a Stochastic Process Algebra based on Performance Evaluation Process 

Algebra (PEPA), called PEPAlph, is formulated. PEPA1ph is used to specify systems with 

potentially, infinitely many customers in an infinite queueing system with durations given 

as phase-type distributions. Matrix-geometric solution method is used in order to calculate 

the steady state probability of the models that arise from a fragment of PEPA1ph. 

Although systems with unbounded queuing capacities can be handled by the Spectral Ex

pansion and the Matrix-geometric solution methods, as the number of I(t) states increases 

they become computationally expensive. The numerical complexity of the solutions depends 

on the number of states I(t) represents (Mitrani 2005). That number determines the size 

of the matrix R used in the Matrix-geometric method, and the number of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors involved in the Spectral Expansion method. In both solution techniques the 

size of the matrices used depends on the number of states represented with I(t). As the size 

of the matrices increase the computational requirements increase significantly. Because of 

the large size, ill-conditioned matrices numerical problems occur (Mitrani 2005). Also the 

numerical stability of the solution gets affected especially when heavily loaded systems are 
considered. 

An approach is used in (Mitrani 2005) to overcome these problems. A simple geometric 

approximation is proposed to be used together with Spectral Expansion method to overcome 

computational difficulties. 

The approach uses a restricted Spectral Expansion, based on a single dominant eigenvalue 

and its associated eigenvector. The eigenvalue provides a geometric approximation for the 

queue size distribution, while the eigenvector approximates the distribution of the I(t). The 

dominant eigenvalue is the one nearest to but strictly less than 1. There are techniques for 

determining the eigenvalues that are near a given number (Mitrani 2005). The approach 

avoids completely the need to solve a set of linear equations which also means avoiding all 

problems associated with ill-conditioned matrices. Multi-server systems with breakdowns 

and repairs (Figure 2.1) and Tandem systems (Figure 2.7) are used in order to evaluate 

the accuracy of the new approach. Poisson arrivals and exponentially distributed service 

times are considered for both systems. The limiting effect of state explosion problem is 

greater for Tandem systems since I(t) is used to represent the number of jobs in the queue. 

In (Mitrani 2005) it is stated that the Spectral Expansion method begins to experience 

numerical difficulties when the queuing capacity extends 35, and the software (Matlab) 

starts issuing warnings to the effect that the matrix is ill-conditioned, and the results may 

not be reliable. The given results show that this approach works well for the systems under 
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heavy traffic. However when relatively lower arrival rates are considered the accuracy of 
approximations decreases. 

It is important to solve the numerical difficulties caused by large number of I(t) states espe

cially for Tandem systems. Because of the limitations, it is difficult to consider more than 

one server at stage 2 (Figure 2.7) which can be used for representation of many practical 

systems (e.g. communication channels and multi-server systems in tandem). This is because 

the possible inclusion of multiple servers, breakdowns, and repairs will increase the complex

ity of I(t) and will severely limit the queue capacity. This is an important research item 
which is addressed in this thesis. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In the literature review section various evaluation methods for multi-server systems are de

scribed and analysed. Basic terms and techniques used in this research are defined. Pure 

performance, pure availability/reliability and performability modelling techniques are stud

ied. The existing modelling methods developed for each kind of evaluation techniques are 

critically analysed and compared. As a result, it has been seen that composite measure of 

performance and availability is the most realistic, accurate modelling technique for multi

server systems, since these systems are usually fault-tolerant. 

Background information of systems under study is given. Existing models for performabil

ity evaluation of these systems are critically analysed. The main gaps of existing models 

are underlined. The necessity of having multi-dimensional representations for handling the 

irregularities caused by failure/repair phenomena is stated. The existing methods to solve 

multi-dimensional state spaces, for their steady state probabilities are critically compared. 

The advantages of using Spectral Expansion method are underlined. Also a brief explanation 

of Spectral Expansion method is given. 

The well known state space explosion problem is underlined and existing solution methods 

are investigated in the last section. 
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Chapter 3 

The Effects of Reconfiguration and 

Rebooting Delays In Performability 

Evaluation of Multi-Server Systems 

with Breakdowns 

In practice when fault-tolerant multi-server systems are considered, some delays are encoun

tered when a failed server is being mapped out of the system or a repaired server is being 

admitted into the system. 

Since these systems are prone to breakdowns these delays can have significant effects on 

systems performability depending on the nature of system. Furthermore, these delays can 

be categorised as reconfiguration and rebooting delays depending on the cover facilities of 

the system (Trivedi et. al. 1990). Subsequent to a covered fault, the system comes up in a 

degraded mode after a brief delay. These delays are called reconfiguration delays. On the 

other hand if the fault is uncovered a longer action is required to bring the system up at a 

degraded mode. These delays are significantly larger than reconfiguration delays and they 

are called rebooting delays. In this study the parameter c is used to represent the probability 

of having reconfiguration delays (fault covered). Then 1 - c can be used to represent the 

probability of having rebooting delays (fault is uncovered). Here, degraded mode indicates 

a state with one less operative server than the previous state. 
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3.1 Homogeneous Multi-server Systems with Recon

figuration and Rebooting Delays 

In this section approaches are developed to model homogeneous multi-server systems with 

reconfiguration and reboot ing delays by suitably extending the resulting QBD proce s in 

the performance models of multiprocessor systems with breakdowns and repair strategies 

(Chakka and Mitrani 1992, Chakka et. al. 2002). 

A similar study is considered in (Trivedi et. al. 1990). An approximate performance model 

based on Markov reward models was presented. In this section, an exact solution for the 

steady st ate probabilities of the same problem using the Spectral Expansion method i de

rived . The effects of reconfiguration and rebooting delays are analysed together with oth r 

queuing issues such as various failure rates, finite and infinite queuing capacities. 

3.1.1 Multi-Server System with Identical Processors and Recon

figuration/Rebooting Delays 

The performance modelling of a multiprocessor system, with identi cal servers, serving a 

stream of arriving jobs is considered. The system considered is shown in figure 3.1. 

Processors 

, ~l . ~. 11, 6, ~r . 
,: departures 

l 

2 

qt, ~, I) , O. cP , 
.I 

Job arrival 
J 

, .. - -.., ,/ 

cr , 
\ 
\ , .. breakdown 

\ 

\ K 

Figure 3. 1: A homogeneous multi -server system with breakdown , r pair , reconfigurat ion 

and rebooti ng delays 
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The homogeneous multi-server system has K servers. Jobs arrive at the system in a Poisson 

stream and join the queue (Hacker and Athey 2001, Trivedi 2002, Gyu et. al. 2004). The 

mean arrival rate of jobs is given by a. The queuing capacity is L, where L can be finite or 

infinite. 

Parameters J-L and ~ are the mean service and mean failure rates of each of the servers. There 

is a single repair facility and the repair rate is given by 1]. In case of server failures the 

fault is covered with probability c and the system comes up in a degraded mode after a 

brief reconfiguration delay. On the other hand if the fault is not covered with probability 

1 - c a longer reboot action takes place in order to bring the system up at a degraded 

mode. For reconfiguration and rebooting periods, the system is assumed to be down (Trivedi 

et. al. 1990). The reconfiguration and rebooting times are exponentially distributed as 

well. The mean values of reconfiguration and rebooting times can be given as 1/6 and 1/'P 

respectively. All inter-arrival, service, reconfiguration, rebooting, operative and repair time 

random variables are independent of each other. 

3.1.2 Modelling Multi-Server Systems with Identical Servers 

A Markov chain analysis is carried out in (Trivedi et. al. 1990) for computing the depend

ability of a multiprocessor system. It is possible to use a similar Markov chain in order to 

present the operative states of a homogeneous multi-server system with breakdowns, repairs, 

and reconfiguration and rebooting delays. Figure 3.2 shows the possible operative states of 

such a system. 

Figure 3.2: Operative states of a homogeneous multiprocessor sy"stem with breakdowns, 
repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting delays 
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The total number of operative states is 3K - 1. In state ° there are no operational servers. 

The states labelled as 1) 2, ... , K are the K states where the servers are operative, with 

that many number of servers in each state. The K - 1 states, labelled as X 2 , X 3 , ... , X K 

are the states which represent the reconfiguration delays. The last K - 1 states labelled as 

Y2 , Y3 , ... , YK are the rebooting delay states. 

It is possible to use a two dimensional representation similar to one explained in section 2.2.3 

for this system. With this approach, the system can be represented by a QBD process with 

finite or infinite state space. The state of the system can be defined by (I(t), J(t)) where 

I(t) is the operative state and J(t) is the number of jobs in the system. 

In order to use the Spectral Expansion method A, Band 0 matrices should be defined. For 

this system the elements of A depend on the parameters K, ~, TI, c, <5 and <po Where the 

elements of B depend on arrivals, and elements of 0 depend on service times of the servers. 

Numbering of the operative states can be arbitrary. First K numbers (0, 1, ... , K) are given 

to states 0, 1, 2, ... , K. Following K - 1 numbers (K + 1, K + 2, ... , 2K - 1) are given 

to states X 2 , X 3 , ... , X K . The last K - 1 numbers (2K, 2K + 1, ... , 3K - 2) are given to 

states Y2 , 1'3, ... , YK . Then, state transition matrices A, A j , B, Bj) 0, and OJ) can be given 

as follows; 

0 Tf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e 0 Tf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Tf 0 0 2ec 0 0 0 2';( 1 - c) 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 3ec 0 0 0 3e(1 - c) 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 Tf 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Kec 0 0 0 Ke(1- c) 

0 c5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A·=A= c5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 c5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t.p 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t.p 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t.p 

B
j 

= B, for j = 0, 1, ... , Land B is a diagonal matrix defined as B = Diag[(7, (7, ... , (7] of 

size (3K - 1) x (3K - 1). 

Since the parameters of A and B matrices are independent from the number of jobs in the 

system, Aj = A and Bj = B. On the other hand the service rate provided depends on the 

number of jobs in the system if the number of jobs in the system is less than the threshold 

value M, where M = K. Then, the matrices 0 and OJ can be given as: 
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Cj = C for j > K and C is a di agonal m a tri x defined as 

C = Diag[w(O)fL , w(l)fL , ··· , w(3K - 2)fL] of size(3K - 1) x (3K - 1) . 

Cj = Diag[Min(w(O) , j)fL , Min(w (l) , j )fL , .. . , Min(w(3K - 2), j )fL ] for 1 > j > K and 

Co = [0] where w( i) is the number of working processors in the operat ive sta te i . Th la t 

2K - 2 elements of C and Cj matrices are zero since t hey are used for reconfiguration and 

rebooting delay states. 

3.1.3 Numerical Results for Multi-Server Systems with Identical 

Servers 

In order to show the the effectiveness of the method presen ted and to analy e the effec ts of 

reconfiguration, and rebooting delays on performabili ty of homogeneous mul ti -server sy tern , 

numerical results are presented in this section. The other queuing system characteri ti cs II h 

as various queue sizes , systems with various number of servers are also taken into accounL. 

First the numerical results are presented for systems wit h unbounded queues . Systems 

with various number of servers are considered below . Parameters are given as (J jobs/sec, 

~ = O.OOl/hr, 1] = 0.2/ hr , fL = 4000 jobs/hr , 'P = 2/hr , and b = 60/ hr , c = 0 (only 

rebooting) . 
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Figure 3 .3: MQL versus (J for homogeneous system with vari ou f{ 
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The results in figure 3.3 show that when systems with infinite queuing capacities are con id

ered, systems with larger number of servers perform significantly better especially when the 
system is heavily loaded (high arrival rates are expected). 

In order to show the effects of c on systems with various number of servers, the mean queue 

length is calculated as a function of c where (7 = 20 jobs/ sec, ~ = O.OOI / hr, 77 = 0. 5/ hr, 

<p = 2/hr, and <5 = 60/hr. The service rates are taken as /.L = (7 /(0.7K) in order to provide 

constant utilisation (in case of no breakdowns) which is useful to analyse the cost effectivene s 

of the systems. The results are illustrated in figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: MQL versus c for homogeneous systems with various K 

The results in figure 3.4 show that when constant utilisation is considered (assume no break

downs) the systems with smaller number of servers can perform better. This is mainly due 

to the large rebooting delays. The figure clearly shows that when c is less than one (reboot

ing delays are expected) the two server system performs better than both four and three 

server systems. This is because in a two server system there is only one reconfiguration 

and rebooting state. Four server system performs better than three server ystem but wor 
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that two server system when c is less than one On the other hand hI' I . w en c = , mce on \. 

brief reconfiguration delays are expected, the systems with larger number of server pe rfor~ 
better. 

The mean queue length is computed as a function of reconfiguration rate for 6 for a fOill 

server system in figure 3.5. Other parameters are (J = I job/sec, f-L = (J / (0.7 K ), ~ = O.OOI / hr , 

rJ = 0.5/hr and <.p = 2/hr. 
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Figure 3.5: MQL as a Function of 6 for homogeneous system 

The figure 3.5 shows that the effects of b becomes more significant as c grows. Also from this 

figure it is evident that after a certain point (6 = 60 for this computation) decreasing the 

reconfiguration delay (increasing 6) does not affect the performance of the system. Perfor

mance measures of the system approaches to the performance measures of a system without 

any delays. 

In figure 3.6 a system with four servers is considered. MQL is computed as a function of c for 

various b values where (J = I job/sec, f-L = (J / (0.7 K), ~ = O.OOI / hr , TJ = 0.5/hr and <.p = 2/ hr. 

The results show that for larger 6 the effects of c is more significant. Also similar to the 

previous figure the systems performance does not change after a certain 6 value (6 = 20 in 

this figure). 
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Figure 3.6 : MQL as a Function of c for homogeneous systems 

Systems with finite queuing capacities are considered for the following figures. T he parame

ters are given as a jobs/hr, ~ = O.OOl/hr, T7 = 0.2/ hr, f-L = 2 jobs/hr , tp = 2 / hr , 0 = 60 /hr, 
and L = 300. In figure 3.7 MQL values and in figure 3.8 percentage of jobs lost (PJ L) are 

presented. 

Figures 3.7and 3.8 show that the effect of c on systems performance is not signi ficant for 

systems with bounded queues. This means that when systems wi t h fini te queuing capacities 

are considered, the cover facilities do not affect the systems performability due to the li mit ing 

effect of queue size. Also, when heavily loaded systems are considered , having an extra server 

does not necessarily improve the performability in terms of MQL . For relatively low arrival 

rates, systems with four servers have better MQL values than systems wi th three servers, 

but when high arrivals are expected (a > 8.5 in this case) the queue capacity is the main 

limiting factor. On the other hand when P JL values are considered , four server systems have 

lower loss rates. 
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In this section homogeneous multi-server systems with breakdowns and repairs are modeled 

for exact solution. Since the systems considered are fault-tolerant, considering reconfigura

tion and rebooting delays will make the performability analysis of such systems more realistic. 

The model is providing flexibility to analyse such systems with various characteristics, while 

the queuing issues are also taken into account. Numerical results obtained show that the 

reconfiguration and rebooting delays may have significant effects on system's performability. 

Furthermore, the choice of the optimum number of processors may depend on the values 

of 1/0, and 1/<.p as well as c, when service rate is taken as a function of arrival rate. For 

bounded queuing systems, L is the main factor affecting the mean queue length performance 

of the system when relatively high arrival rates are expected. When P JLs are compared, 

systems with larger number of servers perform better. 

3.2 Heterogeneous Multi-Server Systems with One Main 

and Several Identical Servers, Reconfiguration and 

Rebooting Delays 

Practically servers used in a single system may be non-identical. One example can be given 

as a system with a main server and several identical servers. There are examples of such 

systems especially in farm processor systems (Wagner et. al. 1997, Adams and Vos 2002). 

In case of main server breakdowns, the identical servers keep providing service. The main 

server usually has greater service power than the identical ones (Adams and Vos 2002). 

It is possible to extend the approach given for homogeneous systems, to model systems with 

one main and several identical servers for performability evaluation. The difference between 

homogeneous systems and these systems is the main server with possibly different service 

rate. In this section an approach is developed for performability analysis of a specific type 

of heterogeneous multi-server system with reconfiguration and rebooting delays by suitably 

extending the resulting QBD process in the performance models of multi-server systems with 

breakdowns and repair strategies (Chakka and Mitrani 1992, Chakka et. al. 2002). 

This time the multi-server system considered, consists of one main and K - 1 identical 

parallel servers, numbered 1,2, ... , K with a common queue. The queue can have finite (L, 

L > K) or infinite size. Model is applicable for both cases. Figure 3.9 shows the system 

considered. 
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Figure 3.9: A heterogeneous multi-server system with one main and K - 1 identical servers 

Similar to the homogeneous systems, the jobs arrive at the system in a Poisson stream at 

mean rate (J, and join the queue. Jobs are homogeneous and the identical servers have the 

same service rates. The service times are distributed exponentially and mean service rate of 

the main server is usually greater then the identical ones. The service times of jobs serviced 

by identical server k (Le. k = 2, ... ,K) are distributed with mean 1/ /-li and service times of 

jobs serviced by the main server (Le. k = 1) are distributed with mean 1/ /-lm. The operative 

periods of main and identical servers are distributed with means l/~m and 1/~i respectively. 

At the end of an operative period, server k (k = 1,2, ... ,K) breaks down and requires repair. 

The repair time is distributed with mean 1/T}. The repair times of main and identical servers 

are the same since the same facility is used for both. There is a single repair facility which 

can work on at most, one repair at a time. This means that, an inoperative period of a 

server also includes the possible waiting time for the repairman. If the main server is broken 

repair priority is given to this server. If the main server is not broken and there are more 

than one identical servers which are broken, the first server to repair, is chosen randomly. No 

operative server can be idle if there are jobs awaiting service, and the repairman cannot be 

idle if there are broken-down servers waiting for repair. The reconfiguration and rebooting 



delays are distributed with means 1/0 and l/cp respectively. These delays are assumed same 

for all servers since they are related to the system and not to individual servers. However, 

it is to be noted that the methodology developed here is applicable even if these delays are 
different for the main and the identical servers. 

3.2.1 Modelling Multi-Server Systems with One Main and Several 
Identical Servers 

In order to represent such a system by a QBD process with finite or infinite state space, 

the operative states of the system should be specified. The state of the system is defined by 

(I(t), J(t)) where I(t) represents the operative states of the system and J(t) is the number 

of jobs in the system. In this section, a Markov chain is given for the operative states of 
heterogeneous multi-server system considered. 

The reconfiguration and rebooting delays are also taken into account in order to make the 

performability evaluation approach more realistic. It is possible to model the system affected 

by such reconfiguration and rebooting delays effectively, by using the Spectral Expansion 

method. Here parameter c is again used to represent the probability of having reconfiguration 

delays and 1- c is used to represent the probability of having rebooting delays when a server 

breaks down. The failures may occur at the main server or at one of the identical servers. The 

main server can work in the absence of identical servers and identical servers are capable of 

serving when the main server is broken. For a reconfiguration/rebooting period, the system 

is completely down (Trivedi et. al. 1990). 

The performance modelling presented in the previous section can be extended in order to 

have a valid model for systems with one main and several identical servers. Figure 3.10 is the 

Markov chain that represents the operative states (I(t)) of the heterogeneous multi-server 

system discussed. 

In state 0 there are no operational servers. The states labelled as 1m , 2m, ... , Km are the 

states of the multi-server system where the main server is operational. The number shows 

the total number of operational servers including the main server (i.e. Km means 1 main and 

K -1 identical servers). The states labelled Ii, 2i , ... , (K -1)i are the states, where the main 

server is not operative and the number indicates the number of operational identical servers. 

There are no repair transitions between states which main server is not operative, since the 

repair priority is given to the main server. The first repair transition always brings the main 

server back. Also the breakdown transitions which makes the system totally non-operative 

(to state 0) do not require reconfiguration or rebooting delay states, since the system will 

not come up in a degraded mode. 
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The states, labelled as X 1m , X 2m , "" X(K-l)m' and Y1m , Y 2m , "" y(K-l )m are the tate 

representing the reconfiguration and rebooting delays respectively willch is subsequent to an 

identical server breakdown while the main server is operative, The states, labelled a Xl i, 

X 2i , " " X (K - l)i' and Y1i , Y 2i , "" Y (K- l )i are the states representing the reconfigurat ion and 

rebooting delays respectively which is subsequent to an identical server breakdown while th 

main server is not operative, Finally, states Xu, X 2t , "" X (K-l)t' and Y u , Y 2t , "., Y( K - l)t 

represent the reconfiguration and rebooting delays which occur when the main server fail 

Y(K-1)i X(K-l)i 

Figure 3. 10: Operative states of a heterogeneous multi-server system with one main and 

}( - 1 identical servers 

For this system the elements of matrix A include the failure rates of main and identi al 

servers, repair rate, reconfiguration/rebooting delays, c and }( which is used to p ify the 
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size of the matrices. The elements of matrix B include mean arrival rates, and the elements 

of matrix C include mean service rates of main and identical servers. The total number of 

states is given as 8(K - 1). For the numbering of the operative states first 2K numbers (0, 

1, ... , 2K - 1) are given for states 0 and states with one or more operational servers. Odd 

numbers are given to states with operative main server and even numbers are given for states 

where the main server is not operative. The remaining part is used for reconfiguration and 

rebooting delays respectively. For example for a four server system the order of the states 

is taken as (0, 1m, Ii, 2m, 2i, 3m, 3i , 4m, X lm, Xli' Xlt, X 2m , X 2i , X 2t , X3m, X3t , Y1m
, Yi

i
, 

Ylt , Y2m , Y2i , ¥2h Y3m, Y3t· The state transition matrices B, B j , G, and Gj , are given below: 

The parameters of the B matrix are independent from the number of jobs in the system. 

Bj = B, for j = 0, 1, ... , Land B is a diagonal matrix defined as B = Diag[a, a, ... , a] of 
size (8(K - 1)) x (8(K - 1)). 

For the matrix C, similar to the previous section the service rate provided depends on the 

number of jobs if the number of jobs in the system is less than the threshold value M, where 

M = K. The matrix C is given as : 

Gj = G for j > K and C is a diagonal matrix defined as 

G = Diag[(wm(O)/Lm +Wi(O)/Li), (wm(1)/Lm +wi(I)/Li), ... , (wm(8K -9)/Lm +wi(8K -9)/-LJ]of 

size (8(K - 1)) x (8(K - 1)). 

When the number of jobs in the system is less than the total number of servers the priority 

is given to the main server since it usually provides higher service power. The first job goes 

to the main server (if operative) and the remaining ones go to the identical ones. If the main 

server is broken the server to use is chosen randomly. 

Then C j becomes Gj = Diag[(Min(wm(O),j)/Lm+Min(wi(O),j-wm(O))/-Li), (Min(wm(1),j)/-Lm+ 

Min(wi(I),j-wm(I))/Li), ... , (Min(wm(8K -9),j)/-Lm+ Min(Wi(8K -9),j-wm(8K -9))/-Li) 

for 1 > j > K and Co = [0]. 

where wm(i) is the number of main servers and wi(i) is the number of identical servers 

working in the operative state i. Since there is only one main server in the system wmCi) 

is either 0 or 1 (main server broken or operative). The last 6K - 8 elements of G and Gj 

matrices are zero since they are used for reconfiguration and rebooting delay states. 

The matrix A is also independent from the number of jobs in the system. This matrix is too 

bulky to be written in compact form, as an example, for K = 4, A and Aj can be written as 

follows: 
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This system is solved by using the Spectral Expansion method. The teady state probabili

ties, Pi,j, are used for performability measures. 

3.2.2 N umerical Results for Heterogeneous Systems with one Main 

and Several Identical Servers 

Numerical results are presented in this section to show the effectiveness of the model dev l

oped for heterogeneous multi-server systems with one main and several identical processor, 

and to evaluate the performability of these systems. The systems with unbounded queuing 

capacities are considered first. In Figure 3.11 , 2, 3, and 4-server systems are con idered 

where parameters are given as a jobs/sec, ~m = ~i = O.OOI / hr , TJ = 0.5/ hr , /-Li = 4000 

jobs/hr, /-Lm = 8000 jobs/hr, c = 0, ip = 2/hr, and c5 = 60/hr. 
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Figure 3.11: MQL versus a for heterogeneous syst.ems with one main and several id ntical 

servers 

The results clearly show that when relatively low arrival rates are considered, sy terns have 

close MQL performances. This is because the server utilisations are low , and henc th 

queuing time of a job is short . When the arrival rate increases the systems with larg r 

numbers of servers perform better. 
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A three server system is considered in figure 3. 12. Ot her parameters are K = 3. a = 2 

jobs/sec, ~m = ~i = O.OOl/hr, 1] = 0.5/hr , /-L i = 4000 jobs/hr, /-Lm = 8000 jobs/ hr , '-P = 2 / hr. 

and 0 = 60 / hI. Effects of various reconfiguration delays are investigated. 
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Figure 3. 12: MQL versus c for heterogeneous sys tems with one main and veral identical 
servers 

The system's behavior is simHar to homogeneous system when MQL values are computed as 

a function of c and O. The effects of c increases as 0 value increases. After a certain value 

(0 = 10 in this case) various 0 values do not affect the performability signjficantly. Also th 

figure shows the importance of the cover facility. 

The effects of having various service rates for the main server is analysed in the following 

figure where K = 3, a jobs/sec, ~m = ~i = O.OO l / hr , 1] = 0.5/ hr , /-L i = 4000 jobs/ hr, c = 0, 

i.p = 2 / hr , and 0 = 60 / hI. The service rate of the main server is taken greater than the 

service rate of identical ones. 
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F igure 3. 13: M Q L versus (J for various {I'm values 

In figure 3.13, since the system considered is a sm all scale system having a main ser ver with 

larger service rates affects the sys tems performance signi fi cant ly. vVhen light loaded systems 

are considered the performance difference is not significan t. However , when heavily loaded 

systems are considered the difference is more signi fi cant. 

The model gives the flexibility to have different failure rates for the m ain and ident ical 

servers . In order to analyse the effects of various failure ra tes figure 3, 14 is given . Other 

param eter are K = 3, (J jobs/ sec, ~i = O.OOl / hr , r; = 0.5/ hr , /-Li = 4000 jobs/hr , /-Lm = 8000 

jobs/ hr , c = 0, c.p = 2 / hr , and 0 = 60 / hr. 

The effect on the reli ability of the main server is illustrated in figure 3.14. In t he small scale 

multi-server system considered , having various failure rates for t he main server , which has 

greater service rates affects the syst ems performance significantly. 
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Figure 3.14: MQL versus (J' for variou ~m values 

The following results are presented to demonstrate the effects of fini te queuing capacity on 

heterogeneous multiprocessor systems with one main , and several identical processors. Also 

effects of having a main processor which provides higher service power are analysed together 

with bounding effect of limHed queuing capacity. 

Three server systems are considered in figure 3.15 where parameters are given as (J' jobs/hr, 

~m = ~i = O.OOI/hr, r; = O.5/hr, /-li = 10 jobs/ hr , c = 0, ~ = 2 / hr, and 6 = 60 / hr. The 

results show that when highly loaded systems are considered , and the MQ L value reach 

the queue size limit, having various service rates for the main server does not affect the 

systems MQL performance. However, when systems with relatively lower arri val rates ar 

considered, having higher service rates for the main server improves the MQ L performance 

significantly since the system considered is a small scale system (J( = 3) . Also the point 

that MQL reaches queue size varies depending on the service power of the main processor. 

Same parameters are used to compute the PJL as a function of (J'. Figure 3. 16 illu trate the 

results of this computation. 
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In figure 3.16 the results show more clearly that increasing the service rate of the main 

server improves the overall performabiliy of the system significantly even when the system 
considered is bounded. 

In this section a specific type of heterogeneous multi-server system with one main and several 

identical servers is considered. The operative states of the system is presented and the st ate 

probabilities for the heterogeneous multiprocessor systems with one main and several iden

tical servers, breakdowns, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting delays are obtained using 

the Spectral Expansion method. The approach presented gives a large degree of flexibility to 

analyse systems with various characteristics (e.g. various /-Lm, /-Li, ~m, ~i values). Numerical 

results have been obtained and presented for various performability measures, in order to 

show the effectiveness off the model. Results show that, when systems with infinite queueing 

capacities are considered, the performability of the system highly depends on the values of 

1/ b , and 1/ c.p as well as c. Also increasing the service rate and reliability of the main server 

improves a system's performance significantly for small scale systems. On the other hand, 

for bounded queuing systems, L becomes the main factor affecting the MQL performance in 

case of heavily loaded systems. Since the M QL value approaches to the queue size, having 

main servers with high service rates does not affect the system significantly. On the other 

hand if relatively lighter arrival rates are considered, MQL performance increases when the 

service rate of the main servers increases. Also when P JL performance is considered the 

improvement is more obvious. 

In conclusion, for heterogeneous multiprocessor systems with one main and several identical 

processors, the discussion should go beyond whether a processor should be added or service 

rate of the main processor should be improved. Other parameters such as queuing capacity, 

and cover facilities, should also be considered in order to make an informed choice. The 

approach shown in this section provides the decision makers sufficient information in deciding 

whether a processor should be added to a system, service rate of the main processor or cover 

facility should be improved, or queue size should be increased when systems with one main 

and several identical servers are considered. The main drawback of the approach is the large 

number of operative states (Le. 8K - 1). 
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Chapter 4 

Perforrnability of Multi-Server 

Systems with One Head and Multiple 
Identical Servers 

In order to provide the service power of multi-server systems in a user convenient way, there 

are various kinds of computing paradigms being effectively used. One of the most commonly 

used parallel computing paradigm is farm paradigms where there is a head server responsible 

for the overall organisation of the system. In other words the head server is the essential 

node of the system and the identical servers cannot provide service in case of head server 

breakdowns. 

It is essential to use performability measures to evaluate the system, since the system con

sidered is fault-tolerant. Furthermore, the single point of control caused by a single head 

architecture makes the performability analysis even more interesting and essential. The mod

els presented in the previous chapter can be extended and QBD processes can be used for 

performability studies of systems using similar architectures. 

Beowulf multiprocessor systems are well known examples for the architecture with one head 

and several identical processors which uses farm paradigm. The term, identical processor, 

is used for the cluster's homogeneous processors which are the main service providers to 

incoming jobs. Since Beowulf clusters are multiprocessor systems built from commodity 

off-the-shelf personal computers connected via a dedicated network and free open-source 

software, they can provide the high computing performance at much less or minimal cost 

(Wagner et. al. 1997, Adams and Vos 2002). This makes Beowulf clusters very popular as 

an alternative to commercial high performance systems world-wide. In this chapter Beowulf 

clusters are chosen as case study. Approaches are developed for performability evaluation 
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of Beowulf multiprocessor systems with reconfiguration and rebooting delays, by suitably 
modelling their operation as quasi birth and death (QBD) processes. 

The approaches presented in this chapter can be used to evaluate the performability of 

farm paradigm systems with one head and multiple identical servers, exactly and efficie~tly, 
considering breakdowns, repairs, and delays when appropriate. Beowulf clusters can continue 

serving in a degraded mode provided that the failure is not at the head node. Head node 

failures may significantly degrade the performance of such systems. For such systems the 

combined evaluation of performance and availability is the most realistic and useful approach. 
This can provide great help for operating system design. 

It is essential to understand the job handling strategies used by Beowulf systems, before 

modelling the system. The following section gives a brief literature review about the job 
handling mechanisms being used by Beowulf systems. 

4.1 Job Dependencies in Beowulf Clusters 

In Beowulf multi-server systems, major tasks can be split ted into a number of jobs. The 

tasks can be handled at the same time (in parallel) with or without communications required 

between the distinct pieces (jobs) and/or a controlling master process (Brown 2007). 

When Beowulf systems used as computing clusters are considered, if time needed for compu

tation is much larger than the time needed for communication (tcomputation » tcommunication) 

the application is called coarse grained, and in this case the computing paradigm referred 

to as embarrassingly parallel computing is used, where there is no communication between 

jobs (Brown 2004, Brown 2007). In this kind of application the computational work tends 

to consist of running a series of more or less independent jobs on the nodes. The user is 

not involved much about the design details of the cluster (Brown 2004, Fang et. al. 2005). 

Typical examples include the Monte Carlo calculations, statistical simulations, and data field 

explorations. If time needed for computation is larger than the time needed for communica

tion (tcomputation > tcommunication) the application is called medium grained. In this case some 

communication is required between the subtasks but it is relatively small compared to the 

computation time of the subtasks (Brown 2007). Problems on a lattice are in this category. 

In some cases the computation time may be close to the communication time (tcomputation ~ 

tcommunication) these applications are called less fine grained applications (Brown 2007) and 

in such applications the communication time affects the overall performance of the system. 

Cosmology, and molecular dynamics applications with long range interactions are typical 

examples for this category (Brown 2004, Brown 2007). 
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In (Guest 2001, Grove and P.D. Coddington 2005 ) some benchmark results are presented 

for various parallel computing environments. Numerical results are presented for Beowulf 

cluster systems in terms of time needed for communication (time needed for message passing 

interface). The results indicate that the time required for communication becomes negligi ble 

compared to the computation time especially when small scale multi-server systems are used. 

Beowulf multi-server systems are commonly used in high throughput applications as well. 

In these applications the basic aim is not to maximize the performance of each individual 

job by using as many processors as possible, but rather to maximize the throughput of the 

compute resource. In other words the aim is to provide the most efficient utilisation of the 

whole machine across all the jobs (Hawick et. al. 2000, Bader et. al. 2002). If the number 

of jobs to run is greater than the number of processors in the system, then the most efficient 

strategy to achieve the best throughput is to use the job-level parallelism, and run each job 

on a separate processor (Hawick et. al. 2000). Condor is a well known example of available 

queuing and scheduling packages that allow a user to easily divide tasks to compute farms 

and to various extents balance the resource loads ( Bader et.al. 2002). This package is being 

effectively used together with Beowulf multi-server systems (Hawick et. al. 2000, Sterling 

2001). Condor supports distributed job stream resource management, emphasising capacity 

or throughput computing. It schedules independent jobs on cluster nodes to handle large 

user workloads and provides many options in scheduling policy (Sterling 2001). 

Beowulf cluster systems are used in areas other than computing clusters as well such as 

in grid computing where job level parallelism is applied (Henty et. al. 2000, Hacker and 

Athey 2001, Garcia et. al. 2002, Fransisco and Akhtar 2003). Also the Open Source Cluster 

Application Resources (OSCAR) group developed HA-OSCAR which supports network file 

systems as well as web cluster facilities (Brim et. al. 2001, Haddad et. al. 2003). One 

goal of HA-OSCAR is to be able to work as a web server cluster providing highly available 

web services to a large number of clients (Haddad et. al. 2003). Both implementations are 

known with the use of job level parallelism. 

Considering the various kinds of applications given above, it is possible to neglect the effects of 

job dependencies on performability since the computation process is the main factor affecting 

the overall performance in most of the applications. The models presented in this chapter 

are applicable to such systems with medium/coarse grained or high throughput applicat ions 

as well as grid computing, HA-OSCAR, and small scale Beowulf systems. 
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4.2 Typical Beowulf Clusters with One Head and Sev

eral Computing Nodes 

This section presents a model for a typical Beowulf multiprocessor system which consists of 

one head and multiple identical processors where the term, identical processor, is used for 

the cluster's homogeneous processors which are the main service providers to incoming jobs. 

The model is valid for systems with finite or infinite queuing capacities. The processing 

by the head node towards job-scheduling is negligibly small compared to the average job 

execution time at the identical processors (details given in the previous section). Allocation 

of jobs is usually done conSidering the availability of processors. For such a system it is well 

known that, in queuing theory a common queue is more suitable compared to individual 

queues in terms of efficiency. In addition, in Beowulf clusters, the head node mayor may 

not participate in computations, depending on the structure of the cluster. Both of these 
cases are considered. 

4.2.1 Modelling Typical Beowulf Clusters 

The multiprocessor system considered is very similar to the one shown in figure 3.9 and it is 

shown in figure 4.1. The system consists of one head and K - 1 identical parallel processors, 

numbered 2, 3, ... , K with a common queue. Similar to the previous systems considered, the 

common queue can be bounded with a capacity of L (L > K), or it can be unbounded, where 

jobs arrive at the system in a Poisson stream at mean arrival rate of a, and join the queue 

(Hacker and Athey 2001, Yoo and Jette 2001, Gyu et. al. 2004). Jobs are homogeneous and 

the service rates of the identical processors are the same. 

If the head processor participates in computations, usually it has the same service rate as 

that of the identical ones. The proposed model is applicable even if the head node's service 

rate is different. In some Beowulf clusters the head processor only deals with organisation 

and distribution of jobs and does not participate in computing (Le., it doesn't serve). 

The service times of jobs serviced by processor k (k = 2, ... ,K) are distributed exponentially 

with mean 1/ /-Le, and if the head node participates in computation, the service times of jobs 

serviced by the head processor (where k = 1) are distributed exponentially with mean 1/ /-Lh. 

Operative periods of the head processor is distributed exponentially with mean 1/~h' At the 

end of an operative period the head processor breaks down and requires an exponentially 

distributed repair time with mean 1/7]h' For the identical processors (k = 2, ... , K) the 

mean of exponentially distributed operative periods are given by l/~e and the exponentiall.\" 
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distributed repair times have a mean value of 1/1]c' The number of repairs that may proceed 

in parallel could be restricted. This is expressed by saying that there are R repairmen 

(R < K), each of whom can work on at most one repair at a time. Thus, an inoperative 

period of a processor would also include the possible waiting time for a repairman. In the 

models given in this section single repairman systems are considered, however, they can 

easily be adopted for the systems with multiple repairmen. Since the identical processors 

cannot compute if the head node is not operative, when more than one processor is broken, 

including the head, the repair priority is given to the head node. If the head processor is not 

broken the server to repair is chosen randomly. No operative processor can be idle if there 

are jobs awaiting service, and repairman cannot be idle if there are broken-down processors 

waiting for repair. All inter-arrival, service, reconfiguration, rebooting, operative and repair 

time random variables are distributed exponentially and are independent of each other. 

Job arrival . 

JTIJ
. 
, , 

. 
a 

Processors 
1 

HEAD PROCESSOR 

2 

·K 

departures 

breakdown 

Figure 4.1: A Beowulf multiprocessor system with one head processor and K - 1 computing 

processors 

The reconfiguration and the rebooting delays (1/6 and 1/ 'P) relate to the system and not 

to individual processors. When there are more operative processors serving the jobs, than 

the number of jobs in the system, the processors with higher service rates (in case the 
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head processor's service rate is different from the identicals) are employed. Services that 

are interrupted by breakdowns are eventually resumed from the point of interruption or 

repeated with re-sampling (perhaps on a different processor). In case of head node failures 

jobs continue to arrive with the same rate and, jobs in the queue remain in the queue without 
being serviced. 

The state of the system is presented on a lattice strip. At time t random variables, I(t) 

and J( t), specify the processor configuration (can also be termed, operative state of the 

multiprocessor system) and the number of jobs present, respectively for Beowulf multi-server 

systems as well. The processor configuration, and hence the range of values of I (t), refers to 

the available processors, (processors which are not broken) or the associated reconfiguration 

or rebooting states, as appropriate. Also the system's operative condition highly depends on 

the head processor, and healthy computing nodes are not always employed for serving (in 
case head is not operative). 

Similar to many fault-tolerant multi-server systems (e.g. systems given in previous chapters), 

in Beowulf clusters some delays are encountered when a failed processor is being mapped out 

of the system. The reconfiguration and rebooting delays are encountered while the system 

is switching to an operational state, after the failure of a processor. If the head node breaks 

down, then, reconfiguration or rebooting is not needed since the system cannot operate 

without the head node. In case one of the identical processors fails and the head node is 

operative, the fault is covered with probability c (reconfiguration delays with probability 

c). Subsequent to a covered fault, the system comes up in a degraded mode after a brief 

reconfiguration delay, while following an uncovered fault a longer reboot action is required to 

bring the system up at a degraded mode (rebooting delays with probability 1 - c). During a 

reconfigurationjrebooting period, the system is assumed to be down (Trivedi et. al. 1990). In 

this section, models are developed for the typical Beowulf multiprocessor systems considered. 

The Markov chain that represents all the operative states of the Beowulf cluster with a 

serving head node is given in figure 4.2. The state 0 means no processor is operational. The 

states labelled Ih, 2h, ... , Kh are the working states of the Beowulf multiprocessor system 

(i.e., head processor is operative), indicating the number of operational processors including 

the head processor. For instance, for k = 1, ... , K, kh indicates that there are k -1 identical 

processors which are available alongside the head processor. The states labelled Ie, 2e, ... , 

(K - l)c are non-working states of the multiprocessor system, where the head processor is 

not operative and the number indicates the number of available identical processors. The 

states, labelled as Xl, X 2 , ••• , X(K-I), and YI , 1'2, ... , y(K-I) are the states representing the 

reconfiguration and rebooting delays respectively when a computing processor fails but the 
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head processor is operative. 

~c 

(K-1 )~c 

Figure 4.2: The operative states of a typical Beowulf multiprocessor system with a serving 
head node 

A similar model can be given for the systems with a non-serving head node. Figure 4.3 

shows the operative states of such a system. The only difference between figure 4.2 and 4.3 

is that, in the latter, reconfiguration or rebooting delays are not presented when transitions 

from state 2h to state Ih occur. This is because the system does not provide any service in 

state Ih' since the head node does not serve incoming jobs. The notation used in Figure 4.2 

is used for Figure 4.3 as well, but the reconfiguration/rebooting stages Xl, and Yi do not 

exist. 
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Figure 4.3: The operative states of a typical Beowulf multiprocessor system with a non
serving head node 

The systems with K processors, are presented using a QBD process with finite or infinite 

state space. The elements of matrix A depend on the parameters K, ~h' ~e, T/h, T/e, C, 5 and <p. 

Matrix B is a diagonal matrix with arrival rate on the main diagonal. Matrix C is another 

diagonal matrix which has the service rates provided appropriately for each operative state 

on the main diagonal. The total number of states for the system with a serving head-node 

is given by 4K - 2. Numbering of these operative states can be arbitrary. For systems 

with a serving head-node, we assign odd numbers (1,3,5, ... , 2K - 1) to the states (lh, 

2h , ... , K h) respectively, and, zero and even numbers (0,2,4, ... ,2K - 2) to the states (0, 

Ie, 2e, ... , (K - l)e). The reconfiguration states Xl, X 2 , ••• , X CK - I ) are represented by 

(2K, 2K + 1, ... , 3K -2) and the rebooting states YI , 1'2 , ... , Y(K-I) are given the numbers 

(3K - 1, 3K, . .. ,4K - 3). This is a total of 4K - 2 states. 

For a K-processor Beowulf cluster, with a serving head node the matrices B, and C can be 
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given as follows: 

B j = B for j = 0,1, ... ,L; B = Diag[O", 0", ••• ,0"] of size (4K - 2) x (4K - 2) 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K 

C = Diag[O, /-th, 0, (/-th + /-te), 0, (/-th + 2c), 0, ... ,/-th + (K - l)/-te), 0, ... ,0] 

Co = 0. 

If /-th > /-te, the head node has service priority over the identical ones. This means that, when 

the system is operative the head node provides service and the remaining jobs (if any) go to 

the identical computing nodes. 

Hence, Cj = Diag[O, (/-th + Min{we(1),j - l}/-te), 0, (/-th + Min{we(3),j - l}/-tc), 0, ... , 

(/-th + Min{ we(2K - l),j - 1 }/-te) , 0, ... , 0] for 1 < j < K. 

If /-th < /-te, then, the identical nodes have service priority over the head. In this case, when 

the system is operative the jobs first go to the identical computing nodes. If the number of 

jobs is greater than the number of available identical nodes then head processor is used to 

serve one of the jobs. 

Hence, Cj = Diag[O, (Min{we(1),j}/-te+Min{l,j-Min{we(l),j} }/-th) , 0, (Min{we(3),j}/-te+ 

Min{l,j - Min{we(3),j} }/-th) , 0, ... , (Min{we(2K -l),j}/-te + Min{l,j - Min{we(2K

l),j} }/-th) ,0, ... , 0] for 1 <j < K. 

where we(i) is the number of identical processors available in the operative state i. Here, 

Min{we(k),j - I} means minimum of the number of operative identical servers in state k 

and the number of jobs (since one job is serviced by head node j - 1 is taken). Alin{l,j

Min{we(k),j}} means minimum of the number of head nodes (one since there is a single 

head node) and the number of jobs remaining after all of the available identical computers 

are engaged in state k. 

Since the system can only work when the head processor is operational, there is no ser

vice during even numbered states (i.e., i = 0, 2, ... , 2K - 2). The final 2K - 2 diagonal 

elements of matrices C and Cj are always zero since they are used to represent the reconfig

uration/rebooting states. The matrix A is too bulky to be written in compact form, as an 

example, for K = 4, A can be written as follows: 
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0 Tlh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~h 0 0 TIc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~c 0 0 Tlh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ~h 0 0 TIc 0 0 ~cc 0 0 ~c(1- c) 0 0 
0 0 2~c 0 0 Tlh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ~h 0 0 TIc 0 2~cc 0 0 2~c(1- c) 0 

A·=A= 
0 0 0 0 3~c 0 0 Tlh 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~h 0 0 0 3~cc 0 0 3~c(1- c) 
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 <p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 <p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 <p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Similarly the total number of states for the system with a non-serving head node is given 
by 4K - 4, The odd numbers (1,3,5"", 2K - 1) are assigned to the states (lh' 2h "'" 
Kh) respectively, and, zero and even numbers (0,2,4, ' " ,2K - 2) to the states (O,le, 2c '" " 

(K - l)e), The reconfiguration states X 2 , X 3, "" X(K-l) are represented by (2K,2K + 
1", , ,3K - 3) and the rebooting states 1'2, Y3, ' '" l(K-l) are given the numbers (3K -
2, 3K - 1, .. " 4K - 5), 

The matrices B,and C for a K-processor Beowulf cluster with a non-serving head node, can 

be given as follows: 

Bj = B for j = 0,1, .. " L; B = Diag[O", 0", .. ,,0"] of size (4K - 4) x (4K - 4) 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K 

C = Diag[O, 0, 0, /-Le, 0, 2/-Le, 0, " , , (K - l)/-Lc, 0,0, ' , , ,0] 

Co = 0, 

Cj = Diag[O, 0, 0, (Min{ wc(3), j}/-Le) , 0, (Min{ we(5) ,j}/-Le) , 0, ' , , , (M in{ wc(2K -1), j}/-Le) , 0, ' , , ,0] 

for 1 <j < K, 

For this system as well, there is no service during the even-numbered states (Le" i = 0, 2, 

, '" 2K - 2) since the system can work only if the head processor is operational, Also in 

this system, since the main processor does not serve, there is no service at state h, The last 

2K - 4 diagonal elements of matrices C and Cj are always 0, since they are used to represent 

the reconfiguration/rebooting states, For a system with four servers (K = 4), the matrix A 

becomes: 



0 rJh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eh 0 0 rJe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ee 0 0 rJh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ee eh 0 0 rJe 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2ee 0 0 rJh 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Aj =A= 0 0 0 0 eh 0 0 rJe 2eec 0 2ee(1- c) 0 
0 0 0 0 3ee 0 0 rJh 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 eh 0 0 3eec 0 3ee(1 - c) 
0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 'P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 'P 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Once the matrices are prepared the Spectral Expansion method is employed to solve the 
system for state probabilities. 

4.2.2 Numerical Results and Discussions for Typical Beowulf Sys

tems 

Numerical results are presented in this section to show the effectiveness of the models de

veloped for typical Beowulf clusters, and to evaluate the performance of these systems. The 

parameters used in this numerical study are mainly taken for systems with highly reliable 

components similar to the studies given in (Trivedi et. al. 1990, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). 

However, the models provide large degrees of flexibility and it is possible to obtain numerical 

results for systems with various diverse characteristics. Beowulf multiprocessor systems with 

breakdowns and infinite queues are considered first. 

Beowulf Clusters with Unbounded Queues 

This section presents results on non-blocking Beowulf Clusters (system with an unbounded 

queue). 

In figure 4.4, Beowulf clusters with 2, 3, 4 and 8-processors, with computing and non

computing head processors, are considered. Other parameters are given as (J jobs/hour, 

~h = ~e = (1/6000)/hr, TJh = TJe = 0.5/hr, J-Lh = J-Le = 300 jobs/hr, <.p = 12/hr (rebooting 

delay is 5 minutes), and 0 = 120 /hr (reconfiguration delay is 30 seconds). This figure shows 

the relationship between MQL and the mean arrival rate, for different numbers of servers 

and c = O. Figure 4.4 shows that systems with greater number of servers perform better as 

expected ((a) shows loaded systems, (b) shows systems with relatively lighter loads). If the 

systems with the same number of serving processors, (e.g. K = 4 when head node is not 
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serving and K = 3 when head node serving) are considered, systems with erving head node 

perform better. This is because for the systems with non-serving head node the number of 

states where the system is not operational is greater. 
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Figure 4.4: MQL versus (7 for Beowulf systems with \'arious !\' 

For a system with K nodes, the number of states where the system is not providing service ran 

be obtained by subtracting the number of states where the system is serving from the total 

number of nodes, For a system with K nodes where the head node does not erve, the total 

number of states where the system is not serving can be given as (4K - 4) - (K -1) = 3K - 3, 

For the systems with a serving head node the total number of states where the system is 

not operative is (4K - 2) - (K) = 3K - 2. Let's consider two systems with equal numbers 

of serving nodes: For a system with four nodes including a non-serving head node there are 

nine states where the system does not provide service. On the other hand , for a system with 

three nodes, including a serving head node, there are seven states where the sy tem does llOt 

provide service. This gives rise to better performance in the case of the latter. 

The parameters 1/6 and 1/ c.p play an important role in determining a Beowulf c Yc telll' ~ 

performance degradation due to reconfiguration/ rebooting delays for multiproce SOl' ' )'stems. 

The mean queue length has been computed as a function of reconfiguration rate 6 for 'Yc' tems 

with K = 3. Other parameters are (7 = 3 job/sec, (7 / (K f.-Lh) = 0.7 (i.e . 70% utili atioll 
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if there were no breakdowns, constant utilisation is used to analyse ffi' ) _ e clency, fl c - fl h, 

~h = ~c = (1/1000)/hr, Tfh = Tfc = 0.5/hr, and <p = 3/hr. The results are illustrated in Figure 
4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: MQL as a function of c and 6 for J( = 3 (- .. serving head node, - non-serving 
head node) 

Results show how MQL changes as reconfiguration delay (1/0) decreases. Since the param

eters other than reconfiguration delay (e.g. rebooting delay, failures and repairs) become 

more significant at higher reconfiguration delays (i. e. for 1/0> 1 minutes which means 0>60 

per hour), the changes in M QL performance become less significant . Also this figure show 

that systems with one extra serving node (serving head node) perform relat ively better in 

case of systems with three nodes. 

Figure 4.6 shows how mean queue length decreases as c increases for systems with 3 serving 

nodes (i .e., K = 4 when head node not serving and J( = 3 when head node serving) . The 

parameters used are (J = 3 jobs/ sec, (J / (J(/-Lh) = 0.7, fl c = flh, ~h = ~c = (1/ 1000)/hr , 

77h = Tfc = 0.5/ hr, and <p = 3 / hr. Results are obtained for various value of reconfiguration 

delay 1/0. For larger reconfiguration delays performance degradation i evid nt even a t 

higher c values. As the reconfiguration delay decreases the degradation i mainly due to c 
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values. Similar to figure 4.4 thi s figure also shows that systems with a serving head node 

perform better when the number of nodes providing service is same in total. 
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Figure 4.6: MQL as a function of c and b ( .. . serving head node, - non-serving head node) 

Figure 4.7 shows mean queue length as a function of c, with K = 2, 3 and 4, (J = 3 jobs/sec, 

(J/(K{Lh) = 0.7, {Lc = {Lh, ~h = ~c = (l/lOOO)/hr, Tlh = TIc = 0.5/ hr, <p = 3/hr, and b = 120/ hr 

for systems with non-serving and serving head nodes. Results show that for systems with a 

non-serving head, the 3 and 4-processor systems can have relatively close mean queue length 

performances. This is mainly because of the service rates which depend on the total number 

of servers in the system. Please recall that (J / (K {Lh) = 0.7. Furthermore, the performance 

of two processor system with a serving head and four processor system with a non-serving 

head are very close, the latter becoming better for c > 0.5. This shows that if good cover 

cannot be provided, the use of four processors will not be efficient ((J / (K {Lh) = 0.7 con tant 

utilisation is used to analyse efficiency). 

Similar computations are provided in figure 4.8. The mean queue length is again pre'ented 

as a function of c. This time, service rates of head and identical processor are taken con tant 

as {Lh = {L c = 6000 jobs/ hr. 
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Unlike figure 4.7, figure 4.8 shows that when service rates are constant , the system with 

greater number of processors perform substant ially better in typical Beowulf multiproces or 

systems, also the performances of four processor systems with non serving head node, and 

three processor systems with serving head node (i.e. same number of serving nodes) are clo e 

since the system is not heavily loaded. 

In figure 4.9, the MQL performance of Beowulf Clusters with 2, 4, and 8-processors with 

serving head nodes are considered. Other parameters are given as a = 3 jobs/sec, ~h = ~c = 

(1/1000)/hr, 17h = 17c = 0.5/hr , a/(K I-Lh) = 0.7, c = l.0, I-Lc = I-Lh. Resul ts clearly show 

that, for a /(K I-Lh) = 0.7, K=4 performs marginally better than K= 8 making 4 processor 

systems more cost effective. Hence, increasing number of computing nodes may res ult in 

less efficiency due to increased loss of computat ion power caused by breakdowns and delays . 

Here with these parameters two independent K/2 processor systems with equal load sharing 

perform better than a K processor system. 
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Figure 4.9: MQL as a function of band K 

The parameters used in figure 4.4 are used for figure 4.10 as well . The average response time 

of typical Beowulf clusters with various number of processors and a serving head node are 

presented ((a) shows loaded systems , (b) shows systems with relat ively lighter load). Thi 
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figure shows that similar to figure 4.4, the average response time decrea e as the number of 

processors increases, as expected. 
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Figure 4.10: Average response time as a function of (J and K for Beowulf systems 

Results obtained for non-blocking typical Beowulf systems show that, having a serving head 

node can have a significant impact on the system's performance even if the number of serving 

processors is the same in total. The regularity of graphs (smooth transitions including 

straight lines in some cases) means that these curves can be used to predict M Q Ls by 

interpolation and regression easily. 

Beowulf Clusters with Bounded Queues 

The following results have been obtained to demonstrate the effects of finite queuing capacity 

on typical Beowulf multiprocessor systems with one head, and several identical processor . 

Figure 4.11 shows how mean queue length decreases as c increases for a system with bounded 

queuing capacity, two identical nodes and a serving head node. Other parameters are (J = 120 

jobs/hour , (J /(K/.Lh) = 0.7 , /.Le = /.Lh , ~h = ~e = (1 / 1000) / hr , Tlh = TIe = 0.5/ hr , <p = 2/ hr , and 

L = 1000. Results are obtained for various values of 6. 
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Figure 4.11: MQL as a function of c and 6 for a system with 2 identical and a serving head 
node, and L= 100 

Here, since (j / (K Mh) = 0.7 and the system is bounded, reconfiguration delays and c do not 

affect the system 's MQL performance as significantly as unbounded systems. Also similar 

to the unbounded systems decreasing the reconfiguration delay (i .e. increasing 0) does not 

affect the system after a certain value (0 = 60 here)since the other factors become more 

significant. 

Figure 4.12 shows the mean queue length as a function of c, with K = 2, 3 and 4, (j = 150 

jobs/hour, Mh = Me = 300 jobs/ hr, ~h = ~e = (1/1000)/hr, TJh = TJc = 0.5/ hr, <p = 2/hr , and 

o = 360/hr. Systems with a serving head node are considered. Results show that for systems 

with relatively smaller number of servers (e.g. , K = 2) the queuing capacity affects the mean 

queue length performance more significantly. This is mainly because of the relatively small a 

value used. Also the figure shows that even though the rebooting delays are much larger than 

reconfiguration delays, the effect of c on mean queue length performance is not substantial. 
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Figure 4.12: MQL as a function of J( , and c for bounded B owulf systems 

In Figures 4.13, and 4.14 the mean queue length is calculated for systems with serving and 

non serving head nodes respectively. The other parameters are J( = 3 and 4, J..Lh = J..Lc = 300 

jobs/hr, ~h = ~c = (1/1000)/hr, 1]h = 1]c = 0.5/hr, <p = 3/hr, b = 120/ hr , and L = 1000. 

The results show that changes in c values do not affect the system performance and L is th 

main limiting factor in case of Beowulf clusters with finite queuing capacities . For relat ively 

small arrival rates, systems with greater number of processors perform better, but in cas 

of large arrival rates again L becomes the main limiting factor. \tVhen the figures 4.13 and 

4.14 are compared it is also evident that systems with same number of serving nodes (K = 4 

for systems with a non-serving head node, and K= 3 systems with a serving head node) have 

very close MQL performances. Because of the limiting effect of L systems with serving head 

nodes do not perform better. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 are used to show these results by using the percentage of jobs 10 t in 

typical Beowulf multiprocessor systems, due to buffer saturation. These results show that 

systems with same number of serving nodes have very close P JL performance a well. 
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Results obtained for typical Beowulf systems with bounded queuing capacities show that. 

for large arrival rates, the delays and cover facilities do not affect system performance sig~ 
nificantly and the capacity of the queue is the main limiting factor for loaded networks. 

4.3 Highly Available Beowulf Clusters with One Head 

and Several Computing Nodes 

One head and multiple compute nodes structure is used generally for many typical high 

performance clusters (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). Since the most pressing issues of today's 

cluster architectures are availability and serviceability (Leangsuksun at. al. 2005), it is 

important to address the relatively weak availability that may be caused by the single head 

node architecture of farm paradigm multi-server systems. 

Providing a spear head server for replacement in case of head node breakdowns is a commonly 

used approach in order to increase the availability. Cold and hot standby techniques are two 

well known techniques which are used in order to provide backup systems in case of head 

node breakdowns. 

For cold standby replacement technique the operator has a configured backup system and 

a plan to recover the services of the system. The systems which use cold standby, receive 

scheduled data backups, but this process is less frequent than hot-standby. Cold standby 

systems are used for non-critical applications or in cases where data is changed infrequently. 

Hot standby technique is a method of replacement where the primary and backup systems 

run simultaneously. The data is mirrored to the secondary server in real time so that both 

systems contain identical information. This technique allows for minimal downtime in case 

of breakdowns. The switching delay is shorter than cold standby switching delay. The 

applications that can risk a minimal down time use this technique. 

HA-OSCAR is the first highly available (HA) Beowulf cluster that provides high availability 

and a critical failure prediction capability (Leangsuksun et. al. 2003, Leangsuksun et. al. 

2004). HA-OSCAR uses the hot standby technique to deal with the single point failure 

caused by the head node. The hot-standby head node is a mirror of the original head node 

and serves user requests when the original head node fails. In case of head node failures, the 

network interfaces of head node drop (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). The standby head node 

takes over, and clones the original head node's network configuration. This operation takes 

three to five seconds (Leangsuksun et. al. 2003, Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). 

In this section, models are developed for performability evaluation of highly available Beowulf 
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like high performance clusters. The model is valid for systems which use hot and cold st andby 

techniques. Some assumptions are made in order to reduce the number of states for a system 

with K nodes. The assumptions are stated and validated. It is known that the states where 

the original head node is active and the states where the standby head node is active provide 

the same service rates (Le., in case of head node failures the service rate of the system remains 
the same after the standby processor takes over the control). 

4.3.1 Modelling Highly Available Beowulf Clusters 

The highly available multi-server system considered consists of one head (numbered 1), and 

K - 1 identical parallel servers, (numbered 2, 3, ... , K), and a standby backup processor 

for the head processor. For highly available systems as well, a common queue is considered 

which can be bounded with a capacity of L (L > K), or unbounded. Jobs arrive at the 

system in a Poisson stream (Hacker and Athey 2001, Gyu et. al. 2004) at mean rate of (/, 

and join the queue. Jobs are homogeneous and the service rates of the identical processors 

are the same. The head node mayor may not provide service to the incoming job requests. 

In case of systems where the head processor participates in the computations, the mean 

service rate of the head node is usually the same as the mean service rate of the identical 

ones. The proposed model is applicable even if the head node's mean service rate is different. 

The failure rate of the original and the standby head nodes are given as (h and (8 respectively. 

The failure rate of the computing nodes (identical ones) is (c' At the end of an operative pe

riod, one of the computing processors breaks down and requires an exponentially distributed 

repair time with mean 1/7]e' On the other hand, if the original head processor or the standby 

head processor breaks down, the repair facility is provided with mean repair time 1/7]h, and 

1/7]8 respectively. The service rates of the identical processors are given as /-Le. Service rates 

of the original and standby head processors are equal and they are given as /-Lh and /-Ls re

spectively. The time needed for standby head processor to take over the control in case of 

original head processor failures is called the switching delay. The reconfiguration delay 1/5 

rebooting delay 1/ c.p and the switching delay 1/( relate to the system and not to individual 

processors. 

Once the original head processor fails, the standby processor takes over the control. The 

repair facility is called as soon as the head node breaks down in order to provide high 

availability. Since the repair time of the processors are much shorter than the failure time 

of the processors, the original head node is repaired before the standby head node breaks 

down. In other words since 1/ 7]h « 1 / (s (the mean repair time of original head processor 

is much smaller than the average time-to-fail of the standby head processor), it is possible 
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to assume that the original head processor is repaired before a failure occurs at the standby 

head processor. 

In such a system the head node failures affect the systems performability only because of the 

switching delays. The states with original head processor, and standby head processors can 

be merged and represented with a single state, since the original and standby head processors 

have the same service rates (they are mirrors of each other). Two separate computations have 

been performed to compute the mean queue length values of a four processor system with 

serving head nodes. The non-merged model was considered as well as the merged model. The 

parameters are taken as c = 0, (J jobs/second, ~h = ~s = ~e = O.Ol/hr, 'lJh = 'lJs = 'lJe = 0.5/hr, 

Mh = Ms = Me = 8000 jobs/hr, <p = 2/hr, and ( = b = 60/hr. 

Table 4.1: Comparison between merged and non-merged models 

(J 

1 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 

MQL non-merged model 
42.077587 
57.604926 
77.704696 
104.441595 
141.30543 
194.668833 
277.397744 
397.28126 
545.735976 
733.443164 
978.344166 

MQL merged model 
42.077309 
57.604528 
77.704124 
104.440755 
141.304145 
194.666735 
277.394067 
397.276232 
545.729152 
733.433703 
978.330646 

The results given in table 4.1 show that although the failure rate is taken relatively high 

(Le., ~h = ~e = O.Ol/hr, 'lJh = 'lJe = 0.5/hr), the differences of computed MQL values were 

less than 0.002% which is negligibly small. Hence, the use of the merged model which gives 

smaller number of states is well justified. 

Since the original and standby head processors are the mirrors of each other, they have the 

same characteristics. In the following parts of this section the failure, repair, and service 

rates of both original and standby head nodes are noted as ~h' 'lJh, and Mh respectively. 

The model developed for highly available Beowulf clusters with a serving head node is given 

in figure 4.17. The states labelled 1, 2, ... , K are the working states of the multiprocessor 

system (Le., original or the standby head processor is operative), indicating the number of 

operational processors including the head processor. The states, labelled as Xl, X 2 , ..• , 
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X(K-l), and Y1, Y2 , ••• , y(K-l) are the states representing the reconfiguration and rebooting 

delays respectively. In case of failure at the original head processor the standby processor 

takes over the control after switching delay. Systems which use a cold standby technique 

have relatively larger switching delays than systems which use a hot standby technique. The 

states labelled as D 1, D2 , ... , D K are the states representing the switching delays. The total 
number of states is 4K - 2. 

Figure 4.17: The operative states of a HA-Beowulf multiprocessor system \vith a serving 
head node 

The model developed for the highly available Beowulf clusters with a non serving head node 

is very similar to the model shown in figure 4.17. However, since the head processor does not 

serve, there is no service rate assigned to state one. That means reconfiguration or rebooting 

is not necessary for transitions to state one, because the system does not serve at all. When 

there is one head and one identical node (Le. state 2), in case of failure of the identical node 

the system will not continue serving in a degraded mode. The operative states of this model 

is given in figure 4.18. The total number of states is 4K - 4. 

Figure 4.18: The operative states of a HA-Beowulf multiprocessor system with a non-serving 
head node 
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For highly available Beowulf systems with a head node which is not only allocating jobs 

but also serving jobs (Le., system modelled in figure 4.17), we assign numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, 

... , K - 1) to the states 1, 2 , 3, .. " K respectively, and numbers (K, K + 1, K + 2, ' .. , 

2K - 1) to the states DI , D2 , ••• , DK. The reconfiguration states Xl, X 2 , ••• , X CK-
I
) are 

represented by (2K, 2K + 1, ... , 3K - 2) and the rebooting states Y1, Y2 , ... , y(K-I) are 

given the numbers (3K - 1, 3K, ... , 4K - 3). This is a total of 4K - 2 states, For a highly 

available Beowulf cluster with a serving head node, the matrices B, C and A can be given 
as follows: 

Bj = B for j = 0,1, ... , L; B = Diag[a, a, ... , a] of size (4K - 2) x (4K - 2). 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K, C = Diag[/-Lh, (/-Lh + /-Lc), (/-Lh + 2/-Lc) , ... , (/-Lh + (K -
l)/-Lc) , 0, ... ,0], 

Co = 0. 

If /-Lh > /-Lc, the head nodes have service priority over the identical ones. If the head node is 

idle, the incoming job goes to the head node and the remaining jobs receive service at the 

identical nodes. That gives rise to the following: 

Cj = Diag[(/-Lh + Min{ wc(l), j -1 }/-Lc) , (/-Lh + Min{ wc(2), j -1 }/-Lc) , ... , (/-Lh + M in{ wc(K), j
l}/-Lc),O, ... ,0] for 1 <j < K. 

If /-Lh < /-Lc, then, the identical nodes have service priority over the head. In this case the 

incoming jobs first go to the identical nodes. If all of the identical nodes are busy, one of the 

jobs go to the head node. 

Cj = Diag[(Min{ wc(1),j}/-Lc+Min{ 1, j - Min{ wc(1),j} }/-Lh) , (Min{ wc(2),j}/-Lc+Min{1, j

Min{ wc(2), j} }/-Lh) , ... , (Min{ wc(K), j}/-Lc+Min{l, j-Min{ wc(K), j} }/Lh), 0, ... ,0] for 1 < 
j < K. 

The number of identical processors available in the operative state i is wc ( i). The last 3K - 2 

diagonal elements of matrices C and Cj are always zero since they are used to represent the 

switching, reconfiguration and rebooting delay states. The matrix A is too bulky to be 

vvritten in compact form, as an example, for K = 4, A can be written as follows: 
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0 'r/e 0 0 ~h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 'r/e 0 0 ~h 0 0 ~ec 0 0 ~e(1- c) 0 0 
0 0 0 'r/e 0 0 ~h 0 0 2~ec 0 0 2~c(1- c) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~h 0 0 3~ec 0 0 3~c(1- c) 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Aj =A= 
0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

'P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 'P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 'P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

For highly available Beowulf systems with a head node which is only responsible for organi-

sation and distribution of jobs, and does not provide service to incoming job requests (Le., 

system modelled in figure 4.18), we assign numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, ... , K - 1) to the states 1, 

2, 3, ... , K respectively, and numbers (K,K + 1, K + 2, ... , 2K - 1) to the states (Dl' D2 

, ... , DK)' The reconfiguration states X2 , ... , X(K-l) are represented by (2K, 2K + 1, ... , 

3K - 3) and the rebooting states Y2 , ... , y(K-l) are given the numbers (3K - 2, 3K -1, ... , 

4K - 5). This is a total of 4K - 4 states. This system is solved and the steady state prob-

abilities, (Pi,j), are obtained using the Spectral Expansion solution. For a highly available 

Beowulf cluster with a serving head node, the matrices B, C and A can be given as follows: 

B j = B, j = 0,1, ... , L; B = Diag[O', 0', ... ,0'] of size (4K - 4) x (4K - 4). 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K 

C = Diag[O, /-Le, 2/-Le, . .. , (K -1)/-Le, 0, 0, ... ,0]; 

Co = ° 
Cj =Diag[(Min{we(1),j}/-Le),(Min{wc(2),j}/-Le), ... ,(Min{wc(K),j}/-Le),O, ... ,O] for 1 < 
j < K. 

Here, we (1 ) is zero since there are no computing nodes in state 1. In this system, since 

the main processor does not serve, there is no service at state 1. The last 3K - 4 diagonal 

elements of matrices C and Cj are always 0, since they are used to represent the switching 

and reconfiguration/rebooting delay states. Again, as an example, for K = 4, the matrix A 

can be written as follows: 
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0 TIc 0 0 eh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ec 0 TIc 0 0 eh 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 TIc 0 0 eh 0 2ecc 0 2ec(1 - c) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 eh 0 3ecc 0 3ec(1- c) 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Aj =A= 
0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 cp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 cp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4.3.2 Numerical Results and Discussions for Highly Available Be

owulf Systems 

In order to show the effectiveness of the models developed for highly available Beowulf 

clusters, to evaluate the performance of these systems, and to compare the performability 

measures of typical and highly available Beowulf clusters, numerical results are presented in 

this section. Similar to the computations for typical Beowulf systems, the parameters used 

are mainly taken for systems with highly reliable components. The models presented for the 

highly available systems also provide a large degree of flexibility and it is possible to obtain 

numerical results for systems with various characteristics. Highly available Beowulf clusters 

with unbounded queuing capacities are considered first. 

Highly Available Beowulf Clusters with Unbounded Queuing Capacity 

In figures 4.19 and 4.20, Beowulf clusters with 2, 3, 4 and 8-processors, are considered with 

non-computing and computing head nodes respectively. MQL values are computed for both 

highly available and typical Beowulf clusters for comparison purposes ((a) shows loaded 

systems, (b) shows systems with relatively lighter loads for figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22). 

Other parameters are given as c = 0, (J jobs/hour, ~h = ~e = (1/6000)/hr, Tlh = TIe = 0.5/hr, 

J-Lh = J-Le = 300 jobs/hr r.p = 12/hr, and <5 = 120/hr. For highly available systems 1/( is 

taken as 10 seconds (systems using hot standby technique are considered). To compare the 

performability of typical Beowulf clusters and highly available Beowulf clusters which use 

cold standby technique, figures 4.19 and 4.20 are regenerated with a switching delay 1/( = 30 

minutes. Results are illustrated in figures 4.21 and 4.22. 
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Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show that in case of systems with unbounded queuing capacity. having 

a hot standby backup for head processor affects the systems performability significantly. 

The high availability which is introduced by providing redundancy to head node, improves 

the performability especially for systems with larger number of processors. This is mainly 

because, the head node represents a single point of failure and solving this problem provides 

access to a larger number of healthy identical nodes. For systems with larger number of 

servers, the single head node architecture becomes bottleneck for larger number of serving 

nodes. 

Results given in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show that although the replacement takes 30 minutes, 

using cold standby replacement technique for Beowulf systems, also improves the mean queue 

length performance significantly. Since the mean repair time l/1]h is given as two hours, 

replacing the head node with mean switching delay 1/( which is half an hour improves 

the performability of the systems. Table 4.2 shows the MQL values of typical and highly 

available Beowulf systems in order to further emphasize the differences in the performance 

of different systems. In case of HA Beowulf Systems, switching delays (I/O of 10 seconds 

and 30 minutes have been considered for hot and cold standby systems respectively. For all 

calculations, c = 0, (j jobs/hour, ~h = ~e = (1/6000) /hr, 1]h = 1]e = 0.5/hr, J-Lh = J-Le = 300 

jobs/hr <p = 12/hr, and <5 = 120/hr have been assumed. 

Table 4.2: MQL values for various Beowulf systems 

(j Typical Be- Typical Be- HA Beowulf HA Beowulf HA Beowulf HA Beowulf 

owulf System owulf System System K = System K = System]{ = System]{ = 

]{ = 4 ]{ = 8 4, 1/( = 10 8, 1/( = 10 4, 1/( = 30 8, 1/( = 30 

sec sec mzn m1n 

290 1.229 1.189 0.974 0.969 0.989 0.983 

400 1.762 1.657 1.361 1.337 1.386 1.357 

500 2.316 2.093 1.744 1.672 1.779 1.698 

590 2.908 2.495 2.133 1.973 2.182 2.00 

800 5.229 3.480 3.620 2.680 3.721 2.731 

890 6.825 3.93 4.523 2.986 4.668 3.045 

1150 47.508 5.371 28.615 3.898 29.83 3.990 

1170 80.476 5.494 47.855 3.971 49.99 4.066 

1180 122.637 5.557 72.151 4.008 75.528 4.104 

1190 255.94 5.62 146.79 4.045 154.531 4.143 

2300 70.221 32.556 34.939 

2350 142.417 63.565 68.615 

2370 242.764 105.795 114.703 
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Result s clearly illustrate the superior performance of HA Beowulf Systems using hot standby 

replacement approach. The low breakdown rates chosen have resulted in 5 - 8% difference 

between hot and cold standby systems, this figure is expected to increase for les reb able 

systems showing the importance of hot standby systems. When HA systems are compared 

to typical Beowulf systems, the performance improvement provided by t he former i far 

superior , at the cost of an additional, standby server. 

To show the effects of the switching delay 1/( on systems performance, eight node systems 

are considered. Mean queue length values are computed as a function of switching delay for 

systems with a serving head node and different arrival rates. Other parameters are given 

as c = 1, ()' jobs/sec, ~h = ~c = (1/1000) / hr , rJh = rJc = 0.5/ hr , f-Lh = f-Lc = 8000 jobs/ hr 

VJ = 12/hr, and (; = 120/hr. 
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Figure 4.23: MQL as a fu nction of 1/( and ()' for highly available Beowulf systems with a 

serving head node and K = 8. 

Figure 4.23 shows how the effects of switching delay increases as the mean arrival rate 

increases. While networks with a light load can afford longer swit ching delays, for load d 

networks , standby replacement approach used becomes more critical for syst em performance. 
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The overall results show the importance of the use of highly avail able Beowulf y tern for 

systems with unbounded queuing capaci t ies, even if cold standby technique i u ed. Thi i 

more significant for systems with high arrival rates and larger number of proces or . Al 0 for 

loaded systems the effects of switching delay (hot, cold standby approache ) are relat iv ly 

higher. 

Highly Available Beowulf Clusters with Finite Queuing Capacity 

Beowulf multi-server systems with bounded queues are considered. umeri cal result are 

presented for MQL and PJL measures. 

In figures 4.24 and 4.25, the mean queue length is calculated for various (J values with ]( = 3 

and 4, J-Lh = J-Le = 300 jobs/hr, ~h = ~e = (1/1000)/hr, 'Tlh = 'Tle = 0.5/ hr , tp = 3/hr , 

(; = 120/hr, c = 1 and L = 1000. Highly available Beowulf systems are considered as well 

as typical Beowulf clusters . In figures 4.26 and 4.27 P JL results are presented for the same 

parameters. 
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The results in figures 4.24 and 4.25 show that having hot or cold standby facilit ies for the 

head server do not necessarily improve the mean queue length performance in case of systems 

with bounded queuing capacities. The queuing capacity L is the main limiting fac tor for 

highly available Beowulf clusters as well for loaded networks. For relatively small arri val 

rates, systems with greater number of processors perform better , but in case of high arri val 

rates again L becomes the main limiting factor. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 confirm these results 

presenting the percentage of jobs lost in highly available and typical Beowulf cluster systems. 

4.4 Discussions and Conclusions on Farm Paradigm 

Systems with One Head and Several Identical Servers 

In this chapter analyt ical models are presented for typical and highly available multi-server 

systems with one head and several identical servers. Beowulf clusters are taken as case study 

for farm paradigm multi-server systems. Scalability of the presented models discus ed and 

validation of the models are presented in the following section. 
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4.4.1 Scalability and Validation of Proposed Models 

The method can be extended to calculate the performance of larger Beowulf ystem \,,'hen 

rebooting and reconfiguration delays are not considered, Figure 4,28 show the :\IQL per

formance of typical Beowulf clusters with 12, 16, 20 , and 24 proce sors including a erving 

head , In this figure, simulation results are also presented comparatively in order to valida te 

the accuracy of the models considered, Other parameters are , ~e = O,OOl / hr , ~h/hr is vari

able, 17e = 17h = 0,5/ hr, f.Le = f.Lh = 5 jobs/hr. The effect of the reliability of the head node 

is illustrat ed on the diagram, As expected the reliability of the head processor affect the 

system significantly due to t he single head node architecture, 
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Finally, a comparative study is preformed in order to validate the propo ed technique and 

evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained for the systems with reconfiguration and re

booting delays. Simulation and analytical results are presented comparatively for typical 

Beowulf clusters with a serving head node, in figure 4.29. The mean queue length is calcu

lated as a function of (J" (jobs/hr) for systems with various failure rates (~ = ~h = ~c/hr ). 

Other parameters are f..Lh = f..Le = 5 jobs/hr, Tlh = TIe = 0.5 / hr , <p = 12/ hr: <5 = 120/ hr, c = 1. 
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Figure 4.29: Results fronl simulation and mathematical model for typical Beowulf clusters 
with a serving head node. 

A discrete event simulation programme implementing an event scheduling algorithm has 

been specifically developed for the validation of the analytical models presented. First , the 

simulation programme was validated by means of the use of well known queuing theory 

formulae (Deitel 1990) as well as results from published material (Chakka 1995. Chakka 

and Mitrani 1996, Chakka 1998) . The comparisons showed that these show good agreement 

with the simulation results. The validated simulations are used for validation of propo ed 

analytical models presented throughout this thesis. 

Results from the proposed analytical approach and simulation how good agreement . For 

example, for (J" = 16 jobs/hour and 160 replications, 95% confidence level ha been achieved 
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for a confidence interval of (10.667, 10.679). For simulations, the scenario explained in 

previous sections is considered. The simulation results are given for the actual process and 

not for the Markov model used for analytical studies, and they are within the confidence 
interval of ±5% of the mean value with a confidence level of 95%. 

4.4.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Typical and highly available farm paradigm systems with one head and several identical 

processors have been studied in this chapter. A new approach is presented for analytical 

modelling of these systems. The steady state probabilities for typical and highly available 

farm paradigm systems with breakdowns, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting delays are 

derived using the QBD processes coupled with the Spectral Expansion method. 

Numerical results have been obtained and presented for various performability measures, 

for both bounded and unbounded queuing capacities. Results show that, for typical Be

owulf clusters, when queue capacity is not an important factor on the mean queue length 

performance, the choice of the optimum number of processors depends on the values of re

configuration and rebooting delays as well as c, and to have a serving head node can have a 

significant impact on the system performance even if the number of serving processors is kept 

same in total. However, for bounded queuing systems, L is the main factor affecting the mean 

queue length performance of the systems especially for relatively large arrival rates. Also 

results obtained for highly available Beowulf clusters show that having backup processors for 

the head node can improve the systems' performability significantly. Systems with hot and 

cold standby processors are also compared. In case of non blocking systems, multi-server 

systems with hot standby backup head node performs significantly better than systems with 

cold standby head nodes. However, for systems with bounded queuing capacity, again, L 

is the main factor affecting the performability measures for highly available Beowulf clus

ters. Having standby processors cannot improve the system performance especially if high 

arrival rates are expected. The models developed are highly flexible and they can be used 

for performability evaluation of typical and highly available Beowulf clusters with various 

characteristics such as systems with serving or non-serving head nodes, systems with com

ponents which have various reliabilities and various service rates. These numerical results 

and the methodology can be of great help to modify/improvise the operating system and 

operational aspects effectively, according to the performability and availability requirements. 

The method is useful for the designers and users of small scale Beowulf systems which are fre

quently used by scientific and computing communities. The method can be further extended 

to many of the high performance/highly available/highly reliable computer architectures, 
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with appropriate modifications. The same approach can be used in modelling various kinds 

of cluster systems. An important limitation of the technique is scalability which is restricted 

because of state space explosion problem. However, this problem is common for models 

representing 2-dimensional Markov processes. Approximate solutions are available to ease 

this problem. One such approach is presented in turn. 
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Chapter 5 

Modelling Open Queuing Networks 

with Unreliable Servers and Finite 

Buffers 

Networks of queues are extensively used in modelling transaction processing systems, and 

the interactions among nodes in communication networks. Many practical networks, such 

as networks with finite capacity, or, with general arrival and service processes, do not fall 

into the category of product form networks. Also when the servers in a network are prone to 

breakdowns and repairs, the irregularities caused by server breakdowns and repairs have a 

great effect on the performance and dependability of the network, and such a network does 

not have a product form solution. The analysis and solution of such networks is important 

since many practical systems fall into this category. 

In such a system at each node, it is possible to approximate the traffic as the superposition 

of external arrivals and internal arrivals fed by other nodes, by considering it as a single 

stream with bursty nature. In (Ny, and Sericola 2002, Dudin et. al. 2005, Klimenok et. al. 

2005) various approaches are given to model systems with bursty arrivals. However in these 

approaches, server breakdowns and repairs are not considered. 

Open network systems with breakdowns and repairs are effectively used to model various 

kinds of practical computer and communication networks (Chakka 1995, Kelly 1996). Some 

approximate analytical solutions, supported by validation through simulation, are suggested 

for these cases. Open networks with infinite queuing capacities are considered and approxi

mate solutions are presented in (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1996). Two approaches 

are given for open network systems where each node has an unbounded queue. The first 

approach is a performance model based on the use of MMPP to represent various bursty 
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arrival and departure processes. The second approach is called joint state approach. In this 

approach, a binary random variable which is equal to zero in case the server is broken and one 

in case the server is operative is used, to represent the operative states of the servers at each 

node (Chakka 1995). In this chapter these studies are extended for open networks with finite 

queuing capacities. An approximate model and solution for the steady state probabilities of 

open network systems with breakdowns and repairs, and with bounded queuing capacities 

are driven. Previous studies are extended and an efficient iterative procedure that employs 

the Spectral Expansion solution algorithm as a major computation tool, is developed. For 

both IPP and joint state approaches, threshold value M is 1 since each node has only one 

server. 

Since the Markov models of many practical systems have finite buffer space, rather than an 

infinite one, in this study several other engineering techniques are used together with Spectral 

Expansion method in order to find an approximate solution for the performability analysis 

of open networks with bounded buffers, breakdowns and repairs. Numerical performability 

results are presented for such systems. Simulation results have been obtained to establish a 

certain degree of accuracy for the models considered. 

5.1 Open Queuing Network System Under Study 

In this study, the system analysed is an open network with K nodes where each node con

tains a server and a bounded FIFO queue. In such a system the total flow of jobs is the 

superposition of external (Poisson) and internal flows from other nodes. In many practical 

systems, because of the feedbacks from the other nodes, the arrival rates to a node may 

vary randomly over time quite sharply sometimes. Examples include superposition of packet 

oriented voice processes, and packet data in communication modelling (Chakka and Mitrani 

1996). 

The servers are numbered as, 1, 2, ... , K. Numbering can be arbitrary or with respect to 

any possible convenience. The service, breakdown and repair times of the servers at node k 

are exponentially distributed with rates /-Lk, ~k' and 'Tlk, respectively. The queuing capacity of 

the kth node is finite, given by L k . Each server serves one job at a time when it is operative. 

The external arrival rate to node k is (Jk. When a job's service is interrupted because of a 

server breakdown, its service is resumed when a server is available, on the basis of resume 

or repeat with re-sampling discipline. After a job is serviced at node k, it is routed to node 

l with a probability of qk,l' The probability of a job to leave the system after being served 
K 

at node k is qk,K+1 = 1 - L qk,l' A square matrix Q of size K x (K + 1) is formed as, 
l=l 
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Q(k, l) = qk ,l (k, l = 1,2, ... ,K) where (K + l)th column represents the depar ture which 

are not fed to the nodes in the system. Q is the routing probabili ty matrix strict ly among 

the nodes. This system is shown in Figure 5.1 , for K = 3. 

Figure 5.1: Open queuing network con idered 

5.2 Modelling Open Networks with Breakdowns, Re

pairs and Finite Buffers, Using an IPP Departure 

Process Model 

In this approach, an MMPP is used to represent the traffic into a node consisting of Poisson 

external arrivals together with feedbacks expected from other nodes. 

Each node in the system is then treated as an M M P P / M / 1/ L queuing model wi t h break

downs and repairs. V\Then a server breaks down, it is set into repair proc ss immediately. 
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After the completion of the repair, the server becomes operative again. The Interrupted Pois

son process (IPP) is used for departure process modelling of these nodes. This approach has 

been used for performability evaluation of open queuing systems with unbounded queuing 

capacities in (Chakka and Mitrani 1996, Chakka et. al. 2000), with some success. However 

open queuing systems with breakdowns, repairs and bounded queuing capacities are not 
considered so far. 

5.2.1 The MMPP /M/1/L Queuing System 

In the system under study, each node receives Poisson external arrivals. In addition to 

external arrivals, feedbacks from other nodes are expected. The jobs receive service with ex

ponentially distributed service times and, if they do not leave the system, they are forwarded 

to other nodes following the routing probability matrix Q. Since MMPP/M/1/L queues 

can be used for modelling such nodes, first a bounded single server queue, with MMPP job 

arrivals has been analysed, to show the limiting effect of having bounded queuing capacities. 

The server considered is prone to breakdowns and repairs. 

The number of states (or, phases) of the MMPP arrival process is represented by T. The 

M M P P process is characterised by the square matrices e and~. e is the generator matrix 

of the MMPP, which is a diagonal matrix of size TxT. The ith diagonal element of ~ 

represents the arrival rate of MMPP in phase i. If Ci, i = 0, 1,2, ... , T - 1 is defined as the 

steady state probability that the system is in phase i, then the total average arrival rate can 
T-l 

be computed as a- = L CiO"i (Fischer and Meier-Hellstern 1993, Chakka 1995, Chakka et. 
i=O 

al. 2000). 

The state of this system can be specified completely by three discrete random variables 

(Chakka and Mitrani 1996). 

i. The phase of the arrival process, <I>(t) which is an integer random variable varying from 

o to T - 1. 

ii. A boolean variable, O(t), which shows whether the server is broken or operative. 

iii. The number of jobs in the system including the one being served, J(t) (J(t) in (0,1,2, ... , L)) 

where L is the queuing capacity. 

Random variables <I>(t)and O(t) can be combined since they are of finite range. The first T 

states of I (t) are used to represent the breakdown states of the server, and remaining T states 

are used to represent the operative states with respective arrival phases of the MMPP. This 
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is a QBD process where (I(t) = 0, 1, ... , 2T, J(t) = 0, 1, ... , L). The Spectral Expansion 

method is used to solve this system for state probabilities. The transition matrices B, C, 
and A are defined as follows: 

B j = B for j = 0, 1, ... , L; 

B = Diag[(lo, (11,··· ,(IT-1, (10, (11, .. . , (IT-1] of size 2T x 2T. 

C = Diag[O, 0, ... , 0, /-1, /-1, ... ,/-1] of size 2T x 2T, where the first T elements of matrix Care 
zero since they represent the states with broken server. 

Cj = C for j > 0, Co = O. 
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An example can be considered in order to compare M M P P/ M/1/ L systems with various 

queuing capacities. The system considered has a 3-phase MMPP arrival process. The phases 

are numbered as, 0, 1, and 2. Phase 1 is the normal phase of the arrival process, with arrival 

rate (I. In phase 2, the arrivals are high, 10(1. In phase 0, the arrival rate is low given as, 

0.1(1. The transition rates are given as; 

Aj = A = ( 0.0~78 
0.058 

0.18 

o 
0.058 

0.18 ) 
0.0~38 

In Figure 5.2 the mean queue length is computed for various values. Other parameters are 

/-1 = 25 jobs/hr, ~ = O.OI/hr, 77 = O.l/m, 8 = 1.0. MMPP/M/l/L models and M/M/1/L 

models have been considered with various queuing capacities. 

These results show that the M / M /1/ L results are gross underestimation of the M M P P/ M /1/ L 

queue. Clearly, the burstiness of the arrivals (in the case of open networks, this is caused by 

feedbacks from other nodes) affects the performance measures considerably. It also shows 

that in case of bounded systems the size of the queue is the main limiting factor. How

ever, even in case of finite queues MQL measures of MMPP/M/1/L are relatively higher 

than MQL measures of M / M /1/ L. This shows that even in case of finite queuing capacities. 

having bursty arrivals caused by feedbacks, will affect the system's performance significant ly. 
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Figure 5.2: MQL for M MPP / M/ l / L and M/ M/ I / L 

5.2.2 The Departure Process Modelling and Solution Using IPP 

In the system considered (shown in figure 5.1) there are two kinds of arrivals expected at 

each node. Arrivals can be from outside the system or there may be feedbacks from other 

nodes in the system. Since the departed job can be arrival process for other nodes, departure 

process modelHng is an important issue for analysing open networks. In this section the IPP 

is chosen as the model for the departure process which can be defined as a two-phase MMPP 

where flow rate in one of the phases is equal to zero. The parameters of this departure process 

are taken as v, a, and {3. In phase 1 the departure rate is v. In phase 2 the departure rate 

is zero. Transition rate from phase 1 to phase 2 is a, and from phase 2 to phase 1 is (3. The 

details about the computations of these parameters are given in section 2.3.4. 

The iterative procedure given in (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1996, Chakka et . al. 

2000) can be used to solve the model representing open queuing networks with breakdown , 

repairs and finite queuing capacity as well. Once the steady state probabilities are computed , 

various performance evaluation measures can be obtained. For this study independent Poi -

son processes for external arrivals to the nodes are used. The departures from the nod 

are approximated to an IPP following the IPP model 1 in (Chakka and Mit rani 1996). To 

be able to use IPP model for a departure process , some assumpt ions are made. Let Sk be 
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the set of nodes which the departures from node k are routed and Gk be the set of nodes 

which node k receives jobs from. Then, the split process of the IPP departure from node 

k, entering node l is also approximated by an IPP with parameters Vk,l, CXk,l and f3k,l' Also, 

the internal arrival I P Pk,l and the external Poisson arrival to node k are assumed to be 

independent for each node k. With these assumptions, node k receives one independent IPP 

from each node belonging to set Gk plus its independent external Poisson. The superposition 

of all these independent streams entering node k, is an MMPP with 2gk phases, where gk is 

the cardinality of G k. Then, each node can be considered as an M M P P / M /1/ L model and 

solved by following the procedure given in section 2.3.4. 

Probabilistic splitting of IPP and constructing MMPP are very important issues used in the 

iterative procedure given. Detailed information about these processes is given in (Fischer 

and Meier-Hellstern 1993). Let I P Pk be the departure process of node k with parameters 

Vk, CXk and f3k. Then, parameters of I P Pk,l are Vk,l, CXk,l and f3k,l where Vk,l =Vk qk,l, CXk,1 = CXk 

and f3k,1 = f3k (Fischer and Meier-Hellstern 1993). Let M M P P k be the overall arrival process 

of node k, the arrival rate in phase n (n = 0, 1, ... , Tk - 1) be (lk,n, ~k be the diagonal 

matrix, of size 2gk x 2gk , whose nth diagonal element is (lk,n, and 8 k be the generator matrix, 

of size 2gk x 2gk , of M M P P k . Then, the matrices 8 k and ~k can be expressed as: 

~k = ~(l,k) EB ~(2,k) EB·· . EB ~(9k,k) + (lkh, 8 k = 8(1,k) EB 8(2,k) EB·· . EB 8(9k,k) 

where, EB stands for Kronecker sum, (lk is the arrival rate of external arrivals to node k, 

and h is the unit matrix with the same size as ~k. With the above procedures to compute 

M M P P k and I P Pk,l, it is possible to use the iterative solution given in 2.3.4 to obtain the 

mean queue length measures of each node which receives MMPP arrivals. 

5.2.3 Numerical Results for Open Networks with IPP Departures 

and Finite Buffers 

In this section numerical results are presented for three server tandem networks with break

downs and repairs. The P JL values are computed for each node. The accuracy of IPP 

departure model used for open networks with finite queuing capacities is tested in following 

sections together with joint state approach. In all computations the tolerance value is taken 

as 0.01. Service rates, failure rates and repair rates of nodes 1, 2, and 3 are {Ll = 5.0 jobs/hr, 

~1 = O.OOl/hr, 7]1 = 0.002/hr, {L2 = 6.0 jobs/hr, 6 = 0.002/hr, 7]2 = 0.003/hr, {L3 = 7.0 

jobs/hr, 6 = 0.003/hr, 7]3 = 0.005/hr respectively. The routing probability matrix Q is: 

Q = (~ 1~0 1~0 ~ ) 

o 0 0 1.0 
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Figure 5.5: PJL as a function of (J for node 3 of IPP model. 

In this section a solution technique is presented for performability analysis of open queuing 

networks with server breakdowns, repairs, external job arrivals and finite queuing capacity 

where Poisson and IPP have been used for arrival and departure process modelling respec

tively. Each node has been considered as an MMPP/M/I/L queuing model. An iterative 

procedure that solves MMPP /M/I/L models in each iteration has been employed and nu

merical results have been obtained. In addition to the Spectral Expansion method, several 

other engineering techniques such as probabilistic splitting of the departure process and re

construction of the arrival processes have been used. The accuracy of the proposed approach 

is tested together with the joint state approach in the following sections. 

5.3 Modelling Open Networks with Breakdowns, Re

pairs and Finite Buffers, Using Joint State Ap

proach 

Since in networks of queues the departed jobs may be fed to other relevant queues, as arrivals 

for further servicing, it is important to analyse burstiness that can be caused because of the 

feedbacks from other nodes. This makes departure process modelling a challenging task for 

open networks. The results presented in the previous section shows that even in case of 
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finite queuing capacities, having bursty arrivals caused by feedbacks, can affect the system's 

performance significantly. 

The joint state approach is essentially the Markov-modulated systems approach, in which the 

whole system is conceived as a Markov-modulated one. Joint state approach uses a binary 

random variable Ok(t) which is equal to zero in case the server is broken and one in case 

the server is operative. Then the joint state of all the servers for an open network with K 

nodes is an ordered K-bit binary random variable, (01, O2 , ... , OK)' The total number of 

modulating phases or modulating states is 2K. 

In this approach it is assumed that the total job arrivals and total job departure processes 

at any node during any given modulating phase, is Poisson. Such an assumption used in 

(Chakka and Mitrani 1996) together with a fast converging iterative algorithm which was 

effective to compute steady state solution for open queuing networks with unbounded queuing 

capacities. Similar approaches are given in this chapter for the case where each node in the 

network has queues with finite capacities. 

In the joint state approach each node k (k = 1, 2, ... , K) is taken as Markov-modulated 

queue or an M M P P / M /1/ L correlated queue where the modulating process has 2K phases, 

and these phases are synonymous with the joint states of the servers. In phase i the arrival 

rate to node k is denoted by o-k,i and the service rate is denoted by /-£k,i' 

For this system as well, the transition matrix A is used for purely lateral transitions which 

occur when an operative server breaks down or a broken server becomes operative. In this 

case each of these transitions occur with rates ~k or TJk respectively. For a three node network 

(given in figure 5.1) the transition matrices are given below. The vectors given before the 

matrix shows the operative states Ok(t). The same Ok(t) are used for columns as well with 

the same order. 

(O,O~O) 0 'l:{ Ylz 0 '71 0 0 0 

(0,0,1 ) ~3 0 0 1/2 0 1/1 0 () 

(0.1.0) 6 0 0 '73 0 0 171 0 

(0,1,1 ) 0 6 ~3 0 0 0 0 111 
A) = A = 

( 0 0 () 0 '73 1)2 0 ( 1,0,0) "I 

(1,0,1) 0 ~1 0 0 6 0 0 '12 

(LLO} 0 0 t:l 0 6 0 0 173 

(1.1,1) 0 0 0 ~L 0 ~2 ~3 0 
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B j = B for j = 0,1, ... , L; 

B = Diag[o-k,O, o-k,l, ... ,o-k,N] 

C = Diag[/1k,o,/1k,l, ... ,/1k,N] 

Cj = C for j > 0, Co = O. 

Once the steady state probabilities, Pi,j are obtained, the total rate of job departure process 

Vk,i and o-k,j can be computed from equations 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Iterative solution 

given in section 2.3.4 is employed in order to compute the mean queue length values at each 

node in the system by using these equations. 

Since the solution given is approximate, it is important to address the accuracy of the models 

proposed. For this purpose, various simulation results have been obtained for a three node 

open network with various queuing capacities. The results are presented comparatively for 

both IPP departure modelling and joint state approaches in the following section. 

5.4 Evaluation of the Accuracy of IPP Departure and 

Joint State Models 

In this section numerical results are presented for three server open networks with break

downs and repairs. Since the solution given is approximate, it is important to address the 

accuracy of the models proposed. Various simulation results have been obtained for a 3-node 

open network with various queuing capacities for this purpose. The simulation results are 

presented comparatively with results of IPP and joint state approaches. The tolerance value 

E is taken as 0.01 in all computations. Service rates, failure rates and repair rates of nodes 1, 

2, and 3 are /11 = 5.0 jobs/hr, 6 = O.OOl/hr, 771 = 0.02/hr, /12 = 6.0 jobs/hr, ~2 = 0.002/hr, 

772 = 0.03/hr, /13 = 7.0 jobs/hr, 6 = 0.003/hr, 773 = 0.05/hr respectively. Since the most 

challenging systems are the ones which have external arrivals to only one of the servers as 

shown in (Chakka 1995, Chakka and Mitrani 1996) the arrival rates are taken as (72 = (73 = O. 

The routing probability matrices QI, and Q2 are given as: 

( 

0 0.4 0.6 

Q1 = 0 0 1.0 

o 0 0 

o ) o , 
1.0 

0.4 0.6 

o 1.0 

o 0 

Figures 5.6-5.17 show simulation results together with results obtained using the analytical 

models proposed. The buffer sizes are equal and noted as Lk = L, k = 1,2, ... , K in the 

figures 5.6-5.17. Routing probability matrix Q1 is used for figures 5.6-5.11. 
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The figures 5.6-5.11 show that for feed forward networks (i.e. when the routing probability 

matrix Ql is used), both IPP and joint state models give close approximations. It can clearly 

be seen that the results are closer for node 1 of the tandem networks. 

In figure 5.10 the results of systems with L = 500 and L = 1000 overlap. Since the probability 

of node 2 to receive arrivals is 40% (arrivals are from node 1 only) the 1IQL values are not 

affected by the queue capacity. 

When the queuing capacity is relatively large, joint state approach gives marginally better 

approximations than the IPP model. Especially when figure 5.11 is considered the results 

show that for node 3, the joint state model shows better approximations then IPP model 

when high arrival rates are expected. 

Routing probability matrix Q2 is used for figures 5.12-5.17. Results are obtained for open 

networks with feedbacks. 
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The figures 5.12-5.17 show that for networks with feedbacks (i.e. when the routing probability 

matrix Q2 is used), IPP model becomes less accurate. IPP departure model works well 

for feed forward networks but in case of feedback networks the accuracy of IPP approach 

decreases especially for nodes two and three. Since IPP is a renewal process but feedback 

results in non-renewal arrivals, the use of IPP model for open networks with feedbacks is not 

favourable. In contrast, joint state model gives close approximations for open networks with 

feedbacks as well. 

In the following computations open networks with heterogeneous queue sizes are considered. 

Numerical results are given for open networks with routing probability matrices Q1 and 

Q2. The accuracy of IPP and joint state approaches are evaluated for a three node system 

with different queue sizes at each node. The queue capacities for nodes 1, 2, 3 are taken as 

L1 = 200, L2 = 10, and L3 = 50 respectively. All the other parameters are taken same as 

the previous computations. The results are illustrated in figures 5.18-5.21 

The results are similar to the results of previous computations. In case of feed forward 

systems both IPP and joint state approaches perform well for systems with heterogeneous 

queue capacities as well. However, when systems with feedbacks are considered, the IPP 

approach does not perform well, whereas joint state approach still gives good approximation.<,. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter models and fast solution techniques are presented for performability analysis 

of open queuing networks with server breakdowns, repairs, external job arrivals and finite 

queuing capacity. In the first approach MMPP and IPP have been used for overall arrival at 

a node and departure process from a node, respectively. Each node has been considered as a 

MMPP /M/l/L queuing model. MMPP /M/l/L models have been analysed and numerical 

results have been presented. Other than the Spectral Expansion method, several other 

engineering techniques have been used in order to compute the probabilistic splitting of 

the departure process and reconstruction of the arrival processes. In the second approach, 

the joint state model has been used for both arrival and departure process modelling. The 

transition matrices are derived by using the random variables that are defined to represent 

the joint states used. Finally, numerical results have been presented for various systems. 

Simulation results are also presented for validation and comparison purposes. 

The proposed IPP and joint state models are applicable for open networks with bounded 

queues. The approaches are reasonably accurate for feed forward open networks. However, 

in the case of the open network systems with feedbacks the IPP model does not perform well. 

All three stages give good approximations for both cases, when the joint state approach is 

employed. 

Numerical results are obtained for a three node system with heterogeneous queuing capacities 

as well. The IPP model and joint state model are compared. Similar to open network 

systems where the queue capacity is same for all nodes, the IPP model does not perform 

well for networks with feedbacks. However, the joint state approach provides far better 

approximations. 

Since IPP is a renewal process but feedbacks cause non-renewal overall arrivals, joint state 

approach performs better than IPP approach for open network systems with feed backs and 

bounded queues. 
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Chapter 6 

Performability Analysis of 

Homogeneous, and Highly Available 

Farm Paradigm, Multi-server Systems 

with Breakdowns and Deferred 

Repairs 

Fault-tolerant systems with repair-upon-failure strategy can become expensive in terms of 

labour, time and cost. Deferred repair strategies are effectively being used in order to reduce 

these expenses (Carrasco 2006). While postponing these repairs, it is essential to keep the 

whole system capable of dealing with user requests. For this purpose, usually, a threshold 

value is defined. When the number of operative servers becomes the predefined threshold 

value because of the failures, a repairman is called (Tang and Trivedi 2004, Sun et. al. 

2005). New generation high-availability commercial computer systems incorporate deferred 

repair service strategies and pure availability metrics may no longer present a sufficient 

amount of information to evaluate these systems (Tang and Trivedi 2004, Sun et. al. 2005). 

Homogeneous multi-server systems, and highly available multiprocessor systems with one 

head and several computation nodes are common configurations. Deferred repairs can be 

used for such systems for reducing repair costs when no permanent repair facility exists on 

premises. Performability evaluation of such systems is very important since the systems are 

fault-tolerant and deferred repairs affect the system significantly in terms of availability. In 

this chapter, performability modelling of homogeneous, and highly available farm paradigm, 

multi-server systems is presented. To account for various types of delays, such systems are 
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modelled and solved for exact performability measures for both bounded and unbounded 

queuing systems where a deferred repair strategy is considered. 

6.1 Using Deferred Repairs to Reduce the Cost 

Deferred repairs are a practice of allowing systems to serve in a degraded mode. The repairs 

which are prudent but not essential for the systems are postponed. In previous chapters, 

multi-server systems with traditional repair strategies are considered. A repair is requested 

as soon as a component fails in order to maximize the performability of the system. However, 

as a system's complexity and the number of components in the system increases, traditional 

repair strategies may become expensive especially in terms of time and labour (Sun et. al. 

2005, Carrasco 2006). An alternative repair strategy is to defer repairs, and leave the failed 

components in the system without repair until the number of failed components exceeds a 

predefined threshold (Bossen et. al. 2002, Tang and Thivedi 2004, Sun et. al. 2005, Carrasco 
2006). 

The systems using the traditional repair-up on-failure technique have higher availability than 

the systems with deferred repair strategies, and this affects the performability of the system 

as well. However, it is possible to reduce the costs by postponing repairs particularly for 

the systems for which the replacement of failed components is an expensive procedure (e.g. 

the system is at a remote location). Also, since the costs of components such as memory 

chips and disks are decreasing, it is affordable to introduce greater number of components to 

the systems. This makes it possible to tolerate multiple component failures without repair, 

before the number of failed components reaches a threshold or a scheduled maintenance 

action occurs (Tang and Trivedi 2004). Both downtime and cost can be reduced with this 

design approach. 

If the computing facilities of the system considered are homogeneous and all servers employed 

have identical computing responsibilities, the performance of the overall system can become 

insufficient because of degraded service power caused by failures. For such systems it is 

possible to defer server repairs while the whole system is still able to handle the incoming 

job requests (system is still able to provide an acceptable level of service power). 

Performance and availability analysis of systems with deferred repairs is useful for the de

velopment and optimisation of highly available computer server, storage, and networking 

systems. In (Temsamani and Carrasco 2002) split regenerative randomisation method is 

introduced for the transient analysis of a class of Continuous Time Markov Chains, where 

CTMCs are used to present reliability models of repairable fault-tolerant systems with de-
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ferred repairs. Carrasco used a new importance sampling scheme for the efficient simulation 

of CTMC models used for fault-tolerant systems with deferred repairs in (Carrasco 2006). 

In (Tang and Trivedi 2004) a hierarchical modelling approach is followed in order to obtain 

performability measures for systems incorporating deferred repairs. Another approach is 

presented to optimise the repair strategy for multi-processor systems with deferred repairs 

in (Sun et. al. 2005) using tools such as RAScad and SHARPE. For performability analysis 

of multi-server queuing systems, it is important to consider queuing characteristics such as 

finite and infinite queuing capacities, the mean queue length of the systems considered, and 

the mean number of jobs lost because of the limited queuing capacities. 

In this chapter, analytical modelling for performability evaluation of homogeneous and highly 

available clusters with breakdowns and deferred repairs is presented. Queuing systems with 

finite and infinite queuing capacities are considered. For this purpose, the resulting QBD 

process in the performance models of multiprocessor systems with breakdowns and repair 

strategies in previous chapters, and (Trivedi et. al. 1990, Chakka et. al. 2002), are extended. 

6.2 Homogeneous Multi-Server Systems with Deferred 

Repairs 

The computing facilities of the homogeneous systems are identical and all servers employed 

have the same computing responsibilities. In such systems, the performance of the overall 

system can become insufficient because of the degraded service power caused by the accu

mulation of failures. Since there is no control hierarchy (e.g. no head node which makes 

the whole system down in case of breakdowns) postponing non essential repairs is easier. It 

is possible to reduce the repair costs without affecting the availability of the whole system 

significantly. 

In this section approaches are developed for performability evaluation of homogeneous multi

server systems with deferred repairs. Models are presented for systems with reconfigura

tion/rebooting delays as well as systems without reconfiguration/rebooting delays. The 

QBD process given in previous sections are suitably extended in order to handle deferred re

pairs. Since deferred repairs have implications of degraded performance and availability, it is 

essential to evaluate the performability of such systems. Also, the performability evaluation 

of such systems is important for optimisation of various system parameters such as deferral 

threshold to provide an acceptable performability. 

For Markov models of repairable fault-tolerant systems, standard simulation of dependability 
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measures tends to be expensive due to the rarity of the system failure event, and it is 

required to use another method for performance and availability evaluation. In (Temsamani 

and Carrasco 2002) the failure events are taken as rare events. Also in (Carrasco 2006) 

a rarity parameter measuring how small failure transition rates are with respect to repair 

transition rates is defined. It is assumed that failure transition rates are much smaller than 

repair transition rates. This corresponds to fault-tolerant systems made up of highly reliable 

components. Such systems are called balanced fault-tolerant systems. 

For homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, simulation results are given comparatively 

with numerical results obtained for homogeneous systems in order to validate the analytical 

models presented. 

6.2.1 Modelling Homogeneous Multi-Server Systems with Deferred 

Repair Strategies 

The homogeneous multi-server system under study is shown in figure 6.l. The system consists 

of K identical parallel servers, numbered, 1, 2, ... , K, and a common queue. The queue can 

be bounded or unbounded. 
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Figure 6.1: A homogeneous multi-server system with deferred repairs. 
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Jobs arrive at the system in a Poisson stream at a mean rate of CJ. Jobs are homogeneous. 

The service times of jobs served by server k (k = 1,2, ... ,K) are distributed exponentially 

with mean 1/ fJ,. Server k executes jobs during its operative periods, which are distributed 

exponentially with mean 1 / ~. Failed servers are not taken to repair until the number of 

broken servers reaches a predefined threshold value of K - H, where H < K. Once the 

number of broken servers becomes K - H the repairman starts repair work. If the repairman 

is not present, he/she reaches the location of the system after possible transportation delays 

in case the system is located in a remote site. The transportation time is given by l/TJt. If 

a repairman is present all the servers have the same individual repair time 1/17. The details 

of two dimensional representation of similar systems are given in previous chapters. Figure 

6.2 shows the operative states of this system. 

III 

III 

III 

H~ H~ 
III 

(H+1 )~ (H+1)~ 

(K-1 )~ 

K~ 

Figure 6.2: Operative states of a homogeneous multi-server system with deferred repairs. 
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In the Markov chain given, if failures occur while a repairman is present (working on other 

repairs), he repairs all broken servers until the system is fully operational. No operative server 

can be idle if there are jobs awaiting service. All inter-arrival, service, operative and repair 

time random variables are independent of each other. If the number of operative servers 

is greater than the number of jobs in the system, then the available servers are selected 

randomly to assign jobs. Services that are interrupted by server breakdowns are eventually 

resumed. 

The states labelled 1, 2, ... , H, (H + 1), ... , K - 1, and K are the K working states of 

the multi-server system, with that many number of processors in each state. In state 0 all 

the servers are broken and no repairman is present. The state labelled as H represents the 

state of system where the number of processors is equal to the threshold value H. The states 

labelled 0', 1', 2', ... , H', (H + 1)', ... , K - l' are the states where, the repair facility is 

present. It is obvious that the repair facility does not leave the premises until whole system is 

fully operative. It is a small possibility to have breakdowns before the system is fully repaired 

but it is not impossible since the servers are put into service once they are repaired. The 

given model takes these possibilities into account. The total number of states is independent 

of H and is given as 2K + 1. 

The numbering for the transition matrices is done as follows. First K + 1 numbers (0, 

1, ... ,K) are assigned to states 0, 1, 2, ... , H, (H + 1), ... , K - 1, K and the following K 

numbers (K + 1, K + 2, ... , 2K) represent states 0', 1',2', ... , H', (H + 1)', ... , K -1'. The 

transition matrices A, B, and 0 can be given as follows: 

0 0 0 0 0 'TIt 0 0 0 

~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 2~ 0 0 0 0 0 'TIt 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A· =A= 0 0 0 K~ 0 0 0 0 0 
J 

0 0 0 0 0 0 'TI 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'TI 

0 0 0 0 'TI 0 0 (K - 1)~ 0 

B j = B for j = O,I, ... ,L; 

B = Diag[O', 0', ... , d of size (2K + 1) x (2K + 1) 

OJ = 0 for j > K; the threshold M = K 
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C = Diag[ 0, /1, 2/1, ... , K /1, 0, /1, 2/1, ... , (K - 1) /1] 

Co = O. 

Cj = Diag[O, Min{l,j}/1, Min{2, j}/1, ... ,Min{K, j}/1, 0, Min{l, j}/1, Min{2,j}/1, ... ,1\Jin{ (K
l),j}/1] for 1 <j < K. 

U sing this QBD system, numerical results are presented for homogeneous systems with repair 

deferrals in the following section. 

6.2.2 Numerical Results for Homogeneous Systems with Deferred 

Repairs 

Homogeneous systems with infinite queuing capacities are considered first. In figure 6.3 

systems with various number of servers are considered ((a) shows loaded systems, (b) shows 

systems with relatively lighter loads). Other parameters are given as CJ jobs/hour, ~ = 

O.OOI/hr, Tl = 0.5/hr, Tlt = Tl/2, /1 = 200 jobs/hour. 
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Figure 6.3: M QL as a function of (J and K for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs. 

The results given in 6.3 show that systems with larger number of servers have better per

formability since the threshold value is taken as K/2. 

A 16 server system is considered in figure 6.4. MQL is computed as a function of arrival 

rate CJ jobs/hour((a) shows loaded systems, (b) shows systems with relatively lighter loads). 
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Other parameters are, ~ = O.OOl/hr, 'f/ = 0.5/hr, 'f/t = 'f//2, J-L = 200 jobs/hour. The results 

show that systems with greater threshold values perform better as expected. However in case 

of relatively light arrival rates it can be affordable to defer repairs. It is possible to use the 

given model for optimisation of the threshold value with respect to cost on performability. 

Depending on the mean arrival rate expected, users can compute the threshold value which 

can be used to defer repairs while the systems performability measures are still reasonable. 

In figure 6.5 the effects of various transportation delays are shown for systems with various 

~/hr values where (7 = 400 jobs/hour, 'f/ = 0.5/hr, J-L = 200 jobs/hr, H = 2, and K =4. The 

results show how the effects of 'f/t increase as the failure rate of the system increases. 
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Figure 6.4: M QL as a function of (7 for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs and 

K = 16. 

Simulation results are presented comparatively in order to validate the model. For the 

simulation, the scenario explained in previous sections is considered. The simulation results 

are within the confidence interval of ±5% of the mean value, with probability of 0.95. The 

parameters are given as (7 jobs/hour, ~ = O.OOl/hr, 'f/ = 0.5/hr, 'f/t = 'f//2, J-L = 200 jobs/hr, 

K = 8 H = 4. The results are illustrated in figure 6.6. , 
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Figure 6.6: Results from simulation and analytical model for homogeneous multi-server 
systems with deferred repairs. 
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The final two figures are presented for systems with finite queuing capacities. In figures 6.7 

and 6.8 the MQL and PJL values are presented respectively. The other parameters are, (J 

jobs/hour, ~ = O.OOl/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJ/2, /-L = 200 jobs/hr, K = 4, and L = 1000. 

The results in figure 6.7 show that deferring repairs while there are more than two servers 

available, is affordable until the (J value reaches 400 jobs/hour. Similarly in figure 6.8 the 

blocking probability increases after (J = 400 when the system with H = 2 is considered. 

The model presented for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs can be used for op

timisation of the threshold value H for maintaining an acceptable level of performability. 

The results obtained for systems with finite, and infinite queuing capacities show that using 

deferred repair strategies can be affordable. It is possible to include possible reconfiguration 

and rebooting delays to such a model at the cost of additional states. Homogeneous systems 

with deferred repairs, and reconfigurationjrebooting delays are considered in the following 

section. 
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Figure 6.7: MQL as a function of (J for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs K = ,1, 

and L=1000. 
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Figure 6.8: P.JL as a function of (j for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs K = 4, 
and L=1000. 

6.2.3 Modelling Homogeneous Multi-Server Systems with Deferred 

Repair Strategies and Reconfiguration/Rebooting Delays 

Multi-server systems considered are prone to breakdowns. Even if cover is provided with 

probability c, there would be reconfiguration/rebooting delays to resume the operation in a 

degraded mode. The systems considered in this section is similar to the systems considered 

in section 3.1. However, deferred repair strategies are also added to the model. It is also 

assumed that in case of server failures, if a repairman is present it is possible to continue 

serving in a degraded mode after a brief reconfiguration delay since the cover facility is 

present. On the other hand if no repairman is present a longer rebooting action is required. 

The system under study is similar to the system in figure 6.1 but with rebooting delays when 

no repairman is not present and reconfiguration delays when a repairman is present. 

The mean arrival, service, failure and repair rates of the system are given as (j, /-L, ~, and 7] 

respectively. The transportation time is given as 1/7]t. In case of failures if no repairman is 

present, the system is rebooted with a delay 1/,{) to map out the failed processor and resume 

operation in a degraded mode. If a repairman is present, then the service is resumed after a 

shorter reconfiguration delay given as 1/ b. Operative states of this system are given in figure 
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Figure 6.9: Operative states of a homogeneous multi-server system with deferred repairs and 
reconfiguration/rebooting delays. 

In the model given, if a repairman is present, he repairs all broken servers until the system is 

fully operational. The states labelled 1, 2, ... , H, (H + 1), ... , K - 1, K are the K working 

states of the multi-server system. In state 0 there are no operative servers and a repairman 

is present. The states labelled 0', 1', 2', ... , H', (H + 1)', ... , K - l' represent the states 

where the repair facility is present. Finally the states given as Xl, X 2 , ... , X H, X(H+I), ... , 

X K- I , XK and YI , Y2, ••• , YH, y(H+I), ... , YK- I are the rebooting and reconfiguration delay 

states respectively. The total number of states is independent of H and given as 4K. 
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The numbering for the transition matrices is done as follows. First K +1 numbers (0,1, .. . ,K) 

are assigned to states 0, 1, 2, ... , H, (H + 1), ... , K -1, K, the following K numbers (K + 1, 

K + 2, ... , 2K) represent states 0', I', 2', ... , H', (H + I)', ... , K - I'. With respect to 

rebooting delays, numbers (2K + 1, 2K + 2, ... , 3K) are given to states Xl, X 2 , ... , X H, 

X(H+l), ... , X K - I , X K and for reconfiguration delays, numbers (3K + 1, 3K + 2, .. . ,4K -1) 
are assigned to states YI , Y2 , .•. , YH, y(H+l), ... , YK - 1. The transition matrices A, B, and 
C are given as follows: 

0 0 'Tlt 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 'Tlt 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 K~ 

0 0 0 0 'Tl 

0 0 0 0 0 

Aj =A= 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 'Tl 0 0 

i.p 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 i.p 0 0 

0 0 0 6 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Bj = B for j = 0,1, ... , L; 

B = Diag[(/, (/, ... , (/] of size (4K) x (4K) 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 'Tl 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

6 0 0 

C = Diag[O, fJ" 2fJ" ... , K fJ" 0, fJ" 2fJ" ... , (K - 1 )fJ" 0, ... , 0] 

Co = O. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

~ 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 (K - 1)~ 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Cj = Diag[O, Min{l,j}fJ" Min{2,j}fJ" ... , Min{K,j}fJ" 0, Min{l,j}fJ" Min{2,j}/-L, ... , Min{(K-

l),j}fJ" 0, ... ,0] for 1 <j < K. 

where the last 2K -1 diagonal elements of C and Cj matrices are always zero since they are 

used to represent rebooting and reconfiguration delay states. 

The following section gives numerical results for homogeneous multi-server systems with 

deferred repairs and reconfiguration/rebooting delays. 
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6.2.4 Numerical Results for Homogeneous Systems with Deferred 

Repairs and Reonfiguration/Rebooting Delays 

In order to analyse the effects of deferred repairs together with reconfiguration and rebooting 

delays, numerical results are presented in this section. Simulation results are obtained for 

these systems as well. Systems with unbounded queues are considered first. 

In figure 6.10 an eight server system is considered for various H values ((a) shows loaded 

systems, (b) shows systems with relatively lighter loads). Other parameters are given as a 

jobs/hour, ~ = O.OOl/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJ/2, J-L = 200 jobs/hr, 1/5 = 30 seconds, and 

1/c.p = 10 minutes. The results clearly show the points where systems with various H values 

have close performability measures. Although systems with greater H values have better 

performability as expected, in case of relatively light traffic deferrals are affordable. 
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Figure 6.10: MQL as a function of a for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, recon
figuration/rebooting delays and K = 8. 

To show the affects of rebooting delays the results in figure 6.11 are computed. The parame

ters are given as a jobs/hour, ~ = O.OOl/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJ/2, J-L = 200 jobs/hr, 1/5 = 30 

seconds, and K = 4. The results show that effects of rebooting delays increase as the arrival 

rate increases. Also for systems with smaller threshold values, the effects of rebooting delays 

on system's performability is more significant. 
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Figure 6.11: MQL as a function of cp, (J and H for homogeneous S~'stE'lllS with deferred 
repairs, and reconfiguration/rebooting delays. 

A similar computation is performed to show the effects of reconfiguration delays in figure 

6.12. This time MQL is computed as a function of b. Other parameters are (J jobs/hour, 

~ = O.OOI/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJ/2, J-L = 200 jobs/hr, l/cp = 10 minutes, and K = 4. The 

results show that reconfiguration delays do not affect the system's performability as much 

as rebooting delays. This is mainly because of the shorter delay time. Since the servers are 

down for a shorter duration reconfiguration delays do not affect systems performability even 

in case of large (J, and small H values. 

Simulation results are presented for systems with reconfiguration/rebooting delays as well. 

For simulation, the scenario explained in this section is considered. The simulation results 

given are for the process and not for the Markov model developed, and they are within 

the confidence interval of ±5% of the mean value, with a confidence level of 0.95. The 

parameters are given as (J jobs/hour, ~ = O.OOI/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = T]/2, J-L = 200 jobs/hI. 

cp = 2 minutes, b = 30 seconds, K = 4, H = 2. The results are illustrated in figure 6.13. 
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Finally, results are computed for systems with finite queuing capacities and presented for 

three and four server systems with respect to (7 jobs/hr and for various H values and L = 
1000. Other parameters are given as ~ = O.OOl/hr, TJ = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJ/2, {L = 200 jobs/hr, 

1/0 = 1 minutes, l/zp = 20 minutes. Computations are performed for both MQL and PJL 

measures. Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show the MQL and PJL results respectively. The results 

show that systems with larger numbers of servers and greater H values perform bet ter. 

The results obtained for homogeneous multi-server systems with deferred repairs and re

configuration/rebooting delays show that, even though delays are considered for the system 

in case of server failures, it is still possible to define a threshold value to defer repairs. 

Rebooting delays have greater impact on the system's performability. Since in reconfigu

ration/rebooting period none of the servers are operative, the arriving jobs accumulate in 

the queue. After the delay period the system continues handling the jobs in a degraded 

mode (stays in degraded mode if H is small). Because of this the effects of rebooting delays 

increase as the threshold value decreases and average arrival rates increase. 
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Figure 6.14: MQL as a function of (7 for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, recon
figuration/rebooting delays and L=1000. 
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Figure 6.15: PJL as a function of (J for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, recon
figuration/rebooting delays, and L=1000. 

6.3 Effects of Deferred Repair Strategies on Highly 

Available Clusters with One Head and Several Iden

tical Servers 

Network clusters are widely used as parallel processing systems. These systems are tightly

connected networks of computers where each of these computers provide service to incoming 

job requests (Wagner et. al. 1997, Adams and Vos 2002). 

Cluster computing can be used as a relatively low-cost form of parallel processing for scientific 

and other applications that lend themselves to parallel operations. In chapter 4 performabil

ity analysis of multi-server systems with one head and several identical nodes are considered. 

Beowulf clusters where a number of off-the-shelf PCs are used to form a cluster for providing 

service to incoming job requests (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004, Engelmann and Scott 2005) are 

chosen for case studies. 

A structure based on a head and multiple computing nodes is used for typical high perfor

mance clusters (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004). Typical Beowulf cluster systems are one of the 

well known multi-server systems which uses this architecture (Leangsuksun et. al. 2004 , 
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Leangsuksun et. al. 2005, Engelmann and Scott 2005). Because of this single head node 

setup, clusters are vulnerable, and this severely limits access to healthy identical nodes in 

case of head node failures. Performability modelling of typical and highly available Beowulf 
clusters is considered in chapter 4 

Since the most pressing issues of today's cluster architectures are availability and serviceabil

ity (Trivedi 2002, Leangsuksun et. al. 2005) various techniques are employed to solve the 

bottleneck problem caused by the single head node architecture and to implement cluster ar

chitecture with high-availability. These techniques include hot standby, and cold standby. In 

section 4.3 performability models are given for systems using both replacement techniques. 

In this section, the case where the head node is backed-up with a stand-by head node is 

considered together with a deferred repair strategy. 

6.3.1 Modelling Highly Available Clusters with One Head and 

Several Identical Servers Using Deferred Repairs 

Analytical modelling for various high performance multi-processor systems have widely been 

investigated in literature. Systems with one head, several identical computing servers and a 

standby server for head node failures have been considered in section 4.3. This architecture 

is commonly used to provide high availability to high performance multi-server systems with 

a single point of failure (Engelmann and Scott 2005). 

The multiprocessor system shown in figure 6.16 consists of one head (numbered 1), K - 1 

identical parallel processors, (numbered 2, 3, ... , K), and a standby backup processor for 

the head processor. The common queue can be bounded with a capacity of L (L < K), or 

it can be unbounded. Jobs arrive at the system in a Poisson stream at a mean rate of (J 

(Hacker and Athey 2001, Gyu et. al. 2004), and join the queue. Jobs are homogeneous and 

the service rates of the identical processors are the same. The job dependencies in such a 

system is discussed in chapter 4. The head processor generally has the same service rate as 

that of the identical ones. The proposed model is applicable even if the head node's service 

rate is different. 

The mean failure rate of the original and standby head nodes is given as ~h' The mean failure 

rate of the computing nodes is ~c. Jobs are homogeneous and the mean service rates of the 

identical processors are given as J-Lc for each processor. The service rate of the original and 

standby head processors is given as J-Lh per processor. The switching delay 1/( (time needed 

for standby head processor to take over the control in case of original head processor failures 

and vice versa) relate to the system and not to individual processors. 
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Figure 6.16: A highly available multi-server system with breakdowns and deferred repairs. 

At the end of its operative period, a processor breaks down and requires an exponentially 

distributed repair time. It is assumed that there is a single repair facility. Thus, an inop

erative period of a processor would also include the possible waiting time for a repairman. 

Since the system considered uses deferred repairs strategy, broken identical servers cannot 

taken to repair until the number of broken identical servers reaches a predefined threshold 

value K - H , where H < K. Once the number of broken identical servers becomes K - H 

a repairman is called. When the head node is broken down repair cannot be deferred and 

if more than one processor is broken, including the head processor, the repair priority is 

given to the head node since the head node should be repaired while the standby processor 

is in use instead of the original head node. This is because the identical processors cannot 

provide service if the head node and standby node are both non-operative (Leangsuksun et. 

al. 2004, Leangsuksun et. al. 2005, Engelmann and Scott 2005). If neither the head nor the 

standby processor is broken, then, the processor to be repaired is chosen randomly amongst 

the computing processors broken down. 
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Since transportation is an expensive process in terms of time and labour, it is important 

to minimise the possible transportation requirements. Because of this, it is reasonable to 

assume that repairman repairs all servers until the system is fully functional once he/she 

arrives at the site where the system is located (Temsamani and Carrasco 2002). For this 

reason, similar to the models presented for homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, 

the transitions which represent exponentially distributed travel times and repair times are 

presented independently in this section as well. In cases where a repairman is present all 

identical servers and the head server have the mean repair times l/TJe and l/TJh respectively. 

The mean time required for possible transportation delays is given as l/TJt and assumed to 

follow an exponential distribution. No operative server can be idle if there are jobs awaiting 

service. All inter-arrival, service, operative and repair time random variables are independent 

of each other. 

If the number of operative identical servers is greater than the number of jobs in the sys

tem, then the busy servers are selected randomly. Services that are interrupted by server 

breakdowns are eventually resumed (perhaps on a different server but at a similar service 

rate). Failure of the head node does not affect job arrivals and, jobs in the queue remain in 

the queue without being serviced. In case of systems with bounded queuing capacities the 

incoming jobs are blocked if the queue is full. Figure 6.17 shows the operative states of the 

system under study which are used for I(t) in two dimensional representation. 

Consider the highly available cluster system with K processors (one head or standby server 

and K-1 identical servers), given in figure 6.17. J.Lh and J.Le are the mean service rates of each 

of the head node and computing nodes respectively. The mean failure rates for head and 

computing nodes are given as ~h and ~e respectively. A single repairman can be called in when 

the administration decides to do so. The transition rates which are used to represent possible 

transportation delays are given as TJt. For states where the repair facility is present the mean 

repair rate is given by TJh and TJe for head (or standby) and identical nodes respectively. It 

is obvious that the repair facility does not leave the premises (in case there is no permanent 

repair facility on the premises, e.g. the system is in a remote place) until the whole system 

is fully operative (all K servers are healthy). 

It is a small possibility to have breakdowns before the system is fully repaired but it is 

not impossible since the servers are put into service once they are repaired. Furthermore, 

in section 4.3 it has been shown that, assuming that either the head node or the standby 

processor will be operational at any time, does not change the performance of the system 

even if there can be short times that both are down. In(Temsamani and Carrasco 2002) a 

similar assumption is used for reliability-like failure/repair models with exponential failure 
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and repair time distributions. The repairs are deferred until some condition on the subset of 

failed components is fulfilled. Then repairman proceeds till the state where all components 

are healthy is reached, when failure rates are significantly smaller than repair rates. A rarity 

parameter measuring how small failure transition rates are with respect to repair transition 

rates is defined in (Carrasco 2006) as well. 

~ 

rJt 

rJc ~c tll ~c ~c 

rJh rJt ~ 

------.---
tlc ~c rJl 2~c 2~c 

rJI ~ 

_r:Jl __ ._ -- --_._----
- --~ - -- ~- ---- - -_.-

Ilc H~c H~ H~c 

tlt ~ 

rJc (H+1)~c (H+1 )~c H+1 )~c 

rJt S 

(K-1 )~c (K-1 )~c 

Ilc 

. h t' states of the HA system with Figure 6.17: Markov Process representmg t e opera lve -
threshold value H (one head H - 1 identical processors). 

The notation for the states is given as follows: 
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1. The states labelled (h2 ),(h2
, e), ... , (h2

, (H -1)e), (h2 ,He), ... , (h2 , (K - 2)e), (/z2, 

(K - l)e) are the K states of the multi-server system where both the original and the 

standby head processors are available. In case of server breakdowns no repairman is 

present to start repairs immediately. The integer coefficient given before e represents 

the number of operative identical processors for all states. In case of identical processor 

breakdowns a repairman is only called if the number of operative identical servers drops 

to H. On the other hand, in case of head node failures a repairman is called since the 

head node represents a single point of control. 

ii. The states labelled (hl ),(hl , e), ... , (hl, (H - l)e), (hl, He), ... , (hl, (K - 2)e), (hI, 

(K - l)e) are the K states of the system where the main head processor is broken 

and the standby head processor takes over the control. No repairman is present but 

since the head processor is broken, a repairman is called regardless of the number of 

operative identical processors. 

iii. The states (hl'), (hl', e), ... , (hl', (H - l)e), (hl', He), ... , (hI', (K - 2)e), (hI', 

(K - l)e) are the K states of the system where the main head processor is broken 

and the standby head processor takes over the control. In these states a repairman is 

present. Repair process continues until the system is fully functional. Repair priority 

is given to the head node. Once the system is fully repaired the repairman leaves the 

area. The state (h2 , (K - l)e) represents the fully operative system since both head 

and standby node are operative together with K - 1 identical processors. 

iv. The states (h2'), (h2', e), ... , (h2', (H-l)e), (h2',He), ... , (h2
', (K-2)e) aretheK-l 

states of the multi-server system where both original and the standby head processors 

are available and the repair man is present. Again the repair process continues until 

the system is fully functional. In case of head node failures the standby processor takes 

over the control after a switching delay of 1/( . In this case the repair priority is again 

given to the head node. The repairman can leave the area once the system is fully 

functional. 

v. The states labelled as D~, D~, ... , DCK- 2) and Dl, D2 , .•• , DCK-l) are the switching 

delay states where a repairman is present and no repairman is present respectively. 
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The total number of states is independent of H and can be expressed as 6K - 2. The 

system can now be represented by a QBD process with finite or semi-infinite state space as 

explained in previous sections. The transition matrices A, Band C have the same size of 

(6K - 2) x (6K - 2). 

The first K numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, ... , K -1) represent the states where both original and the 

standby head processors are operative and no repairman is present, (( h2, sc) where s is the 

number of identical servers). Next K numbers (K, K + 1, K + 2, ... , 2K - 1) are assigned 

to states where the original head processor is broken, the standby head processor takes over 

the control and no repairman is present ( h 1, sc). The next K numbers (2K, 2K + 1, 2K + 2, 

... , 3K - 1) are assigned for the states where the original head processor is broken, the 

standby head processor takes over the control and the repairman is present ( h1
', sc). The 

next K - 1 numbers (3K, 3K + 1, 3K + 2, ... , 4K - 2) are assigned to the states where 

both original and standby head processors are operative and repairman is present ( h2
', sc). 

The remaining numbers (4K, 4K + 1, ... , 6K - 3) are used to represent switching states. 

The matrices Band C are given as: 

B j = B for j = 0,1, ... ,L; 

B = Diag[a, a, ... ,a] of size (6K - 2) x (6K - 2) 

Cj = C for j > K; the threshold M = K 

C = Diag[/Lh, (/Lh + /Le), (/Lh + 2/Le) , ... , (/Lh + (K -l)/Le), /Lh, (/Lh + /Le), (/Lh + 2/Le) , ... , (/Lh + 

(K -l)/Le), /Lh, (/Lh + /Le), (/Lh + 2/Le) , ... , (/Lh + (K -l)/Le), /Lh, (/-Lh + /-Le), (/-Lh + 2/-Le) , ... ,(/-Lh + 

(K - 2)/Le), 0, 0, ... ,0] 

Co = 0. 
If /-Lh > /Le, the head node has service priority over the identical ones. 

Hence, Cj = Diag[(/Lh + Min{we(l),j - l}/-Le) , (/-Lh + Min{we(2),j - l}/-Le) , ... , (/-Lh + 

Min{we(K),j -l}/Le), (/-Lh + Min{we(1),j -l}/-Le), (/Lh + Min{we(2),j -l}/-Le), ... , (/-Lh + 

Min{we(K),j -l}/-Le), (/Lh + Min{we(1),j -l}/-Le), (/Lh + Min{we(2),j - l}/-Le), ... , (/-Lh + 

Min{we(K),j - l}/Le), (/Lh + Min{we(l),j - l}/Le), (/Lh + Min{we(2),j - l}/-Le), ... , (/-Lh + 

Min{we(K -l),j -l}/-Le), 0, ... ,0] for 1 <j < K. 

If /-Lh < /Le, then, the identical nodes have priority over the head. 

Hence, Cj = Diag[(Min{we(1),j}/Le + Min{l,j - Min{we(1),j}}/-Lh), (Min{wc(2),j}/-Le + 

(Min{l,j - Min{we(2),j}}/-Lh), ... , (Min{we(K),j}/-Le + Min{l,j - Min{we(K),j}}/-Lh), 

(Min{ we(1), j}/-Le+ Min{ 1, j - Min{ we(1), j} }/-Lh) , (Min{ we(2), j}/Le+ Min{ 1, j-Ahn{ wc(2), j} }/-Lh) , 

... , (Min{wc(K),j}/Le + Min{l,j - Min{we(K),j}}/-Lh), (Min{we(1),j}/-Lc + J\!in{l,j-
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Min{ wc(1), j} }tLh), (Min{ wc(2), j}tLc+Min{l, j-Min{ wc(2), j} }tLh), ... , (Min{ wc(K),j}/lc+ 

Min{l, j-Min{ wc(K),j} }tLh), (Min{ wc(1), j}tLc+Min{l,j-Min{ wc(1),j} }tLh), (J\Iin{ wc(2), j}J1c+ 

Min{l, j-Min{ wc(2), j} }tLh), ... , (Min{ wc(K -1), j}tLc+Min{l, j-Min{ wc(K -1), j} }/-Lh) , 
0, ... , 0] for 1 <j < K. 

where wc(i) is the number of identical processors available in the operative state i. The 

last 2K - 1 diagonal elements of matrices C and Cj are always zero since they are used to 

represent the switching delay states. 

For a 4-server system (total number of states = 22) with H = 2, matrix A can be expressed 

as follows: 
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To show the effectiveness of the method presented and evaluate the performance of some 

typical highly available systems with deferred repairs, numerical results are presented. 

6.3.2 Numerical Results for Highly Available, Balanced Fault

Tolerant, Farm Paradigm, Multi-server Systems with De

ferred Repairs 

Numerical results are presented for both bounded and unbounded systems. Unbounded 
systems are considered first. 

In figure 6.18 and figure 6.19, four and eight server systems are considered respectively ((a) 

shows loaded systems, (b) shows systems with relatively lighter loads). Other parameters 

are given as (J" jobs/hour, ~h = ~e = O.OOl/hr, 'TIh = 'TIc = 0.5/hr, 'TIt = 'TIe/2, J-Lh = J-Le = 200 

jobs/hr, and ( = 1 min. The effects of different threshold values (H) on the mean queue 

length of the proposed system are shown. Results show that in case of heavy traffic loads 

the systems with higher H values perform significantly better. However, in case of relatively 

lighter traffic loads, the deferral of repairs is possible, since the performability measures do 

not increase significantly. Table 6.1 gives the MQL performance of a four processor system 

with various H values in more detail. The sudden jump in MQL is clearly shown on this 

table. 
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Figure 6.18: MQL as a function of (J" and H for HA systems with deferred repairs and J( =-t 
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Figure 6.19: MQL as a function of (J and H for HA systems with deferred repairs and K = K. 

Table 6.1: Mean queue length versus mean arrival rate for unbounded highly available 
systems with deferred repairs and K = 4. 

(Jjobsjhour H=O H = 1 H= '2 H=3 
20 0.102 0.1 0.1 0.1 

60 0.333 0.302 0.3002 0.3 

100 0.634 0.513 0.501 0.5 

140 1.135 0.74 0.706 0.701 

180 2.988 1.002 0.918 0.904 

220 5194.645 1.51 1.144 1.111 

260 2.405 1.391 1.325 

300 3.65 1.67 1.549 

340 5.602 1.999 1. 787 

380 11.371 2444 2.049 

420 3596.46 3.574 2.357 

460 5.778 2.734 

500 8.994 3.199 

540 14.189 3.813 

580 28.995 4.802 

620 4382.925 7.787 
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In figure 6.20, two, four, six and eight server systems are considered. Other parameters 

are given as H = K/2, (Y jobs/hour, (h = (e = O.OOl/hr, 'Tlh = 'Tle = 0.5/hr, 'Tlt = 'Tle/ 2. 

/lh = /le = 200 jobs/hr, and ( = 1 min. Figure 6.20 shows that systems with greater number 
of servers perform better especially for relatively larger arrival rates. 
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Figure 6.20: MQL as a function of (Y and H for HA systems with deferred repairs and various 
K. 

The relationship between the ratio l/'Tlt and MQL is shown in figure 6.21 for various (h = 
(e/hr values, K = 4, (Y = 400 jobs/hour, /lh = /le = 200 jobs/hr, 'Tlh = 'Tle = 0.5/hr, ( = 1 min 

and H = 2. Figure 6.21 shows the effects of transportation delay on systems performance. 

As the mean failure rates of the servers increase the transportation delays affect the system 

more significantly. 

For highly available clusters, the duration of switching delay to switch from a broken down 

head to the back-up server, depends on system configuration. Hot standby systems take a 

lot less time to switch while cold standby systems can take a while to do so. Figure 6.22 

shows MQL performance as a function of switching delay for various (h = (e/hr values where 

K = 4, (Y = 400 jobs/hour, /lh = /le = 200 jobs/hr, 'Tlh = 'Tle = 0.5/hr, 'Tlt = 'Tle/2 and H = 2. 

Figure 6.22 shows that switching delays affect the system performance more significantly, 

when the failure rates are relatively higher. However the switching delays do not affect the 

system performance as much as transportation delays since they take shorter time. 
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Figure 6.21: MQL as a function of l/r;t for HA systems with deferred repairs and J( = 4. 
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Finally, for an unbounded system, a comparison with highly available farm paradigm systems 

without deferred repairs is presented. Such a comparison is possible when the repairs are 

not deferred (H = K - 1) and transportation delays are ignored (Tlt is taken very high). 

Comparison is performed between results of the model presented in this section and the 

model in section 4.3 with no rebooting/reconfiguration delays. Parameters are taken as 

K = 4, (J" jobs/hour, ~h = ~e = O.OOl/hr, Tlh = Tle = 0.5/hr, J-Lh = J-Le = 1 jobs/hr, and ( = 1 

min. Results show good agreement. They are illustrated in figure 6.23. 
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Figure 6.23: Results given for HA systems without deferrals 

The results show that when infinite queuing capacities are considered Tlt and ( affect the 

performability of the systems significantly especially if relatively high failure rates are ex

pected (providing that the condition of being balanced is satisfied). In case of relatively 

high arrival rates, systems with higher H values perform better. However, if light traffic 

loads are expected it is possible to defer repairs since the performability measures do not 

change significantly. Performability of HA systems with deferred repairs and finite queuing 

capacities are considered in the following parts of this section. 

In figure 6.24 a four-server system with bounded queuing capacity is considered. The mean 

queue length is shown as a function of ( where ~h = ~e/hr, (J" = 400 jobs/hr, J-Lh = J-Le = 200 

jobs/hr, Tlh = Tle = 0.5/hr, Tlt = Tle/ 2, H = 2 and L = 1000. Figure 6.24 shows that when low 

arrival rates are expected, switching delays affect the systems performance more significantly 
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for the systems with relatively higher failure rates. Since the incoming traffic is light the 
queue capacity does not become the main limiting factor. 
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Figure 6.24: MQL as a function of 1/( for HA systems with deferred repairs, K = 4 and 
L = 1000. 

Figure 6.25 shows the mean queue length as a function of TJt where K = 4, 'h = 'c/hr, 

(J = 400 jobs/hour, J-Lh = J-Lc = 200 jobs/hr, TJh = TJc = 0.5/hr, H = 2, 1/( = 30 seconds and 

L = 1000. The effects of transportation delay is more significant for higher 'h = 'C values. 

Similar to the previous figure, the queue capacity does not become the limiting factor because 

of relatively slow arrivals. 

In order to investigate the effects of queuing capacity further, the mean queue length and 

percentage of jobs lost is computed as a function of mean arrival rates for a four server system 

with various H values. Other parameters are given as (J jobs/hour, 'h = 'C = O.OOl/hr, 

TJh = TJc = 0.5/hr, TJt = TJc/ 2, J-Lh = J-Lc = 200 jobs/hr, ( = 1 min and L = 1000. Figures 

6.26and 6.27 show the results of these computations for MQL and PJL respectively. 

The results obtained for HA systems with deferred repairs and bounded queues, show that 

in case of systems with high arrival rates, the queuing capacity becomes the main limiting 

factor. On the other hand, for systems with lower arrival rates, it is possible to defer the 

repairs since the performance is not affected significantly. 
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4 and 

6.4 Conclusions and Discussions on Multi-Server Sys

tems with Deferred Repairs Considered 

In this chapter homogeneous, and highly available balanced fault-tolerant multi-server sys

tems using farm paradigm are considered. 

In the first part of the chapter homogeneous multi-server systems are considered together 

with possible reconfiguration and rebooting delays. To analyse the effects of various deferred 

repair strategies, such systems are modelled and solved for exact performability measures for 

both bounded and unbounded queuing systems. The state probabilities of such systems are 

derived using the Spectral Expansion method. The queuing issues are considered, investi

gated and analysed in detail. Numerical results have been obtained and presented for various 

performability parameters, for both bounded and unbounded systems. Effects of having var

ious threshold values to start deferred repairs, deferred repair rates and reconfigurationj 

rebooting delays are analysed. Results show that, the performability of the system depends 

on the threshold value and deferred repair rate. The effects of deferred repair rate increase 

as the mean failure rate of the systems increases. The model presented for homogeneous 
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multi-server systems with deferred repairs, reconfiguration /rebooting delays show that the 

effects of rebooting delays can be significant but reconfiguration delays does not affect the 

system significantly. Since the effects of other factors such as the threshold value (H). and 

transportation delays are greater, the effects of reconfiguration delays are not significant. 

Following the sections on homogeneous systems with deferred repairs, highly available clus

ters with breakdowns, deferred repairs, and switching delays have been modelled for exact 

solution. The state probabilities in the case of a single head with backup and multiple com

puting nodes are derived using the Spectral Expansion solution. The queuing issues are 

considered, investigated and analysed in detail for these systems as well. Numerical results 

have been obtained and presented for various performability parameters, for both bounded 

and unbounded systems. Effects of having various threshold values to start deferred repair, 

various deferred repair rates, and various switching delays are analysed. Switching delays 

have been chosen so that both hot and cold standby highly available clusters are considered. 

Results show that, when queue limit is not an important factor, the performability of the 

system depends on the threshold value and deferred repair rate, and the effects of deferred 

repair rate increase as the failure rate of the systems increases. Switching delay has also been 

shown to have a significant impact on system performance. For bounded queuing systems, 

L is the main factor affecting the mean queue length performance of the system at relatively 

large (J values. Similar to the homogeneous multi-server systems, HA systems with higher H 

values perform better in case high arrival rates are expected. Also in case of heavily loaded 

systems, the queuing capacity becomes the main limiting factor and in case of relatively lower 

arrival rates, deferrals of the repairs do not affect the performability measures significantly. 

The method can be used to compare cost of deferred repairs (in terms of performance degra

dation) to the cost of traditional repair strategies for various systems. It is possible to invest 

in additional servers to facilitate differed repairs without experiencing poor performances 

while cost of operations is reduced due to reduced expenditure on maintaining a repair facil

ity on the premises. The necessary number of additional servers together with savings can 

be calculated efficiently using the approach presented together with some cost formulae. The 

models presented are cost effective, extendible and useful for computer and communication 

systems since most of these systems have queuing considerations. 
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Chapter 7 

An Approach to Ease the State 

Explosion Problem in Two Stage 

Tandem N etwor ks 

Analytical solutions for two dimensional Markov processes suffer from the state space ex

plosion problem. Especially when both of the random variables (I(t) and J(t)) are used 

to represent the number of jobs in two different queues, the limiting impact of state explo

sion problem is more significant. Two stage tandem networks are typical examples for such 

models as considered in (Chakka 1995, Chakka 1998). 

In section 2.3.3 existing approaches are analysed for performability evaluation of two stage 

tandem networks. Because of the limiting effect of random variable I(t), systems with 

breakdowns and multiple servers at the second stage could not be considered. It is possible 

to divide the random variable I(t) in order to present the number of jobs in the second stage 

while the server is operative or broken. However, since I(t) should be divided, the maximum 

queue capacity that the system can handle will also be divided by total number of operative 

states of the servers at the second stage. This severely limits the queue capacity that can be 

handled. 

This chapter presents a new approach for analytical modelling of open networks offering 

improvements in alleviating this problem. The proposed solution is an approximate solution 

with a high degree of accuracy. Using this approach, two-stage open networks with multiple 

servers, breakdowns, and repairs at the second stage and feedback can be modelled as three 

dimensional Markov processes and solved for performability measures. Comparative results 

show that unlike other solutions such as Spectral Expansion, the new solution approach 

works for any number of servers. 
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7.1 Two Stage Tandem Networks Under Study 

Markov-modulated queues have a wide range of applications in queuing systems, as shown 

in previous chapters. Such queues can be described as two dimensional processes where 

transitions are only possible between adjacent states of a given model. The popularity of 

two dimensional processes resulted in the development of various numerical procedures for 

their steady state analysis. These approaches have received considerable attention. 

The functional equations arising in the analysis of such processes usually present significant 

analytic difficulties (Boxma et. al. 1994). These numerical difficulties are frequently caused 

by large number of steady states. In other words, difficulty caused by the rapid increase 

in the size of the state space of the underlying Markov process is known as the state space 

explosion problem. When two dimensional models are considered for two stage tandem 

networks, the reason of large number of state spaces are the maximum (or infinite) number 

of jobs in queues of stage 1 or stage 2 (J(t) or I(t)). For multi-dimensional models where one 

component is finite there are good analytic-algorithmic methods, such as Matrix Geometric 

solution (Neuts 1981), and Spectral Expansion method (Chakka and Mitrani 1992). 

These methods can be used to solve the state explosion problem caused by large or infinite 

number of jobs (El-Rayes et. al. 1999). Although systems where one of the components is 

infinite can be handled by Spectral Expansion and Matrix Geometric solution methods, as 

the size of I(t) increases they become computationally expensive. The numerical complexity 

of the solutions depends on the size of I(t) (Mitrani 2005). That number determines the 

size of the matrix R used in Matrix Geometric method, and the number of eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors involved in Spectral Expansion method. In both solution techniques the 

size of the matrices used depends on the size of random variable I (t). As the sizes of the 

matrices increase the computational requirements increase significantly. Because of the large 

size, ill-conditioned (Mitrani 2005) matrices numerical problems occur. Also the numerical 

stability of the solution gets affected especially when heavily loaded systems are considered. 

The Spectral Expansion and Matrix Geometric methods are reviewed in (Haverkort and Ost 

1997) as well. In his paper, Haverkort, compares Matrix Geometric and Spectral Expansion 

approaches. Review works highlight strengths as well as weaknesses of numerical techniques 

used. An important difficulty associated with these methods is the state space explosion 

problem which limits the size of I(t) which is used to represent the number of jobs in stage 

2 of a tandem network to be considered for performability evaluation. Furthermore, when 

rebooting, reconfiguration, and switching delays are considered together with breakdowns 

and repairs, this further increases the severity of the problem. Existing solutions are capable 

of handling large numbers of jobs only at stage 1. 
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Since the Spectral Expansion (Chakka 1998) method suffers from state space explosion prob

lem as well, Mitrani further improved Spectral Expansion to obtain approximate solutions 

for heavily loaded Markov-modulated queues using the dominant eigenvalue (Mitrani 2005) 

for unbounded queues. 

In this chapter, the Spectral Expansion technique is adapted to three dimensional Markov 

Processes to ease the state space explosion problem. The solution is approximate and itera

tive. The method produces accurate results for tandem systems with bounded queues. 

Figure 7.1 shows the queuing system under consideration. In this system, L j and Li represent 

the queuing capacities of the first and second stages respectively. L j and Li are both finite 

and L j can be a lot larger than L i . Jobs arrive at stages 1 and 2 at mean arrival rates of (T1 

and (T2 respectively, both following a Poisson distribution. The mean service rates are J-Ll and 

J-L2 per server for stages one and two respectively. The first stage is a single server system. 

Servers at the second stage are homogeneous with mean breakdown rate ~, and mean repair 

rate T/. The first stage is assumed to be highly reliable. B1 and B2 represent the fraction of 

serviced jobs leaving the system after stage 1 and feed back to first stage respectively. K 

is the total number of servers at stage 2, k is the number of the operative servers and J(t) 

represents the number of jobs, at stage 2 at time t. When all servers at stage 2 are broken, 

or the queue is full, stage 1 stops sending jobs to stage 2. 

L· I • ~4 Li • 

I I I 1---1 ~.: 
~1(1- 81) : 

I 
I 

® breakdown, 

Figure 7.1: A two stage tandem network with multiple servers at the second stage. 

The proposed method models the system shown in figure 7.1 as a three dimensional ~larkov 
process and solves the resultant model using the Spectral Expansion method together with 
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an iterative process. Then, the steady state probabilities of the three dimensional :'Iarkov 

chain are calculated. Consider a discrete time, two dimensional Markov process on a finite 

lattice strip. The Markov Process can be defined as X = {I(t), J(t); t > o} with a state 

space of ({O, 1,2, ... ,Li } x {a, 1,2, ... , Lj}). Then, i = 0,1,2,. " ,Li , and j = 0,1,2, ... ,Lj 

can be used to represent all possible states, (i, j) on the lattice strip. This system can be 

solved using existing approaches where most popular ones are explained in (Chakka 1998) 

and (Ciardo and Smirni 1999). The limiting factor here is the size of In, i.e. L i . When 

multiple homogeneous servers with breakdowns are considered for stage 2, the size of In 

becomes (K + l)(Li + 1), where K is the total number of servers. Clearly, when K is large, 

only small queuing capacities for stage 2 can be assumed to avoid the ill conditioned matrices 

caused by large size of transition matrices. In practice however, larger queuing capacities 

exist. 

7.2 The Three Dimensional Solution Approach for Two 

Stage Tandem Networks with Multiple Servers and 

Breakdowns at the Second Stage 

It is possible to model such networks using three dimensional processes. In this approach In 

becomes independent of K. The Markov process can now be defined as X 3D = {I(t), J(t), P(t); 

t > O} with a state space of ({O, 1, 2, ... ,Li } x {a, 1, 2, ... , L j } x {a, 1,2, ... ,K}). This can 

be considered as K + 1 two dimensional processes, X, let's say X k , where k = 0,1, ... , K. 

Each X k can be considered as an independent two dimensional Markov process. Defining the 

sum of the steady state probabilities of these two dimensional processes lead to the following 

sums: 

Li Lj K 

Sk=LLPi,j,k and LSk=l, k=0,1,2, ... ,K (7.1) 

i=D j=D k=D 

where Pi,j,k represent the steady state probabilities. 

It is important to calculate Sk for each k. For the system considered on each lattice represent

ing X
k

, one step downward transition rates are a function of MI, one step upward transition 

rates are a function of M2e2 and 0'1. Lateral transitions are determined by MI(l - ed, M2, 

and 0'2. 'fransitions between each lattice X k occur with rates ~, and'Tl. The sums (Sk) can 

be obtained as: 
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Sk = k' (77/0 - _ 
[ 

K ( 1 k ]-1 .~ I!) k-O,1,2, ... ,K (7.2) 

Let's define the matrices Uk for all i, j and k as Uk = R . k for 0 < J' < L· 0 < . < L 
' t,], , ]' 'l i, 

o < k < K. For each Uk, 0 < k < K, the transition matrices are defined in terms of,.,. ,.,. 
vI, v 2, 

J-L1, J-L2, e1, and e2• The possible transitions in each two dimensional process X k are shown in 
figure 7.2 

Figure 7.2: The possible transitions within each X k where 0 < k < K. 

When all servers at stage 2 are broken (Le. k = 0) or the queue is full (Le. i = Li ) the terms 

in transition matrices having J-L1(1 - e1) are set to zero so that no jobs are sent to stage 2 

from stage 1 (it is possible to handle various scenarios). The transition matrices A, A j , B, 

Bj , and C, Cj, are used for the Spectral Expansion solution to the processes X k and can be 

summarised as follows: 

Aj(i, k): Purely lateral transition rates, from state (i,j) to state (l,j), (i = 0, 1, ... , Li; l = 

0,1, ... , Li; i il; j = 0,1, ... , L j ), caused by a change in the state (i.e., a job has arrived 

at or departed from the second stage). 
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Aj =A= 
0 (J2 0 0 0 

min(i, k)/-L2(1 - ( 2) 0 (J2 0 0 
0 min(i, k)/-L2(1 - ( 2) 0 (J2 0 

0 min(i, k)/-L2(1- (2) 0 
0 0 0 (J2 
0 0 0 min(i, k)/-L2(1 - ( 2) 0 

Bj(i, k): One-step upward transition rate, from state (i,j) to state (l,j+1), (i = 0,1, ... , L
i

; l = 

0,1,. " ,Li ; and j = 0,1, ... , Lj ), caused by a job arrival at the first stage; external or as a 
feedback job. 

(Jl 0 0 0 0 
min(i, k)/-L282 (JI 0 0 0 

0 min(i, k)/-L282 (JI 0 0 Bj = B = 
0 min( i, k) /-L2()2 0"1 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 min( i, k) /-L2 ()2 0"1 

Cj(i,k): One-step downward transition rate, from state (i,j) to state (l,j - 1), (i = 

0,1, ... ,Li; l = 0,1, ... , L i ; and j = 0,1, ... , L j ), caused by the departure of a serviced 
job from the first stage. 

/-L181 /-LI(1- ()l) 0 0 0 
0 /-LI ()l /-LI(l - ()l) 0 0 

0 0 /-LI ()l /-Ll(l- ()l) 0 
Cj =C= 

0 0 /-Ll()l 0 

0 0 0 /-Ll (1 - ()l) 

0 0 0 0 /-LI()1 

for 0 < j < L j and Co = [0]. 

From these, the approximate R,j,k can be obtained using the Spectral Expansion method for 

each k. Since the steady state probabilities for lattice k are initially calculated independent of 

lattices k -1 and k + 1, it is important to use a technique to compensate for the unaccounted 

effects of the latter two lattices on lattice k. This can be achieved through the use of the 

balance equations given in equations 7.3-7.29. If Sx,y represents transitions from lattice x to 

lattice y where x -Ie y and x, y = 0,1,2, ... ,K, then, the transitions can be summarised as 

in figure 7.3: 
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J(t) 
-50,1- - 51,2- o • 0 -J(t) J(t) J(t) J(t) 

I(t) I(t) I(t) I(t) 
Uo UK 

-- 51,0 -- 52,' -- -- 5K,K-,--

Figure 7.3: The possible transitions between X k S. 

These transitions lead to a set of 27 balance equations in total. All approximate steady state 

probabilities, Uk, can be calculated for k operative servers, where k = 0,1, 2, . , . ,K as long 

as there is a Spectral Expansion solution. The balance equations can be given as follows: 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

P = ~PLi,Lj,l + (J'lPLt,Lj-l,O + (J'2 P Li_l,Lj,O 

Li,Lj,O /-Ll(h + TJ 
(7.9) 

P = ~PLi,O,l + (J'2 PLi_l ,0,0 + /-Lle1PLi,l,0 

L;,O,O (J'l + TJ 
(7.10) 

(7.11) 
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R - (k + 1 )~PO,O,k+l + 'l]Po,o,k-l + /.l2(1 - ( 2)P1,O,k + /.lle1Po,1,k 0 < k < K (7.12) 
O,O,k - (}l + (}2 + k~ + 'I] , 

R ' - (k + l)~PO,j,k+l + 'l]PO,j,k-l + (}lPO,j-l,k + /.l2 e2Pl,j-l,k + /.l2(1 - ( 2)PI ,j,k + /.l1()IPO,j+l,k 
O,],k - (}I + (}2 + /.l1 + k~ + 'I] , 

o < k < K, 0 < j < L j 

(7.14) 

p. = (k + l)~Pi,O,k+l + 'l]Pi,o,k-l + (}2Pi-I,O,k + min(k, i + 1)/.l2(1 - ()2)Pi+1,O,k 

t,O,k (}l + (}2 + /.ll + min(k, i)/.l2 + k~ + 'I] 
+ /.l1()lPi,l,k + /.l1(1 - (1)Pi-1,1,k 0 < k < K 0 < i < Li 

(}l + (}2 + /.l1 + min(k, i)/.l2 + k~ + '1]' , 

(7.15) 

p. = (k + l)~~,Lj,k+l + 'I]~,Lj,k-l + (}IPi:Lj l,k, + (}2 Pi-I,Lj,k + min(k, i + 1)/.l2()2Pi+I,Lj_l,k 

t,Lj,k (}2 + /.l1 + m'ln(k, 'l)/.l2(1 - ()2) + k~ + 'I] 
min(k, i + 1)/.l2(1 - ()2)PHI ,Lj,k 0 < k < K, 0 < i < Li 

+ (}2 + /.l1 + min( k, i) /.l2 (1 - ()2) + k~ + 'I] , 
(7.17) 

P = (k + l)~PLi,Lj,k+1 + 'l]PL~,Lj,k-1 + (}lPLi ,Lj-l,k + (}2PLi_l,Lj ,k, 0 < k < K (7.18) 
Li,Lj,k /.l1()1 + m'ln(k, L i )/.l2 + k~ + 'I] 
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PL' 'k = (k + l)~PLi,j,k+l + TJPL;,j,k-l + O'lPL;,j-l,k + 0'2 PLi-l,j,k + f.11 81PLi,j+l,k + f.11 (1- 81)PLi d+1,k 

,,], 0'1 + f.1 181 + min(k, L i )f.12 + k~ + TJ ' 

o < k < K, 0 < j < L j 

(7.19) 

Pi,j,k = [(k + l)~Fi,j,k+l + TJPi,j,k-l + O'lPi,j-l,k + 0'2Pi-l,j,k + min(k, i + 1)f.1282Pi+l,j-l,k 

+min(k, i + 1)f.12(1 - 82)Pi+l,j,k + f.11 81Pi,Hl,k + f.11(1- 81)J~-1,j+1,kl 

[0'1 + 0'2 + f.11 + min(k, i)f.12 + k~ + TJr 1, 

o < k < K, 0 < i < Li , 0 < j < L j 

(7.20) 

R - TJPO,O,K -1 + f.12(1 - 82)P1,O,K + f.11 81PO,1,K 
O,O,K - 0'1 + 0'2 + K~ 

R = TJPO,Lj,K-l + O'lPO,Lj_l,K + f.12 82P1,Lj_l,K + f.12(1 - 82)P1,Lj,K 
O,Lj,K 0'2 + f.11 + K~ 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

0< j < L j 

(7.23) 

p = TJPi,o,K-l + 0'2Fi-l,O,K + min(K, i + 1)f.12(1 - 82)~i+1,O,K + f.11 81Pi,l,K + f.11(1- 81)Fi-1,l,K, 
t,O,K 0'1 + 0'2 + min(K, ~)f.12 + K~ 

0< i < L, 

(7.24) 

P = TJPLi,o,K-1 + 0'2PLi_l,O,K + f.11 81PLi,l,K + f.11(1 - 81)PLi _1 ,l,K (7.25) 
L;,O,K 0'1 + min(K, Li )f.12 + K~ 

'rJPi L, K-l + O'lPi LJ' l,K + 0'2 Pi-1,LJ"K p,. == '/ ')' , -

t,Lj,K 0'2 + f.11 + min(K, i)f.12(1 - 82 ) + K~ 
min(K, i + 1)f.1282Fi+1,Lj-1,K + min(K, i + 1)f.12(1 - 82)Fi+1,Lj,K (7.26) 

+ 0'2 + f.11 + min(K, i)f.12(1 - 82 ) + K~ , 

o < i < Li 
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(7.27) 

P . - T}PLi ,j,K-l + (71 PLd-l,K + (72 P Li _d,k + /-il(JI PLi J'+l K + /-il(l - (J1)PL' J'+l K L· J K - , , • I, , 

t) , (71 + /-il(J1 + min(K, Li )/-i2 + K~ , 

0< j < L j 

(7.28) 

Pi,j,K = [T}Pi,j,K-l + (71~,j-1,K + (72~-l,j,K + min(K, i + 1)/-i2(J2 Pi+1,j-1,K+ 

min(K,i + 1)/-i2(1- (J2)PH1 ,j,K + /-i1(Jl~,j+l,K + /-il(1- (Jl)~-l,j+1,Kl 

[(71 + (72 + /-il + min(K, i)/-i2 + K~l-l, 
o < i < Li , 0 < j < L j 

(7.29) 

These balance equations are derived from equation 7.20 by deleting some of its components 

appropriately (e.g. when k = K, all k + 1 terms are set to zero, for k = 0, all terms involving 

/-i2 and ~ are set to zero etc.). The probabilities obtained within Uk are approximate because 

transitions between neighbouring lattices are not taken into account. Once the approximate 

steady state probabilities are calculated, the balance equations ( (7.3)-(7.29)) can be used to 

calculate the steady state probabilities more accurately. An iterative procedure is followed 

to accurately calculate ~,j,k' The procedure can be given as follows: 

i. Uk are calculated for k = 0, 1, 2, ... , K using the Spectral Expansion method together 

with equation 7.2, 

11. The balance equations given in 7.3-7.29 are used to calculate the correct steady state 

probabilities. 

111. Mean queue length is calculated for the queuing system considered. 

IV. Second and third steps are repeated until the mean queue length converges sufficiently. 

The most recent state probabilities are used to compute various performability measures. 

The main advantage of the new method is the independent two dimensional solutions for 

each k value. This makes it possible to handle larger number of servers at the second stage. 

Also this approach introduces another degree of flexibility to the model. Since each Uk is 

considered independently, it is possible to handle the transition matrices independently for 
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each k. For example if the first stage is not sending anything to the second stage in case 

there are no operative servers at the second stage, it is possible to arrange the transition 

matrix C in order to handle this scenario for Uo (k = 0 so substitute 0 for ,u1(1 - 81)). 

7.3 Addressing the Accuracy of the Three Dimensional 

Solution Approach 

In this section the numerical results are presented comparatively with the results obtained 

from the Spectral Expansion method. Simulation results are also carried out to address the 

accuracy since the Spectral Expansion method cannot handle large number of servers at the 

second stage. First, the numerical results obtained from the new approach are compared 

with the numerical results obtained from the Spectral Expansion method. For the numerical 

results obtained from the Spectral Expansion method, the random variable I(t) is divided 

into sections to represent the number of jobs at stage two for various operative states of 

the servers. Since the number of servers at the second stage limits the Spectral Expansion 

method, computations are performed up to K = 2. The CPU times are also given for 

comparison where K = 2, L j = 1000, Li = 15 (It has not been possible to obtain results using 

Spectral Expansion and Li > 15 for K = 2), J-L1 = 5 jobs/hr, J-L2 = 6 jobs/hr, ~ = O.OOl/hr, 

rJ = 0.5/hr, 81 = 0.6, 82 = 0.2, and (J2 = 0 /hr. The results are illustrated in tables 7.1 and 

7.2 for the mean queue lengths of first and second stages respectively (MQLj, MQLi). 

Table 7.1: MQL for stage one and associated cpu times as a function of the mean arrival 
rate of stage one, for K = 2. 

(J1 MQL j Spectral Expan- MQL j 3 - D Approach CPU time Spectral Ex- CPU time 3 - D 

swn pansion(seconds) proach (seconds) 

0.5 0.121952 0.121952 69.82 42.1 

1.0 0.277779 0.277779 41.289 39.937 

1.5 0.483874 0.483874 28.451 40.458 

2.0 0.769237 0.769237 17.856 36.332 

2.5 1.190488 1.190487 20.309 32.216 

3.0 1.875025 1.875014 17.776 24.805 

3.5 3.181875 3.181856 20.399 27.369 

4.0 6.666817 6.666859 31.895 35.07 

4.5 45.006128 45.005791 34.028 306.831 

5.0 988.459315 976.44794 19.558 326.93 
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Table 7.2: MQL for stage two as a function of the mean arrival rate of stage one, for Spectral 
Expansion and 3 - D approach for J( = 2. 

0"1 M Q Li Spectral Expansion MQLi 3 - D Approach 
0.5 0.036249 0.036249 
1.0 0.07258 0.07258 
1.5 0.109066 0.109066 
2.0 0.145781 0.145781 
2.5 0.1828 0.1828 
3.0 0.220202 0.2202 
3.5 0.258065 0.258063 
4.0 0.296474 0.296472 
4.5 0.335517 0.335515 
5.0 0.336695 0.336495 

A laptop with 1.05 GHz AMD Athlon XP 2200 processor and 704 MB RAM, MS YC++ 6.0, 

and the NAG library (for Spectral Expansion only) are used to achieve the results in tables 

7.1 and 7.2. Results show that the new method is accurate and the error rate is less than 

%3.38. Clearly, results are obtained at the expense of computation time using the proposed 

approach. When it is compared with Spectral Expansion method, the new approach gives 

very close results at a fraction of the computation time. CPU times of the 3 - D approach 

increase as the load of the system increases. The Spectral Expansion method is superior for 

small K. However, as K becomes larger, the state space explosion problem shows itself as 

a limiting factor. The main advantage of the proposed technique is the ability to work with 

large K. 

A special simulation software is written in C++ language to simulate the considered system. 

The results obtained from the simulations are compared with the analytical results which 

are obtained by applying the 3-D solution approach to the Markov model of the system. 

The simulator measures the mean queue lengths at both first and second stages (MQLj 

and MQLi ) for a given set of system parameters. The simulations are continued until a 

certain confidence interval is achieved. Each result obtained from the simulations is within 

the confidence interval of ±5% with a probability of 0.95. 

In figure 7.4, MQLj values are presented as a function of mean arrival rate for 4, 8, and 12 

servers at the second stage. The other parameters are Lj = 100, Li = 40, J-Ll = 5 jobs/hr, 

J-L2 = 0.5 jobs/hr, ~ = O.OOl/hr, rJ = 0.5/hr, e1 = 0.6, e2 = 0.2, and 0"2 = 0 jobs/hI. AIQLj 

results obtained using the new approach are compared with the simulation results. The 

maximum error rate for performability measure MQL j is less then %3.88 when analytical 
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and simulation results are compared. 
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Figure 7.4: MQLj as a function of 0'1 for tandem networks with multiple servers at tl!(' 

second stage where Li = 40 and L j = 100 ((a) K = 4, (b) K = 8, (c) K = 12). 

Figure 7.5 shows the MQL i values computed with the same parameters used in obtaining 

figure 7.4. For MQL i values the error rate is less than %4.31 when the analytical results are 

compared to the simulation results. 
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Figure 7.5: MQLi as a function of (7'1 for tandem networks with multiple servers at the 
second stage where Li = 40 and L j = 100 ((a) K = 4. (b) K = 8, (c) K = 12). 

Same parameters are used for 4 and 8 server systems with external arrivals at the second 

stage where (7'2 = 3 and service rate of the second stage f.L2 = 1. The results are shown 

in figure 7.6. For MQL j and MQL i values the error rates are less then %4.42 and %4.66 

respectively. 

In figures. 7.7 and 7.8 MQL j and MQLi measures are presented respectively as a function 

of mean arrival rate. This time parameters are taken as L j = 1000, Li = 15, f.Ll = 5 jobs/he 

J.L2 = 0.5 jobs/hr, ~ = O.OOl/hr, 'TJ = a.5/hr, (}l = 0.5, (}2 = 0.5, and (7'2 = 0 jobs/hr. Again 

tandem systems with 4, 8, and 12 servers at the second stage are considered. 
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Computations performed for figures 7.7 and 7.8 show that for perform ability measure MQL j 

the maximum error rate is less then %4.59 and for MQLi it is less then %3.96 when analytical 

and simulation results are compared. 

Overall results presented in figures 7.4-7.8 show that the new approach is accurate even for 

relatively large number of servers at the second stage of the tandem network. 
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Figure 7.7: MQLj as a function of 0"1 for tandem networks with multiple servers at the 
second stage where Li = 15 and L j = 1000((a) K = 4:, (b) K = 8, (c) J\ = 12). 

A case study is presented in the following section, where there is a single server at the 

first stage and multiple servers at the second stage. Such a model is successfully used for 

modelling Network Memory Servers (NMS). Details of the NMS are given in the following 

section together with the model used. 
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7.4 Network Memory Servers with Parallel Processors , 
Breakdowns and Repairs 

Rapid increase in computing power and network speeds enables the development of new 

types of network services. A Network Memory Server (NMS) is one such service which is 

being developed at Middlesex University (Mapp et. al. 2004). 

The aim of that project is to use Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) and build large 

memory servers. Since the cost of DRAMs is continuously falling over the last years to build 

such a system can be affordable. Also since the network speeds are also increasing it can 

be possible to have faster access to the memory of another machine on a High-Speed Local 

Area Network or HSLAN than accessing the local hard disk (Mapp et. al. 2004). 

Since it is possible to build a new global storage model based on specialised servers, at 

Middlesex University network memory servers are being developed as a part of an overall 

architecture to provide central storage facilities for mobile environments (Mapp et. al. 2004). 

The performance study of such a system has previously been reported in (Gemikonakli et. 

al. 2006). However, in this study, multiple servers and breakdowns are not taken into 

acount. A single NMS with no back-up, and no breakdowns was considered. This was due to 

the state space explosion problem. In this section, the three dimensional solution approach 

proposed is used to evaluate the performability of two processor network memory servers 

with breakdowns, and repairs. The model allows detailed analysis to be performed on the 

interaction between the server and the network. 

The results are generated when the throughput of the network is relatively higher than the 

throughput of the server which would be the case in Gigabit networks. The cases where 

the throughput of the network is similar to that of the server are considered as well. This 

condition is likely to be true in wireless networks which offer lower bandwidth and increased 

latency compared to wired systems. The model is also attempting to look at the effect of 

other LAN traffic on the performance of the NMS, since for both wired and wireless cases, 

the main interest are the systems based on Ethernet technology. Requests from different 

clients form a distributed network queue which can be modelled as a large capacity queue 

with exponential service times. 

The NMS is transparent to end users of the machines in the system, and since it is stateless 

it treats requests independently and keeps no record of previous interactions with its clients. 

Also the NMS deals only with blocks of data. It does not consider the way data is referenced 

and accessed. The NMS receives requests to create, read, write or delete blocks of data 

of various sizes. Requests from clients are sent to the NMS using TCP lIP which provides 
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reliable communication between processes on different machines. The requests to the server 

along these connections form a distributed input queue. The server uses the socket abstrac

tion to handle each connection. Each socket has a finite buffer associated with it. \ \ nen 

this buffer is full, no more requests can be sent to the server which can be modelled as the 

network no longer serving requests to the NMS (stage one does not forward the messages to 

stage two if the queue at the second stage is full)(Gemikonakli et. al. 2006). 

The requests are kept in the queue of the network until those which are already in the queue 

receive service. The TCP windowing mechanism prevents packets from being thrown away 

when the buffer is full and this makes it possible to model the system as a finite queue. 

Each connection, which represents a client, is managed by a thread and requests from clients 

are handled by that thread in a sequential fashion. Threads are scheduled before they can 

service clients' requests. That means there is a distributed contention system at the first 

stage which can be modelled as a single server with exponential service times. Each client can 

send a packet containing multiple requests to the NMS. That means for analytic purposes, 

it is possible to treat such a packet as one job. A global memory storage unit is used which 

is accessible by all the NMS servers using shared memory techniques (the common queue at 

the second stage). Reading and writing involves the same basic operation which is taking a 

request and finding the corresponding block. If the request is a write request then data is 

written from the incoming network buffer to that block in memory. If a read operation is 

requested then the data from the block is copied to an outgoing network buffer (Gemikonakli 

et. al. 2006). 

The LAN and the memory server can be thought as two tandem queues each serving arriving 

jobs. The model given in figure 7.1 can be used to represent such a system. In terms of 

volume, most of the traffic going to the server will consist of requests to write blocks. This 

is because the request headers of the NMS are quite small compared to the data being 

transferred, so write requests will cause a lot of data to be transferred from the client machines 

to the NMS. In figure 7.1, the rate of this traffic is given as !-Ll(1 - ()1). On the other hand 

most of the traffic moving from the NMS to client machines are due to read requests. This 

is modelled as a feedback loop going from the NMS Server back to its clients and the rate 

is given as !-L2()2. The LAN is assumed to be highly reliable. The memory servers are prone 

to failures. When the common queue for the NMSs is full, or both servers are broken, the 

LAN stops serving this queue, and resumes service when spaces are free in the queue and at 

least one of the servers is ready to accept more jobs. 

The model and the solution presented in the previous section is used to evaluate t he per

formance of the proposed system for specific cases. Breakdown and repair rates have been 
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taken as ~ = O.OOl/hr and r} = 0.5/hr respectively. A finite set of values for ()1 and ()2 are 

used which show the share of read and write operations carried out by the NMS respectively. 

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the MQL and PJL respectively ((a) shows loaded systems, (b) 

shows systems with relatively lighter loads) for the first stage (Le. the LAN) as a function 

of ()l, where ()2 = 0 jobs/hr, J-Ll = 10 jobs/hr, J-L2 = 2 jobs/hr, ()2 = 0.75, Li = 40 and 

Lj = 1000. 

For a loaded network, for large ()l, the presence of a back-up server becomes less significant. 

Also the results show that NMS reacts badly to large delays in the system. This is because in 

most cases clients will be blocked, unable to proceed unless the requested block is retrieved. 

In this regard, the mean queue lengths are of particular interest. The results suggest that 

system performance is affected by high values of ()l, (Le. the network memory server is 

competing with other traffic for the network hence it is underutilised). The results also 

clearly highlight the fact that parallel operation with backup and repair capabilities does 

improve the general performance of the system. This was observed more prominently for 

lower values of ()1 and emphasizes the need to ensure that ()1 remains relatively small in such 

environments. 
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The proposed three dimensional solution is slower than most numerical techniques espe

cially for heavily loaded systems, however the new approach is much faster than simulation 

and more importantly, unlike most numerical techniques, it can handle larger state space. 

Furthermore, the use of three dimensions increases the flexibility of the solution making it 

possible to use known methods (e.g. Spectral Expansion) for each X k with appropriate tran

sitions complementing the solution. The method is applicable to finite queues only, but very 

large queuing capacities can be used at the first stage. The CPU time will increase with Li , 

Lj and K. A jump in CPU times will occur when the network approaches instability. The 

technique can further be extended to apply to computing clusters reached through a LAN, 

where state explosion problem is a serious issue for numerical techniques such as Spectral 

Expansion. 

The approach presented here is applicable to systems presented in chapters 3, 4, and 6 

provided that the systems are modelled together with a LAN proceeds the system concerned. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

This thesis describes a work on performability modelling of various multi-server systems. 

Since multi-server systems with breakdowns and repairs are considered, performability \vhich 

is the composite measure of performance and availability, is the most realistic modelling ap

proach. Two dimensional state space is used to represent the state of the system considered 

at a given time and the Spectral Expansion method is extensively used for the solution of 

the two dimensional state space. Numerical results are presented in order to show the effec

tiveness of the models developed. Some assumptions are made to make analytical modelling 

possible and in some cases approximate solutions are used rather than exact ones. In order 

to validate the accuracy of the developed models, simulations are performed for systems with 

certain assumptions and approximate solutions. The approaches for the evaluation of the 

performability of multi-server systems presented in this thesis, lend themselves as powerful 

tools in order to make essential decisions for system design, optimise parameters to fit the 

user requirements, and to examine optimal design tradeoffs. Also, these models are helpful 

for understanding the complex interaction between systems) components and subtle effects 

of various factors such as failures, repairs and delays. 

Models developed and their solutions highlighted the scale of the state space explosion prob

lem inherent to analytical approaches using two dimensional Markov state representations. 

This problem is widely covered in the literature. Although there are some approaches leading 

to approximate solutions, these are not generally applicable to two stage tandem networks 

with feedback and various traffic loads. This problem restricts the size and complexity of 

network systems that can be considered. In an attempt to ease this problem, a novel ap

proach has been developed and presented in chapter 7. This approach enables the use of 

parallel processors at the second stage of a tandem network ensuring that an increase in 

the number of processors does not create state space explosion. Also, this approach makes 

it possible to consider such systems for performability measures rather t han pure perfor-
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mance measures since it is possible to handle multiple operative states at the second stage. 

Case studies showed that performance measures computed have excellent agreement wit h 

simulation results. This approach is the main contribution of this thesis. 

In addition to this, models presented throughout the thesis emerged as useful models in 

evaluating the performability of various complex, multi-server systems. The approaches 

developed can be used to understand the complex architecture of the multi-server systems 

considered, the subtle effects of various parameters on performability measures, and the 

interrelationships of these parameters. Furthermore, these analytical approaches are cost 

effective and hence can be used to identify key parameters and critical components of systems 

considered. The key contributions of each model are summarised in the next section. 

8.1 Contributions of the Thesis 

The major contributions of the thesis can be summarised as follows: 

1. In Chapter 3 analytical models are presented for homogeneous and a specific type of 

heterogeneous multi-server systems with reconfiguration and rebooting delays. 

For performability evaluation of homogeneous multi-server systems with reconfigura

tion and rebooting delays, models considered in (Trivedi et. al. 1990) are extended. 

The state probabilities in the case of a homogeneous multi-server system with break

downs, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting delays are derived using the Spectral 

Expansion method. Two dimensional representation of the homogeneous multi-server 

systems with reconfiguration and rebooting delays makes it possible to consider the 

queuing characteristics of the systems, since one of the random variables is used to 

represent the number of jobs in the system. Numerical results have been obtained and 

presented for various performability parameters, for both bounded and unbounded sys

tems. The limiting effects of finite queuing capacities are analysed in detail. Also, since 

some of the previous studies assume that there are no reconfiguration and/or reboot

ing delays when a failed server is being mapped out from the system, in this work the 

effects of various reconfiguation, rebooting and probabilities of having a cover facility is 

analysed in detail. Results show that, when queue limit is not an important factor on 

mean queue length performance, the choice of the optimum number of servers depends 

on the values of these parameters. However, for bounded queuing systems, the queue 

capacity is the main factor affecting the performability of the system especially \vhen 

relatively high arrival rates are expected. 
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In the second part of Chapter 3 a specific type of multi-server system with breakdowns, 

repairs, and reconfiguration and rebooting delays have been modelled for exact solution. 

Heterogeneous multi-server systems with one main and several identical servers han' 

been considered and a performability model of these systems is developed. Numerical 

results have been obtained and presented for various performability parameters, for 

both bounded and unbounded queuing systems. The results show that for heteroge

neous multi-server systems with one main and several identical servers, the discussion 

should go beyond whether a processor should be added or service rate of the main 

processor should be improved. Depending on various parameters, such as queuing 

capacity, reconfiguration and/or rebooting delays, and cover probability, an informed 

choice can be made. Similar analysis to what is shown in this study will provide the 

decision makers with sufficient information in deciding whether a processor should be 

added to the system, service rate of the main processor or cover should be improved, 

or queue size should be increased. 

2. The analytical models used in Chapter 3 are extended in Chapter 4 for modelling farm 

paradigm multi-server systems with breakdowns, repairs, and reconfiguration and re

booting delays for exact solution. Beowulf clusters are taken as case studies. Typical 

and highly available Beowulf clusters with one head and several identical processors 

have been studied. These systems have been considered in (Leangsuksun et. al. 2003, 

Leangsuksun et. al. 2004) for pure availability measures. Farm paradigm multi-server 

systems have not been considered for performability modelling. The steady state prob

abilities for these systems with breakdowns, repairs, reconfiguration and rebooting de

lays are derived using the QBD processes coupled with the Spectral Expansion method. 

Simulation results are presented comparatively in order to validate the accuracy of the 

models presented. 

Numerical results have been obtained and presented for various performability mea

sures, for both bounded and unbounded queuing capacities. The effects of having 

head nodes with or without backups are analysed as well. Results show that, having 

a serving head node can have a significant impact on the system performability even 

if the number of serving processors is kept the same in total. Also results obtained 

for highly available Beowulf clusters show that having backup processors for the head 

node can improve the systems' performability significantly. Systems with hot and cold 

standby processors are also compared. The models developed are highly flexible and 

they can be used for performability evaluation of typical and highly available Beowulf 

clusters with various characteristics such as systems with serving or non-serving head 
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nodes, systems with components which have various reliabilities and various service 

rates. These numerical results and the methodology are useful to modify/improve the 

operating system in use and operational aspects effectively, according to the performa

bility requirements. The method is also useful for the designers and users of small scale 

Beowulf systems which are frequently used by scientific and computing communities. 

Since Beowulf clusters usually consist of off-the-shelf computers, the performability 

models are useful in order to specify the system requirements before the cluster is 

implemented. 

3. In Chapter 5 two different approaches, IPP and joint state approaches are extended 

for performability evaluation of open queuing networks with relatively small number 

of nodes, in order to consider bounded queues in each node. Solution techniques are 

presented for performability analysis of open queuing networks with server breakdowns, 

repairs, external job arrivals and finite queuing capacities. Numerical results have 

been presented for three node systems. Joint state model, IPP model and simulation 

results are also presented for validation and comparison purposes. Both joint state and 

IPP modelling approaches are reasonably accurate for feed forward open networks. 

However, when open network systems with feedbacks are considered the numerical 

results obtained from joint state approach provides better approximations. The given 

approach is applicable for open queues where each node has same queuing capacity 

as well as nodes with heterogeneous queuing capacities. Such an approach is useful 

especially for optimisation of queue capacities at each node. 

4. Performability studies for multi-server systems using deferred repair strategies exist in 

the literature. However, queuing issues are not considered in these studies. In Chapter 

6, two dimensional representation of homogeneous and HA farm paradigm multi-server 

systems are considered for performability modelling. Queuing characteristics can be 

analysed in detail since one of the random variables is used to represent the number of 

jobs in the system considered. 

For homogeneous multi-server systems, models are presented for systems without recon

figuration and rebooting delays as well as systems with reconfiguration and rebooting 

delays. The state probabilities of such systems are derived using the Spectral Expan

sion method. The queuing issues are considered, investigated and analysed in detail. 

Numerical results have been obtained and presented for various performability param

eters, for both bounded and unbounded systems. Effects of having various threshold 

values to start deferred repairs, deferred repair rates and reconfiguration/ rebooting 

delays are analysed. Results show that, the performability of a system depends on 
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the threshold value and deferred repair rate. Also the effects of deferred repair rate 

increase as the failure rate of the systems increases. The analytical models developed 

can be used in order to specify the optimum threshold values where the deferrals of 

the repairs are affordable in terms of performability. 

In the remaining sections of Chapter 6, highly available clusters with breakdowns, 

deferred repairs, and switching delays have been modelled for exact solution. These 

systems have not been considered for performability modelling in the literature. The 

queuing issues are considered, investigated and analysed in detail for these systems 

as well. Effects of having various threshold values to start deferred repair, various 

deferred repair rates, and various switching delays are analysed. Both hot and cold 

standby techniques are considered while switching delays are chosen. 

The given models can be used to compare the cost of deferred repairs in terms of 

performability degradation to the cost of traditional repair strategies for systems with 

various characteristics. The models presented are flexible and useful for computer and 

communication systems with deferred repairs and queuing considerations. 

5. In Chapter 7 a new approach is presented in order to ease the state explosion problem 

in two stage tandem networks. The new approach uses two dimensional state space to 

represent the number of jobs in each state. Each operative state of the servers at the 

second stage is presented in a finite lattice strip and Spectral Expansion method is used 

in order to solve these lattice strips for state probabilities. Once the state probabilities 

in each lattice strip is computed an iterative solution is employed in order to include 

the transitions between operative states of the servers which are presented at the third 

dimension. 

Although the proposed three dimensional solution is slower than most numerical tech

niques especially for heavily loaded systems, this new approach is much faster than sim

ulation and more importantly, unlike most numerical techniques, it can handle larger 

state space. Comparative results show that unlike other solutions such as Spectral 

Expansion, the state space limitations become independent of the number of servers 

at the second stage. Also comparisions with simulations show that the new approach 

is accurate even for large number of servers at the second stage of tandem networks. 

Another advantage of the new method is the flexibility it provides in terms of transition 

matrices. Since the Spectral Expansion method is used for each operative state of the 

servers, transition matrices can be modified according to the scenario at each operative 
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state. For instance, it is possible to stop stage one to send jobs to stage two if there are 

no operative servers at the second stage. The existing solution methods are not able 

to handle such scenarios. A case study is considered for NMS which is a multi-server 

system implemented in Middlesex University and such a scenario is implemented for 

the cases where all of the servers of NMS are broken. In (Gemikonakli et. al. 2006) 

a similar study is performed for NMS systems but server failures and multiple servers 

could not be considered because of the numerical difficulties caused by large number 
of states. 

8.2 Suggestions for Future Study 

Some suggestions for future study are given below 

1. State space models with multiple components suffer from state explosion problem since 

the functional equations arising in the analysis of such processes usually cause analytic 

difficulties (Boxma et. al. 1994). This problem is common for models representing 

2-dimensional Markov processes as well. It is possible to find approximate solution 

methods which give accurate results to ease such problems. An approximate three 

dimensional solution is provided in Chapter 7 for two stage tandem networks. It 

is possible to develop a similar approach for multi-server systems as well. Such an 

approach would be very useful especially for large scale clusters. The models presented 

in this thesis can be solved with such an approximate approach in future studies. 

The studies given for homogeneous multi-server systems in (Gemikonakli et.al 2007) 

look promising enough to provide approximate solution for homogeneous multi-server 

systems with large numbers of servers. 

2. The method given in Chapters 3 and 4 can be further extended to many of the high 

performance, highly available, highly reliable computer architectures, with appropriate 

modifications. The same approach can be used in modelling various kinds of cluster 

systems. 

The two dimensional representation of models with reconfiguration and rebooting de

lays can be extended to model flexible manufacturing cells for performability measures, 

hence the model becomes highly relevant to manufacturing or production research. 

3. The method presented for multi-server systems with deferred repairs can be extended 

for systems with various characteristics. Since in the given approaches the states where 

the repairman is present and states where the repairman is at a remote location are 
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presented separately, systems with complex architecture may require large number of 

states. In this case an approximate solution method can be employed in order to ease 

the numerical difficulties caused by large number of states. 

4. The approximate solution given for two stage tandem networks can be applied for 

various scenarios. For NMS the transition matrices are modified so that the local area 

network does not send any jobs to NMS if none of the servers at NMS are operative. 

The model provides a large degree of flexibility and various scenarios can be handled 

as long as the system is stable and the Spectral Expansion method is able to handle 

the two dimensional lattice strips. 
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